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Introduction 
 

We Presbyterians believe that God’s will is manifest in the movement of the people.  This is 

captured through a form of church government in which representatives of its constituent bodies 

(the presbyteries), the elected as commissioners of the Presbyteries to the General Assembly 

(GA) of the Presbyteries that compose the denomination, consider and vote on business brought 

before the GA.  The General Assembly of the Presbyteries of the PC (U.S.A.) meets biennially in 

even-numbered years.  Each presbytery is represented in the General Assembly by 

commissioners elected to the GA by the presbytery.  They are supported by the permanent staff 

of the General Assembly that does its work year-round at the denominational headquarters of the 

denomination in Louisville, KY. 

 

The 221st General Assembly PC (U.S.A.) will be held from June 14 to 21, 2014 at the COBO 

Center in downtown Detroit, Michigan in a series of meetings within those days – and will meet 

as committees and together in plenary session to conduct its business. 

 

The Presbytery of Nevada has elected as representatives of its members (i.e., the Teaching Elders 

and the congregations within the Presbytery) the following persons as its commissioners and 

advisor to this GA: 

 

Teaching Elder Commissioner:  The Reverend James Houston-Hencken, Grace PC, Las 

Vegas.  'Jim Houston-Hencken' jimhh@gracepclv.org  

Ruling Elder Commissioner:  Andrew Krater, St. John's PC, Reno.  'Andrew Krater' 

akrater1520@gmail.com  

 

Alternate* Teaching Elder Commissioner:  The Reverend Robert Kelly, Spanish Springs 

PC, Sparks.  'Robert Kelley' bob@the-kelleys.net  

Alternate* Ruling Elder Commissioner:  Marshall Hanson, Henderson PC, Henderson.  

'Marshall Hanson' mhanson@interact.ccsd.net  

 

* These alternate commissioners will serve as the Commissioners to the 222 GA in 2016. 
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Young Adult Advisory Commissioner:  Peter Houston-Hencken, Grace PC, Las Vegas.  

'Peter Houston-Hencken' peterinvegas@hotmail.com  

 

When your consideration of the overtures below have led to the point of offering counsel to these 

delegates, please communicate your input to them by email – before GA meets, please!   

 

As in all governance matters, these commissioners (and advisor) shall prayerfully consider and 

vote their conscience as God leads them – not as their session, nor the presbytery, nor any other 

earthly authority may demand – on each matter brought before them for consideration and vote 

(F-3.0101, F-3.0107, G-2.0105, and especially, G-3.0102 ). 

 

Session’s and Presbytery’s Job In All Of This. 
 
So, how can Session – and other members of the Presbytery help our commissioners in their task 

of representing us? 

 

Henry and Richard Blackaby’s excellent book, Experiencing God, holds a great distillation on 

the topic of discerning God’s will: 

 

 
 

I am not here to sell you on the Blackaby’s great study on discerning God’s will – and we won’t 

debate its merits here; but, Experiencing God is probably the best summary of the many great 

biblical studies and courses out there on finding God’s will in your life.  

 

In it, the Blackabys note that:  God reveals to you – Himself, His purposes, and His ways (by the 

Holy Spirit) through:  

… prayer  

… circumstances  
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… counsel of mature* Christians  

… the Church  

and … the Bible  

 

You will come to know God by experiencing Him – as you obey Him – and as He accomplishes 

His work through … well, you!  

 

Yes, this is real, hard, WORK – and -- No, there is no Easy Button here! 

----------------------  

* “Mature Christians” are those who show in their daily life a long and dependable pattern of 

Godly thought and life-choices. 
 

As leaders, our job is to get His will for His church out of the members’ heads and into His 

church’s actions.  Specifically (for our purposes with this Primer): 

 
G-3.0102 Ecclesiastical Jurisdiction 

Councils of this church have only ecclesiastical jurisdiction for the purpose of serving 

Jesus Christ and declaring and obeying his will in relation to truth and service, order and 

discipline. They may frame statements of faith, bear testimony against error in doctrine 

and immorality in life, resolve questions of doctrine and discipline, give counsel in 

matters of conscience, and decide issues properly brought before them under the 

provisions of this Book of Order. 
 

In considering the communications, overtures, and resource materials being brought before the 

221 GA for consideration, we have the former of these highlighted responsibilities (give counsel 

in matters of conscience) and the 221 GA, itself, has the latter (decide issues properly brought 

before them). 

 

Please understand that as of the Presbyteries’ vote on Items for Consideration by the Presbyteries 

from the 220 GA last year, an overture is now only be considered by GA if there is at least one 

concurrence to it by another presbytery or synod before the overture’s particular category’s 

submission deadline.   

 

On behalf of the Nevada Presbytery (and reporting its actions thereto), its coordinating Council 

considered the overtures submitted by the Feb 14
th

 deadline for those amending or interpreting 

the Constitution of the PC (U.S.A.).  This Council will continue to consider overtures as they are 

submitted.  For those overtures that Council finds GA should consider; but which have not 

received the necessary “seconding” concurrence by the submission deadline, Council has 

concurred (and will continue to concur) on them by their respective deadlines, as needed, to 

assure GA’s consideration thereof.  

 

The rest of this primer deals specifically with the overtures submitted so far. 

 

First, some process material on how overtures are handled,  

 

Second, a list and summary of the overtures themselves, as presented to date, and finally, 



 

Third, pointers to information related to these overtures – and new ones as submitted. 

 

The Process 
 

In Presbyterian polity terms, here presented is “How a Bill Becomes a Law” – or, to the point of 

this primer on overtures, “How and Overture Becomes the Ecclesiastical Law for the 

Denomination” in the PC (U.S.A.): 

 

An overture is created by a concerned member or members of the denomination and submitted 

to the Stated Clerk of the GA for consideration by the up-coming GA by either the member’s 

presbytery or synod.  The overture submission is in a specific format and contains:  

 

1.  The action urged by the submitter of the overture – 

 A change to the Constitution of the PC (U.S.A.) – Part I, the Book of Confessions or 

Part II, the Book of Order,   

 A change to the activities of the corporate body of the PC (U.S.A.) that may have 

financial or budgetary implications for the corporate body or its agencies, or 

 A change to the internal or public activities or position of the PC (U.S.A.) or its 

agencies that has no financial or budgetary implications for the corporate body or its 

agencies. 

 

2.  Rationale, and perhaps additional information, related to why the proposed change 

should be adopted by the Presbyteries for the denomination. 

 

A concurrence is a separate submission to GA, made by another presbytery or synod, that is 

closely related to the original overture.  It contains the action urged by the submitter of the 

original overture and may also contain additional rationale, and perhaps additional 

information, related to the overture’s proposed action. 

 

Overtures are one of several sources of business for GA as it meets as the representative, 

corporate body of its constituent presbyteries.  

 

 

 

A. Source of Business for the Meeting of the GA 
 

1. Papers in General ............................................................. 3 

2. Reports of Entities, Commissions, and Committees ...... 4 

3. Overtures ........................................................................ 4 

4. Communications and Resource Material .................... 5 

5. Advisory Committee on the Constitution Report ............ 6 

6. Entity and Synod Minutes ............................................... 6 

7. Presbytery Reports .......................................................... 6 

8. Commissioners’ Resolutions ........................................... 7 

 

 



 

 

Items of business to be considered by the General Assembly are prepared for GA 

consideration in one of the following ways: 

(1) for consideration by an assembly committee and recommendation for action 

by the General Assembly; 

(2) for consideration and action by an assembly committee with a report of the 

action to the General Assembly; 

(3) for consideration by the General Assembly through its inclusion in a consent 

agenda; 

(4) for consideration by the General Assembly in a plenary business session. 
 

Communications, and other Resource Material, Overtures, and Reports of Entities, 

Commissions, and Committees (including their recommendations), may all contain items for 

consideration by the 221 GA – which may be subsequently referred to the presbyteries for 

affirmation or rejection and thereby become either part of the Constitution of the PC (U.S.A.), 

policies direction or other action vehicle for the denomination.  

 

This primer will address only the Communications (COM), Overtures (OVT), and Reports’ 

Recommendations (REC) material made available for view on the PC (U.S.A.) website, 

www.pcbiz.org.  
 

Communications and Recommendations may come from any source; but, primarily from study 

committees established by a previous GA. 

 

Overtures are items of business that have been approved by a presbytery or a synod and shall 

request the General Assembly to take a particular action, or approve or endorse a particular 

statement or resolution. (See Book of Order, G-3.0302d.) 

 

There are deadlines for submission because of the preparatory work by GA standing committees 

that precede the GA’s consideration in its plenary meetings concerning the overtures presented 

for consideration: 

 

(1) Overtures and other items proposing an amendment to the Constitution or 

requiring an interpretation by the General Assembly of the Book of Order (see Book 

of Order, G-6.04a and G-6.02), and all Reports must be delivered in writing to the 

Stated Clerk postmarked no later than 120 days prior to the convening of the General 

Assembly, and shall be promptly referred to the Advisory Committee on the Constitution 

(see Book of Order, G-6.02 and G-6.04).  After this committee determines the 

consistency with the Constitution, the overture is referred to the assembly committee than 

handles its specific content. 

 

(2) All overtures and other items that have financial implications for current or 

future years’ budgets must be delivered in writing to the Stated Clerk postmarked no 

later than sixty days prior to the convening of the General Assembly. Overtures with 

financial implications not received within the designated time limit shall not be 

considered, but shall be returned to the originating council. 
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(3) All other overtures, communications, and recommendations intended for 

consideration by the General Assembly shall be forwarded to the Stated Clerk, 

postmarked no later than forty-five days before the convening of the General Assembly. 

 

(4) Overtures not received within the designated time limits shall not be considered, but 

shall be returned to the originating council (i.e., presbytery or synod) for reconsideration. 

 

(5) Communications and other items not received by the designated time limits will be 

considered by the Stated Clerk of the GA and forwarded or returned as deemed 

appropriate.  

 

Preparing Referred Business for GA action: 
The Stated Clerk of GA shall submit to the Committee on the Office of the General Assembly a 

recommendation for the referral of all items of business coming before the General Assembly. 

 

After making any necessary changes, this committee shall present the prepared referrals to the 

Assembly Committee on Business Referral so that it may recommend referrals to the first 

meeting of the General Assembly for the transaction of business. Ordinarily, this committee shall 

recommend referrals to the General Assembly for its action. 

 

Each item of business referred to a committee shall ordinarily be considered by only 

one assembly committee, but in no case should there be more than one committee making a 

recommendation on an item of business. Business of a related nature shall be assigned to a 

single committee insofar as possible. 

 

Each assembly committee shall consider only matters referred to it by the General Assembly. No 

assembly committee may initiate new business except as it relates to the business of the 

particular assembly committee. 
 

Reports of Assembly Committees to the GA for consideration: 

 

The Reports of Assembly Committees shall contain only:  

(1) the recommendations to be submitted to the General Assembly, and, where necessary, 

a brief statement of the committee’s reasons for such recommendations, and  

(2) the actions taken by the committee on items referred to the committee for action. 

Material necessary to identify the item of business and brief explanations may be 

included in the report. Extensive background information and detail contained in other 

documents in the hands of the commissioners shall not be included. 

 

Assembly Committee Minority Report 

(1) A minority of the members of an assembly committee, or an individual member of an 

assembly committee, may submit in writing views that differ from those in the committee 

report.  

(2) A minority report must be appropriate for consideration as a substitute motion (see 

Robert’s Rules of Order, Newly Revised, 2011, p. 527). 



 

The GA considers business in the order established in its Docket. 

 

With the presentation of their committee’s report to a plenary meeting of the full GA, Committee 

Moderators move the approval of the recommendations in their report – with minimum 

comment, and material in the commissioners’ printed resources shall not be read.  A minority 

report may be moved as a substitute only after the majority report has first been moved. The 

business so brought to the floor of GA is debated by the body per Robert’s Rules of Order and 

decided by vote.   

 

Per the Book of Order, CHAPTER SIX  INTERPRETING AND AMENDING THE CONSTITUTION, 

overtures moved and affirmed by the GA as a body are referred to the Presbyteries for their vote 

over a period of one year –  

 

To be effective as of one year from the date of the referring GA – for all actions not 

related to change of the Book of Confessions, 

 

– or – 

 

To be returned to the next meeting of GA for its final affirmation and effect – for all 

actions related to change of the Book of Confessions.   

 

 

*** NEW SECTION! *** 

 

Referring Business to the GA Committees –  
 

 

As you might expect, it takes a lot of administrivia to package and assign items of business to 

first, the GA Committees for their consideration – and then, track the items as they move from 

committee to the floor for Assembly action – and, where needed, to package and refer items to 

the presbyteries for affirmation of rejection, and finally, edit them consistently into the 

governance and practices of the denomination. 

 

At the same time, deciding what working committees to form to consider the COM,OVT, REC 

inputs presents its own administrative challenge – alone from assigning the inputs to these 

working committees and assigning commissioners as members to these working committees. 

 

The deadlines for overtures now having passed – and the recommendations and communications 

from the standing committees and agencies and their reports having met their submission 

deadlines, the inflow of possible items of business is coming to a close. 

 

Some items are being withdrawn, some overtures never received their now necessary 

“seconding” concurrence, some changes continue; but, these too are winding down. 

 



As of May 6, pc-biz.org holds 199 items in its search window – up significantly from Primer II 

as its content consideration was closed. 

 

A new numbering feature to support the work of the GA Committees – and the Assembly in 

session; however, is being attached to the input items – the referral assignment recommendations 

of the Stated Clerk’s staff to the Assembly Committee on Business Referral Bills who will make 

the referral proposal to the first business meeting of the GA commissioners this June.  This 

process is detailed in the 2014 GA Manual: 

 
C. Formation of Committees and Referral of Business 

1. Assembly Committee Structure .................................................................................. 13 

2. Assigning Commissioners to Assembly Committees ................................................. 14 

3. Referring Business ...................................................................................................... 15 

4. Tentative Docket ......................................................................................................... 16 
 

... so, suffice it to say for the purposes of this Primer, the presenting presbyteries and synods (and 

the overture managers themselves) have a chance to address and rebut the proposed committee 

referrals before the referral proposal is finalized – and of course the referral may be debated in 

the first plenary session. 

 

Right now, this is a work in FRANTIC progress! 

 

Item Numbering, Re-numbering, and Renumbering again -- Oh, my! 
 

Important to this Primer, is that the REC, OVT, and COM numbering assigned to manage the 

inflow of items is disappearing from the items themselves – and is being replaced with item 

numbers that reflect the assignment proposals to the GA Committee that will consider and bring 

them to the floor for vote in the course of this GA upcoming meeting.  The following lists reflect 

the item numbering along with the COM, OVT, or REC number assigned when received by the 

Stated Clerk before the respective deadlines – to the degree possible.  Items are still being added 

/ withdrawn / and assigned proposed committee/item numbers as you read this. 

 

The structure of the item number is the two-digit committee number -- a dash -- and the distinct 

item number.  No distinction is made regarding the input’s source or type (COM, OVT, or REC) 

in this numbering system – though the source of the input may b e discerned from the 

administrative information included in the newly-numbered item’s content. 

 

Find the items on the pc-biz.org page listing the committees (http://www.pc-biz.org/), then click 

on COMMITTEES – then click on the committee(s) of interest so you can see what items have 

been proposed for each committee, so far,– and, by navigating this page, read the items 

themselves. 

 

According to pc-biz.org as of 06May2014, these are the 221
st
 GA Committees proposed, so far: 

 

[00] Plenary 
 

[01] Business Referral 
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[02] Bills and Overtures  

 

[03] General Assembly Procedures  

 

 

Consider matters related to: meetings of the assembly and the report of the Biennial Review 

Committee; per capita budget; standing rule amendments; operation of the Office of the 

General Assembly; statistics; publishing of reports; General Assembly Nominating Committee 

process; special committees; commissioners and advisory delegates credentials/leaves of 

absence. 

 

[04] Middle East Issues  

 

 

Consider matters related to: The Middle East including; MRTI recommendations concerning 

Middle East nations. 

 

[05] Mid Councils Issues  

 

 

Consider matters related to: mid council boundaries; mid council-related referrals; the report 

of the Mid Council Commission. 

 

[06] Church Polity and Ordered Ministry  

 

 

Consider matters related to: amendments to Foundations of Presbyterian Polity (chapters 1 and 

3), Form of Government Chapters I, III–IV, VI (except as covered by the Mid council Issues 

Committee) with Advisory Committee on the Constitution advice; requests for interpretation; 

amendments to the Rules of Discipline with Advisory Committee on the Constitution advice. 

Amendments to Chapter II of the Form of Government with Advisory Committee on the 

Constitution advice; requests for interpretation; recruiting, enlistment of persons to service of 

church. Advisory Committee on the Constitution. 

 

[07] Ecumenical and Interfaith Relations  

 

 

Consider matters related to: amendments to Chapter V of the Form of Government with 

Advisory Committee on the Constitution advice; requests for interpretation; matters dealing 

with relationships with, and attitudes toward, other religious movements or bodies; 

conversations with other Presbyterian denominations; nominations for ecumenical advisory 

delegates; nominations for delegations to corresponding churches; reports of corresponding 

bodies. 

 

[08] Mission Coordination  

 

 



Consider matters related to: Mission programs authorized by General Assembly; PC(USA) 

vision and mission goals; Organization for Mission and Presbyterian Mission Agency Manual 

of Operations; mission budget; audits; church-wide compensation. 

 

[09] Social Justice Issues  

 

 

Consider matters related to: Concerns of church in national affairs; national military matters; 

health, managed care and abortions; and matters relating to righteousness and justice of 

persons/organizations. General Assembly Committee on Representation. Advocacy Committee 

for Women's Concerns. 

 

[10] Civil Union and Marriage Issues  

 

 

Consider matters related to: Amendments to the Form of Government, Rules of Discipline and 

Directory for Worship related to marriage and civil unions; referrals defining marriage. 

 

[11] Peacemaking and International Issues  

410A 

 

 

Consider matters related to: Peacemaking, international military affairs, and the arms race; 

international matters excepting those involving the Middle East; human rights; plight of 

refugees worldwide; international economic justice; global evangelism and education. 

 

[12] BOP, PILP, PPC, and Foundation  

 

 

Consider matters related to: Review and activities of the Board of Pensions (and other pension, 

annuity and medical plans, private or governmental), Presbyterian Investment and Loan 

Program, Presbyterian Publishing Corporation, and the Presbyterian Foundation; report of the 

Agency Review Committees of the Board of Pensions and of the Presbyterian Foundation. 

 

[13] Theological Issues and Institutions and CE  

 

 

Consider matters related to: Amendments to the Book of Confessions and Chapter II of the 

Foundations of Presbyterian Polity with Advisory Committee on the Constitution advice; 

authority and interpretation of Scripture; theological institutions; celebration of Lord’s Supper 

requests. 

 

[14] Congregational Vitality  

 

 

Consider matters related to: Presbyterian Mission Agency initiatives on education, missional 

living, and 1001 worship communities; Christian educators. 

 



[15] Immigration and Environmental Issues  

 

 

Consider matters related to: the Church's response to US immigration policies and related 

issues and matters related to carbon fuels, food sovereignty, and the environment. 

 

 

Please note that these committees – and the item assignments thereto are only proposals-in-work 

at this point.  They are the first item of business to be finalized by the commissioners in their first 

business meeting in the June GA. 

 

After the items are considered by their committees, brought to the floor by their committees, and 

are acted upon by GA, those that survive will be re-numbered again – sequentially, for their 

tracking through presbytery voting, as referred, over the next year.  These item numbers will 

finally be the item numbers we will see this fall as the items referred to the presbyteries for vote 

come to the presbyteries – by download, email, or snail-mail – for our study and then vote in our 

fall or spring presbytery meeting. 

 

BTW:  You should note that the commissioner and delegate assignments are also being made 

through a randomized process to the proposed GA working committees and these folks are also 

being informed where they will serve in this period.  

 

Unlike the content of Primer I and Primer II, this primer addresses the submitted COM, OVT, 

and REC inputs that have qualified for consideration to date and are now assigned to the 

emerged working committees – with the committee-item numbering system that will be used to 

rack these items through the GA consideration process in the June 2014 meeting in Detroit.  



The Business Items for the 221
st
 General Assembly 

 

As assigned by Working Committee – Item Number 

 

as of 08 May 2014 
 

 

[03] General Assembly Procedures  

 

 

Consider matters related to: meetings of the assembly and the report of the Biennial Review 

Committee; per capita budget; standing rule amendments; operation of the Office of the 

General Assembly; statistics; publishing of reports; General Assembly Nominating Committee 

process; special committees; commissioners and advisory delegates credentials/leaves of 

absence. 

 

30 items are presented for consideration by this working committee – many are new to the 

primer series and many were previously reviewed. 

 

 
03-01 On Issuing a Request to Teaching Elders to Participate in the Administrative Costs of the Church by Paying Per 

Capita—From the Presbytery of Albany. 
Source: Presbytery Sponsor: Albany Presbytery 

  

Committee: [03-01] General Assembly Procedures 
  

Type: General Assembly Full Consideration 

Topic: Unassigned 
  

Read the full content and rationale at:  http://pc-biz.org/Explorer.aspx?id=4555  

Recommendation 

The Presbytery of Albany overtures the 221st General Assembly (2014) to ask all teaching 
elders to assume the moral responsibility of participating in the administrative costs of this 

church by paying per capita each year, as other church members do, being assessed by their 
presbyteries of record. 

OVT-003 
03-01  

On Issuing a Request to Teaching Elders to Participate in the Administrative Costs of the 
Church by Paying Per Capita—From the Presbytery of Albany.  No Concurrence is needed. 

 

This proposal requests that all Teaching Elders be asked by GA to participate in paying per 

capita.  It’s language contains an implied accusation of financial immorality among Teaching 

Elders.  The rationale assertions are not without defect, i.e., some temporary teaching elders may 

be members of another denomination (vice “are members by definition”), etc.   

Council considered; but, does not supports this OVT.   

 

03-02 On Amending G-3.0106 to Allow Presbyteries to Limit Payments of Per Capita—From the Presbytery of 
Detroit. 

http://pc-biz.org/Explorer.aspx?id=4555


Source: Presbytery Sponsor: Detroit Presbytery 
  

Committee: [03-02] General Assembly Procedures 
  

Type: General Assembly Full Consideration 

Topic: Unassigned 
  

Read the full content and rationale at:  http://pc-biz.org/Explorer.aspx?id=4559 

Recommendation 

 The Presbytery of Detroit overtures the 221st General Assembly (2014) to direct the Stated 
Clerk to send the following proposed amendment to the presbyteries for their affirmative or 
negative votes: 

Shall the last paragraph of G-3.0106 be amended as follows: [Text to be added is shown 
as italic.] 

“Each council above the session shall prepare a budget for its operating expenses, 

including administrative personnel, and may fund it with a per capita apportionment among 

the particular congregations within its bounds. Presbyteries are responsible for raising their 
own funds and for raising and timely transmission of per capita funds to their respective 

synods and the General Assembly. Presbyteries may direct per capita apportionments to 
sessions within their bounds, but in no case shall the authority of the session to direct its 

benevolences be compromised. Where a presbytery has directed per capita apportionments 
to sessions, and sessions do not submit their full assessments, the presbytery may remit to 
the synod and General Assembly only those per capita finds actually received.” 

OVT-005 
03-02 

On Amending G-3.0106 to Allow Presbyteries to Limit Payments of Per Capita—From the 
Presbytery of Detroit. .  No Concurrence is needed. 

This proposal explicitly allows; but, does not require, presbyteries (when they, as some 

presbyteries do, apportion from the per capita funds they receive from their congregations and 

return these apportioned funds back to their congregations), to limit the amount returned to a 

congregation to the amount received from that congregation.   

Council considered and supports this OVT.   

 

03-03 On Amending G-3.0501 and G-3.0503 to Give YAAD’s Voice and Vote and to Rename Them as “Young Adult 
Commissioners”—From the Synod of the Covenant. 

Source: Presbytery Sponsor: Synod of the Covenant 
  

Committee: [03-03] General Assembly Procedures 
  

Type: General Assembly Full Consideration 

Topic: Unassigned 
  

Read the full content and rationale at:  http://pc-biz.org/Explorer.aspx?id=4591 

Recommendation 

The Synod of the Covenant overtures the 221st General Assembly (2014) to direct the Stated Clerk to send 
the following proposed amendments to the presbyteries for their affirmative or negative vote. 

1.     Shall the first paragraph of G-3.0501 be amended as follows: [Text to be deleted is shown with a strike-
through; text to be added or inserted is shown as italic.] 
“The General Assembly is the council of the whole church and it is representative of the unity of the synods, 
presbyteries, sessions, and congregations of the Presbyterian Church (U.S.A.). It shall consist of equal 
numbers of ruling elders and teaching elders elected by presbyteries and reflective of the diversity within 

http://pc-biz.org/Explorer.aspx?id=4559
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their bounds (F-1.0403 and G-3.0103), to.  In addition, each presbytery shall elect one young adult 
commissioner (ages 18–25). The ruling elders and teaching elders elected shall serve as commissioners 
according to the following proportions:” 
2.     Shall the second paragraph of G-3.0503 be amended as follows: [Text to be deleted is shown with a 
strike-through; text to be added or inserted is shown as italic.] 
“A quorum of the General Assembly shall be one hundred-twenty commissioners, fifty of whom shall be 
ruling elders and, fifty teaching elders, and twenty young adult commissioners (ages18–25), representing 
presbyteries of at least one fourth of its synods.” 
 

OVT-020 
03-03 

On Amending G-3.0500 to Give YAAD’s Voice And Vote and to Rename Them to “Youth 
Adult Commissioners”—From the Synod of the Covenant.  Deadline:   Feb 14th.   

Young Adult advisory Delegates are elected to a presbytery’s GA delegation based on their age – 

without regard to any ordination they may have as a Teaching or Ruling Elder.  This proposal 

preserves this basis for election and is inconsistent with the BOO as a result.  To wit: 

In:  F-3.0202 Governed by Presbyters, This church shall be governed by presbyters, that is, ruling elders 

and teaching elders, in F-3.0203 Gathered in Councils, These presbyters shall come together in councils in 

regular gradation. These councils are sessions, presbyteries, synods, and the General Assembly, and in G-

3.0101 Councils as an Expression of Unity of the Church,  ... The Presbyterian Church (U.S.A.) is 

governed by councils composed of presbyters elected by the people (F-3.0202).   
The hope of the proposal is to engage young adults in participation and commitment to the 

church through voice and vote in the governance of the church (while ignoring the polity of the 

church).  Its rationale cites the GA program 1,001 New Worshiping Communities which, while 

succumbing to the perceived criteria of the Millennial generation’s participation in anything, also 

forgoes Presbyterian Polity in their organization, ‘membership’ requirements, connectivity to the 

polity structures of the denomination at any level, and per capita participation.  

Council considered, but, does not support this OVT.  It had a concurrence by Feb 14th.   

Please see REC 006, below. 

 

03-04 Committee to Review Biennial Assemblies Report to the 221st General Assembly (2014). 
Source: Agencies Sponsor: Special Committee to Review Biennial 

Assemblies 
  

Committee: [03-04] General Assembly 
Procedures 
  

Type: General Assembly Full Consideration 

Topic: Unassigned 
  

Read the full content and rationale at:  http://pc-biz.org/Explorer.aspx?id=4909&promoID=332 

Recommendation 

 
Recommendation 1 – 9 

Presents 16 modifications to the Standing rules of the GA related to a host of topics on how GA 

does its business.  Please see http://www.pc-biz.org/PC-

Biz.WebApp_deploy/(S(mqlncrqgtcbptpfzk45cxs0m))/Committee2.aspx and navigate to these 

items for their specific content information.   

These recommendations should bring the Standing Rules into compliance with the actions taken 

by the 220
th

 GA and by the presbyteries’ votes on referred items that touch the Standing Rules. 

http://pc-biz.org/Explorer.aspx?id=4909&promoID=332
http://www.pc-biz.org/PC-Biz.WebApp_deploy/(S(mqlncrqgtcbptpfzk45cxs0m))/Committee2.aspx
http://www.pc-biz.org/PC-Biz.WebApp_deploy/(S(mqlncrqgtcbptpfzk45cxs0m))/Committee2.aspx


 

03-05 Joint COGA/PMA Budget Proposals for General Assembly Per Capita Budgets 2014–2016. 
Source: Committee Sponsor: COGA/PMA 

  

Committee: 
[03-05] General Assembly Procedures 
  

Type: General Assembly Full 
Consideration 

Topic: Unassigned 
  

Read the full content and rationale at:  http://pc-biz.org/Explorer.aspx?id=4805 

Recommendation 

Recommendation 1-4 
1.    The Committee on the Office of the General Assembly (COGA) and the Presbyterian Mission Agency 
Board (PMA) recommend that the 221st General Assembly (2014) incorporate into the Minutes the 
Comparative Balance Sheet for 2013 and 2012, along with the 2013 Actual Performance in the Per Capita 
Statement of Activities. 
[See Attachment A—Comparative Balance Sheet, and Attachment B—Per Capita Statement of Activities under 
"Additional Resources."] 
2.    The Committee on the Office of the General Assembly (COGA) and the Presbyterian Mission Agency 
Board (PMA) recommends that the 221st General Assembly (2014) 

a.            Approve the Revised 2014 General Assembly Per Capita Expense Budget totaling 
$12,891,246; 
b.            Approve the total Expenditure Budget for 2015 totaling $12,279,103 and for 2016 totaling 
$12,262,898. 
c.            Approve that there be no increase in the General Assembly Per Capita rate, and that the 
previously approved rate of $7.02 for 2014 be also approved for each year 2015 and 2016. 

3.    The Committee on the Office of the General Assembly (COGA) and the Presbyterian Mission Agency 
Board (PMA) recommend that the 221st General Assembly (2014) approve that an amount of $1,354,306 be 
designated from the 2015 per capita budget (about half the cost of the General Assembly meeting), and be 
reserved for use in the year of the General Assembly meeting (2016). 
[See Attachment B—Per Capita Statement of Activities, Budget Proposals 2014–2016 and Attachment B1—
Per Capita Statement of Cash Flow 2012–2016 under "Additional Rationale."] 
4.    The Committee on the Office of the General Assembly (COGA) and the Presbyterian Mission Agency 
Board (PMA) recommend that the 221st General Assembly (2014) approve the attached allocation of 
designated funds for OGA, and PMA task forces, totaling $2,059,774 for 2014, $1,899,815 for 2015, and 
$2,192,093 for 2016. 
 

Council has not reviewed this agency recommendation.  Please see http://www.pc-biz.org/PC-

Biz.WebApp_deploy/(S(mqlncrqgtcbptpfzk45cxs0m))/Committee2.aspx and navigate to these 

items for their specific content information.   

 

 

 
03-06 A Resolution to Support Hotel and Hospitality Workers Through the Adoption of Just Policies in the 

Presbyterian Church (U.S.A.)—From the Advocacy Committee for Women’s Concerns (ACWC). 

Source: Committee Sponsor: Advocacy Committee on Women’s 
Concerns 
  

Committee: [03-06] General Assembly 
Procedures 
  

Type: General Assembly Full Consideration 

Topic: Unassigned 
  

Read the full content and rationale at:  http://pc-biz.org/Explorer.aspx?id=4749 

Recommendation 

The Advocacy Committee for Women’s Concerns (ACWC) recommends that the 221st General Assembly 
(2014) do the following: 

http://pc-biz.org/Explorer.aspx?id=4805
http://www.pc-biz.org/PC-Biz.WebApp_deploy/(S(mqlncrqgtcbptpfzk45cxs0m))/Committee2.aspx
http://www.pc-biz.org/PC-Biz.WebApp_deploy/(S(mqlncrqgtcbptpfzk45cxs0m))/Committee2.aspx
http://pc-biz.org/Explorer.aspx?id=4749


1.    Direct the Presbyterian Mission Agency and the Office of General Assembly to include protective 
language in every hotel contract so that if there is a labor dispute at the contracted hotel, the Presbyterian 
Church (U.S.A.) can pull out of the contract without penalty. 
2.    Direct the Presbyterian Mission Agency and the Office of General Assembly to adopt a policy that gives 
preference to hotels where workers are organized and commits to honoring and upholding boycotts that are 
directly related to workers’ wages and working conditions. 
3.    Direct the Stated Clerk to write a pastoral letter, to be distributed electronically, to every presbytery and 
Presbyterian Church (U.S.A.) interest group, encouraging adoption of a similar policy that includes 
incorporating protective language in every hotel contract, giving preference to hotels where workers are 
organized, and committing to honoring and upholding boycotts that are directly related to workers’ wages 
and working conditions. 
 

Council has not reviewed this agency communication.   
 

COM-014 
03-06 

A Resolution to Begin the Study of the Status of Women at All Levels of the Presbyterian 
Church (U.S.A.)—From the Advocacy Committee for Women’s Concerns (ACWC).   

Recommends that the 221st General Assembly (2014): 

1.    Direct the Advocacy Committee for Women’s Concerns (ACWC) to oversee the 

appointment of a subcommittee to serve as a Coordinating Committee for the Study of the Status 

of Women. The coordinating committee will be composed of seven members and be created by 

ACWC in collaboration with the Advocacy Committee for Racial Ethnic Concerns (ACREC), 

the Advisory Committee on Social Witness Policy (ACSWP), and the Office of Theology, 

Worship, and Education (TWE). Committee members will include: one member each to 

represent ACWC, ACREC, ACSWP, and TWE that will be chosen by each        committee; at 

least one theologian; at least two sociologists of religion; and three members of the Task Force to 

Design the Study of the Status of Women. 

2.    Direct the Board of Pensions to make available individual level data (including but not 

limited to fulltime/part time, head of staff, associate pastor, Christian Educator, Presbyterian 

Mission Agency staff, mission co-worker, etc.) on all church employees on the basis of race, 

ethnicity, age, and gender solely for the use of this study. 

3.    Direct the coordinating committee to report the progress of the study to the 222nd General 

Assembly (2016) with a final report due at the 223rd General Assembly (2018). 

4.    Direct the Presbyterian Mission Agency to provide full funding in the amount of $99,250 to 

support the design outlined in this report. This money would be distributed over the course of 

four years: $28,750 in the first year (to include one coordinating committee meeting and 

conference calls and cost of examining existing data); $49,000 in the second year (for structured 

interviews to be conducted by the consultant); $14,000 in the third year (to include the 

Presbyterian Panel Survey and the theological consultation); and $7,500 in the fourth year (for 

final coordinating committee meeting and any remaining work). 

These recommendations are in response to the following referral: 219 GA 2008 Referral: 

Item09-12. Resolution to Explore the Study of the Status of Women at All Levels in the PC(USA), 

Recommendation 1. Create a Task Force to Design a Mechanism for the Study of the Status of 

Women at All Levels in the Church That Will (a) Assess the Presence, Participation, and 

Effectiveness of Women at All Levels of the PC(USA), Both Elected and Employed, (b) Explore 

and Analyze Attitudes About Women in Leadership, and (c) Describe the Treatment of Women 

in Leadership Positions, Including How They Are Compensated as Compared with Men—From 

the Advocacy Committee for Women’s Concerns. 

 

 

 



03-07 Amendment to Standing Rule H.1.b.(3) (Moderatorial Election Expenses)—From the Committee on the Office 
of the General Assembly (COGA). 

Source: Committee Sponsor: Committee on the Office of the General 
Assembly 
  

Committee: [03-07] General Assembly 
Procedures 
  

Type: General Assembly Full Consideration 

Topic: Unassigned 
  

Read the full content and rationale at:  http://pc-biz.org/Explorer.aspx?id=4935 

Recommendation 

The Committee on the Office of the General Assembly recommends that the 221st General Assembly (2014) 
amend Standing Rule H.1.b.(3) as follows: [Text to be deleted is shown with a strike-through; text to be 
added or inserted is shown as italic.] 

“(3)        The following campaign guidelines are intended to create an equal and open opportunity for 
moderatorial candidates. To this end, the following procedures shall be observed: 

“(a)               Candidates should budget campaign spending of no more than $1,500, excluding travel 
and meeting expenses related to their candidacy shall covenant not to spend in excess of $2,000 in 
making their candidacy known to the church. This $2,000 includes out of pocket expenses as well as 
the estimated value of in-kind contributions, but does not include travel and meeting expenses. 
“(b)               Each candidate shall submit to the Stated Clerk an itemized statement of expenses, 
including travel and meeting expenses related to his/her candidacy and in-kind contributions. This 
statement shall be submitted to the Committee on the Office of the General Assembly prior to the 
convening of the General Assembly. This information shall be distributed to commissioners and 
advisory delegates prior to the election of the Moderator. The statement of expenses of all candidates 
shall be kept on file in the Office of the General Assembly following the meeting of the General 
Assembly. 
“(c)               The Office of the General Assembly shall not reimburse a candidate for campaign 
expenses, but shall assume expenses involved in printing and distributing material submitted for 
information packets as outlined in Standing Rule H.1.b.(3)(e) (g). 

 

This one is new since Primer II – it relates to the campaign for election of the Moderator of GA.  

It might create a level opportunity for individuals seeking to run for Moderator of the General 

Assembly. Council has not reviewed this agency recommendation.   

 

 

 
03-08 Confirmation of Class of 2018 for the Presbyterian Historical Society Board—From the Committee on the 

Office of the General Assembly. 
Source: Committee Sponsor: Committee on the Office of the General 

Assembly 
  

Committee: [03-08] General Assembly 
Procedures 
  

Type: General Assembly Full Consideration 

Topic: Unassigned 
  

Read the full content and rationale at:  http://pc-biz.org/Explorer.aspx?id=4937 

Recommendation 

The Committee on the Office of the General Assembly (COGA) requests the 221st General Assembly (2014) to 
confirm the following persons to serve on the Presbyterian Historical Society Board: 

Class of 2018: 
Robert Maggs, (Philadelphia, Pennsylvania) 

http://pc-biz.org/Explorer.aspx?id=4935
http://pc-biz.org/Explorer.aspx?id=4937


Ellen Clark Clemot (New York City, New York) 
George Abdo (San Marino, California) 

 

New; but, simply a Housekeeping item. 

 

 

 
03-09 Standards of Ethics for Commissioners and Advisory Delegates to the General Assembly—From the 

Committee on the Office of the General Assembly. 
Source: Committee Sponsor: Committee on the Office of the General 

Assembly 
  

Committee: [03-09] General Assembly 
Procedures 
  

Type: General Assembly Full Consideration 

Topic: Unassigned 
  

http://pc-biz.org/Explorer.aspx?id=4939 

Recommendation 

The Committee on the Office of the General Assembly recommends that the 221st General Assembly (2014) 
approve “Standards of Ethics for Commissioners and Advisory Delegates to the General Assembly” as a code 
of ethics for commissioners and advisory delegates to the General Assembly: 

Standards of Ethics for Commissioners and Advisory 
Delegates to the General Assembly 

New – Does what it says.  Interesting reading – no surprises, except that it is introduced as new 

in the 221
st
 GA!  Why not before?  Why now? 

 

The rationale for the commissioners’ resolution that was the basis for this action 

indicates that the underlying concern was “the attempt to influence the actions and 

vote of commissioners and advisory delegates through the offer and acceptance of 

expensive gifts or experiences” 
 

Hmmm. 

 

 

 
03-10 Approve Appointment and Terms of Associate Stated Clerks—From the Committee on the Office of the 

General Assembly. 
Source: Committee Sponsor: Committee on the Office of the General 

Assembly 
  

Committee: [03-10] General Assembly 
Procedures 
  

Type: General Assembly Full Consideration 

Topic: Unassigned 
  

Read the full content and rationale at:  http://pc-biz.org/Explorer.aspx?id=4947 

Recommendation 

The Stated Clerk of the General Assembly, with the concurrence of the Committee on the Office of the 
General Assembly, recommends that the 221st General Assembly (2014) do the following: 

http://pc-biz.org/Explorer.aspx?id=4939
http://pc-biz.org/Explorer.aspx?id=4947


1.    Elect Teaching Elder Sue Davis Krummel, Teaching Elder Joyce Lieberman, and Ruling Elder Kerry Rice to 
a first, four-year term as Associate Stated Clerks of the General Assembly. 
2.    Elect Teaching Elder Thomas Hay to a second, four-year term as Associate Stated Clerk of the General 
Assembly. 
3.    Elect Teaching Elder Robina Winbush and Ruling Elder Loyda Aja to a fourth, four-year term as Associate 
Stated Clerks of the General Assembly. 

 

New – housekeeping.  Sadly, the Stated Clerk apparently; however, can’t count: 

 

“The Stated Clerk of the General Assembly enthusiastically nominates these five 

(ouch!) persons for election or reelection as Associate Stated Clerks of the 

General Assembly.”   

 

There are also four info / administrative items not listed here. 

 

 

 

[04] Middle East Issues  

 

 

Consider matters related to: The Middle East including; MRTI recommendations concerning 

Middle East nations. 

 

There are nine items for this working committee to address (and one such referred to [07], below 

– all very much alike in their proposals for denominational action.  Historically, such proposals 

have been rejected by the breadth of the denomination, even while perennially re-surfacing.  In a 

sad display of organizational disobedience, the thrust of such proposals have historically been 

operationally supported by the GA staff agencies – counter to the direction-by-rejection of these 

recommended approaches of the Assembly, the presbyteries, and the membership of the 

denomination itself. 

 

When considering these items, keep Joshua’s failure to complete God’s commandment 

concerning “every inhabitant and living thing” upon entering the Promised Land (see the Book 

of Joshua) – and whose spared survivors are the ancestors of the modern-day Palestinians. The 

question it raises is:  How do we – as God’s people, today - now deal with the problems created 

by the failure of God’s people, then, to be completely obedient to His commands so long ago?  

Are the actions of the modern state of Israel (including those of companies supporting their 

efforts) attempting to resolve this ancient disobedience by exercising relatively humane options, 

rather than simply fulfilling God’s ancient command to Joshua? 

 

 

 
04-01 On Reviewing General Assembly Policy Regarding the Two-State Solution in Israel Palestine—From the 

Presbytery of San Francisco. 
Source: Presbytery Sponsor: San Francisco Presbytery 

  

Committee: [04-01] Middle East Issues 
  

Type: General Assembly Full Consideration 

Topic: Unassigned 
  

Read the full content and rationale at:  http://pc-biz.org/Explorer.aspx?id=4575 

http://pc-biz.org/Explorer.aspx?id=4575


Recommendation 

The Presbytery of San Francisco overtures the 221st General Assembly (2014) of the Presbyterian Church 
(U.S.A.) to: 

1.    Instruct the Advisory Committee on Social Witness Policy (ACSWP) to do the following: 
a.           Provide a comprehensive history of the establishment of General Assembly policies favoring a two-
state solution in Israel Palestine. 
b.           Prepare a report to the 222nd General Assembly (2016), utilizing the report of the Middle East Study 
Committee approved by the 219th General Assembly (2010)—Breaking Down the Walls (Minutes, 2010, Part 
I, pp. 1021ff); the subsequent follow-up report by the Middle East Monitoring Group to the 220th General 
Assembly (2012) (Minutes, 2012, Part I, pp. 1413ff); and relevant and recent reports by the United Nations 
General Assembly Human Rights Council, the World Council of Churches, other corresponding ecumenical 
partners, and reliable human rights organizations ... 
 

OVT-013 
04-01 

On Reviewing General Assembly Policy Regarding the Two-State Solution in Israel 
Palestine—From the Presbytery of San Francisco.  Deadline:   Apr 30th.   

This is the first of several perennial OVTs regarding the ‘Palestinian problem,’ political social 

witness, political ecological witness, the appropriateness of the denomination’s participation in 

the formation of US foreign or other policy, and all actions/actors involved therein.  See also:  

OVTs 014, 017, those implications of 018 related to Middle Eastern oil, 022, 030, 031, 040, 041, 

048, 049, 050, 051, 055, 056, 058, and later OVTs, as submitted.  Please read these OVTs online 

and together; but, discern God’s will for denominational action on each one separately.   

With respect to issues related to modern Israel, consider God’s command to His people as they 

were about to enter the Promised Land – as conveyed through Moses in Deuteronomy 20:16-18 

and through Joshua in Joshua 1:1-18 and Joshua 13:1-7; Joshua’s obedience to this command in 

Joshua 1 through Joshua 24 and then Judah’s and Israel’s obedience thereto in Judges 1; but, 

Joshua’s, Judah’s and Israel’s disobedience of this command in Joshua 9:14, 15:63, 16:10, and 

Judges 1:27-35.  There are consequences to sin even though God’s love for His people is long-

suffering – see Judges 2:1-9... and the Palestinian Problem of today.  Consider and discern for 

today what God is calling us to do individually and the denomination to do collectively about 

this existing situation today and provide your mature Christian advice to our delegation on these 

overtures. 

Council considered, but, does not support this OVT.   

 

 

 
04-02 On Divestment from Caterpillar, Hewlett-Packard, and Motorola Solutions—From the Presbytery of San 

Francisco. 
Source: Presbytery Sponsor: San Francisco Presbytery 

  

Committee: [04-02] Middle East Issues 
  

Type: General Assembly Full Consideration 

Topic: Unassigned 
  

Read the full content and rationale at:  http://pc-biz.org/Explorer.aspx?id=4577 

Recommendation 

In service to God’s love and justice for all of the people of Palestine and Israel, and in accord with 
international law concerning self-determination and human rights, the Presbytery of San Francisco overtures 
the 221st General Assembly (2014) of the Presbyterian Church (U.S.A.) to: 

http://pc-biz.org/Explorer.aspx?id=4577


1.    Instruct the Presbyterian Foundation and the Board of Pensions of the Presbyterian Church (U.S.A.), to 
disinvest from Caterpillar, Inc., Hewlett-Packard, and Motorola Solutions, in accord with our church’s 
decades-long socially responsible investment (SRI) history, and not to reinvest in these companies until the 
Mission Responsibility Through Investment Committee of the PC(USA) is fully satisfied that product sales 
and services by these companies are no longer complicit in ... 

OVT-014 
04-02 

On Divestment from Caterpillar, Hewlett-Packard, and Motorola Solutions—From the 

Presbytery of San Francisco.  Deadline:   Apr 15th.   

Please see OVT 013, above, for comments on OVTs regarding the ‘Palestinian problem,’ 

political social witness, political ecological witness, the appropriateness of the denomination’s 

participation in the formation of US foreign or other policy, and all actions/actors involved 

therein.  Please See also:  OVTs 013, 017, those implications of 018 related to Middle Eastern 

oil, 022, 030, 031, 040, 041, 048, 049, 050, 051, 055, 056, 058, and later OVTs, as may be 

submitted.  Please read these OVTs online and together; but, discern God’s will for 

denominational action on each one separately.   

Council considered, but, does not support this OVT.  It had a concurrence by Feb 14th.   

 

 

 
04-03 On Engaging Presbyterian to Witness for Palestinian Human Rights and for Ending the Occupation of 

Palestine—From the Presbytery of Grace. 
Source: Presbytery Sponsor: Grace Presbytery 

  

Committee: [04-03] Middle East Issues 
  

Type: General Assembly Full Consideration 

Topic: Unassigned 
  

Read the full content and rationale at:  http://pc-biz.org/Explorer.aspx?id=4583 

Recommendation 

The Presbytery of Grace overtures the 221st General Assembly (2014) of the Presbyterian Church (U.S.A.) to 
do the following: 

1.    Affirm the prophetic witness of Jesus Christ against all forms of racism and powers of oppression with 
courage, honesty, and love; affirm that through the life, death, and resurrection of Jesus, God has called the 
church into a ministry of repentance, reconciliation, and hope, working towards cooperation and peace 
among all nations; and recognize through these affirmations that the love of God for all peoples, includes 
Israelis, Palestinians, Christians, Jews, and Muslims. 
2.    Respect the human rights of the Israeli people and oppose all forms of anti-Semitism, and deplore the 
violation of the human rights of Palestinians by the government of Israel, which includes but is not limited to 
... over 2 dozen intimations of egregious behavior by the State of Israel and directs a handful of political and other actions 
to the GA Stated Clerk on behalf of the denomination – and similar political action by the councils and congregations 
thereof. 
 

Please read the content and rationale for this item to get its full thrust and tone. 
 

OVT-017 
04-03 

On Engaging Presbyterian to Witness for Palestinian Human Rights and for Ending the 
Occupation of Palestine—From the Presbytery of Grace.  Deadline:   Apr 30th.   

See OVT 013, above, for comments on OVTs regarding the ‘Palestinian problem,’ political 

social witness, political ecological witness, the appropriateness of the denomination’s 

participation in the formation of US foreign or other policy, and all actions/actors involved 

therein.  Please See also:  OVTs 013, 014, those implications of 018 related to Middle Eastern 

oil, 022, 030, 031, 040, 041, 048, 049, 050, 051, 055, 056, 058, and later OVTs, as may be 

submitted.  Please read these OVTs online and together; but, discern God’s will for 

http://pc-biz.org/Explorer.aspx?id=4583


denominational action on each one separately.   

Council considered, but, does not support this OVT.  It had a concurrence by Feb 14th.   

  

 

 
04-04 On Supporting Middle East Peacemaking—From the Presbytery of New Covenant. 
Source: Presbytery Sponsor: New Covenant Presbytery 

  

Committee: 
[04-04] Middle East Issues 
  

Type: General Assembly Full 
Consideration 

Topic: Unassigned 
  

Read the full content and rationale at:  http://pc-biz.org/Explorer.aspx?id=4595 

Recommendation 

The Presbytery of New Covenant overtures the 221st General Assembly (2014) to: 

1.    Declare its commitment to a negotiated two-state solution (two states for two peoples) in which a 
secure and universally recognized State of Israel lives alongside a free, viable, and secure state for the 
Palestinian people. ... plus 7 more such recommendations. 

OVT-022 
04-04 

On Supporting Middle East Peacemaking—From the Presbytery of New Covenant.  
Deadline:   Apr 30th.   

Please see OVT 013, above, for comments on OVTs regarding the ‘Palestinian problem,’ 

political social witness, political ecological witness, the appropriateness of the denomination’s 

participation in the formation of US foreign or other policy, and all actions/actors involved 

therein.  Please See also:  OVTs 013, 014, 017, those implications of 018 related to Middle 

Eastern oil, 030, 031, 040, 041, 048, 049, 050, 051, 055, 056, 058, and later OVTs, as may be 

submitted.  Please read these OVTs online and together; but, discern God’s will for 

denominational action on each one separately.   

Council considered, but, does not support this OVT.  It had a concurrence by Feb 14th.   

 

 

 
04-05 On Calling for a Boycott of All Hewlett-Packard Products—From the Presbytery of New 

Brunswick. 
Source: Presbytery Sponsor: New Brunswick Presbytery 

  

Committee: [04-05] Middle East Issues 
  

Type: General Assembly Full Consideration 

Topic: Unassigned 
  

Read the full content and rationale at:  http://pc-biz.org/Explorer.aspx?id=4611 

Recommendation 

The Presbytery of New Brunswick overtures the 221st General Assembly (2014) of the Presbyterian Church 
(U.S.A.) to do the following: 
1.    Call for the boycott of all products manufactured and sold by Hewlett-Packard until the company ceases 
to profit from all non-peaceful pursuits in the Occupied Palestinian Territories and the violation of Palestinian 
human rights. 
2.    Direct the Stated Clerk to 

a.           communicate this action to all other PC(USA) councils and entities and strongly encourage 
these groups and organizations to endorse this boycott, calling upon all Presbyterians to be led by 
their conscience in the face of human rights violations, ongoing oppression, and injustice; 

http://pc-biz.org/Explorer.aspx?id=4595
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b.           inform our ecumenical partners of this action, both nationally and globally, encouraging 
them to do the same. 

 

OVT-030 
04-05 

On Calling for a Boycott of All Hewlett-Packard Products—From the Presbytery of New 

Brunswick.  Deadline:   Apr 15th.   

Please see OVT 013, above, for comments on OVTs regarding the ‘Palestinian problem,’ 

political social witness, political ecological witness, the appropriateness of the denomination’s 

participation in the formation of US foreign or other policy, and all actions/actors involved 

therein.  Please See also:  OVTs 013, 014, 017, those implications of 018 related to Middle 

Eastern oil, 022, 031, 040, 041, 048, 049, 050, 051, 055, 056, 058, and later OVTs, as may be 

submitted.  Please read these OVTs online and together; but, discern God’s will for 

denominational action on each one separately.   

Council considered, but, does not support this OVT.  It had a concurrence by Feb 14th.   

 

 

 
04-06 
OVT-057 

On Affirming Occupation-Free Investment in Palestine—From the Presbytery of 
Mackinac. 

Source: Presbytery Sponsor: Mackinac Presbytery 
  

Committee: [04-06] Middle East Issues 
  

Type: General Assembly Full Consideration 

Topic: Unassigned 
  

Read the full content and rationale at:  http://pc-biz.org/Explorer.aspx?id=4797 

Recommendation 

Believing that Christians and Muslims, as well as Jews of Palestine and Israel, deserve the freedom for full 
human development, and honoring the request of Palestinian mission partners for foreign investment and aid 
that does not strengthen the occupation or contribute to the denial of rights, the Presbytery of Mackinac 
overtures the 221st General Assembly (2014) to do the following:  
1.    Affirm the commitment of the Presbyterian Church (U.S.A.) and its constituent bodies to engage in 
investments in the West Bank in ways that support the rights under international law of the Palestinian 
people and contribute to their welfare. We affirm our intention to undertake such investments in ways that 
do not contribute to the continuation of Israel’s occupation, annexation, or blockade of those areas, with 
specific attention to the illegal Israeli buildings, settlements, and barriers built on Palestinian land in East 
Jerusalem and the West Bank. 
2.    Commend to the church the work of the Presbyterian Foundation, in cooperation with the Presbyterian 
Mission Agency (PMA), identifying principles, approaches, and specific ways in which denominational 
agencies and entities, presbyteries, congregations, and individual members can engage in such occupation-
free investments. We affirm the actions of those who have chosen to make new investments consistent with 
these approaches. 
3.    Affirm and commend to all the work of the Presbyterian Peace Fellowship (PPF) in establishing an 
Occupation Free Fund, so that individuals, congregations, presbyteries, and other entities can make gifts to 
PPF that will be invested in enterprises that do not benefit financially from the work of occupation, including 
the expansion of settlements. The General Assembly further commends other investment vehicles that 
prohibit investments in corporations that profit from and normalize the economic disadvantaging and 
dispossession of Christian and Muslim Palestinians denied full citizenship rights. 
4.    Affirm support of long-standing denominational procedures of corporate engagement with companies 
that contribute to or benefit financially from the work of occupation, including the expansion of settlements. 
To the extent that such procedures of corporate engagement do not produce satisfactory results, we affirm 
the denomination’s commitment to pursue prudent steps to withdraw any funding currently invested in such 
companies. 

Council had the opportunity to review; but this was already concurred with – so no opinion was 

expressed.  Would be similar to the above; however. 

http://pc-biz.org/Explorer.aspx?id=4797


 
04-07 On Adopting the Mission Responsibility Through Investment (MRTI) Recommendation on Divestment—From 

the Synod of the Covenant. 
Source: Presbytery Sponsor: Synod of the Covenant 

  

Committee: [04-07] Middle East Issues 
  

Type: General Assembly Full Consideration 

Topic: Unassigned 
  

Read the full content and rationale at:  http://pc-biz.org/Explorer.aspx?id=4801 

Recommendation 

The Synod of the Covenant overtures the 221st General Assembly (2014) of the Presbyterian Church (U.S.A.) 
to do the following: 

1.    Commend Mission Responsibility Through Investment (MRTI) for its faithful implementation of the 
General Assembly’s directive. 
2.    Approve MRTI’s recommendation to add Caterpillar, Hewlett-Packard, and Motorola Solutions to the 
General Assembly divestment list until such time as the companies change their corporate practices, and 
confine their operations in Israel, East Jerusalem, Gaza, and the West Bank solely to peaceful pursuits. 

Council reviewed; but, did not concur. 

 

04-08 Mission Responsibility Through Investment: Engagement with Corporations on Israel-Palestine Issues from 
2004–2013--PMA 

Source: Agencies Sponsor: Presbyterian Mission Agency 
  

Committee: [04-08] Middle East Issues 
  

Type: General Assembly Full Consideration 

Topic: Unassigned 
  

http://pc-biz.org/Explorer.aspx?id=4715 

Recommendation 

The Presbyterian Mission Agency Board, upon recommendation from the Committee on Mission 
Responsibility Through Investment, recommends that the 221st General Assembly (2014) do the following: 
... five things consistent with the overtures. 

This is newer than Council’s last review; but, with this so closely paralleling the othersin this 

basket, such review would not elicit a concurrence. 

 

 

 
04-09 Resolution on Equal Rights for All Inhabitants of Israel and Palestine and on Conversations with Prophetic 

Voices 
Source: Committee Sponsor: No Assignment 

Committee: [04-09] Middle East Issues 
  

Type: General Assembly Full Consideration 

Topic: Unassigned 
  

Read the full content and rationale at:  http://pc-biz.org/Explorer.aspx?id=4793 

Recommendation 
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Despite decades of General Assembly and other international support for the freedom and self-determination 
of the Palestinian people, yet recognizing that the right to vote and personal freedoms have been denied or 
limited for most Palestinians under occupation and within Israel, the Advisory Committee on Social Witness 
Policy recommends that the 221st General Assembly (2014) of the Presbyterian Church (U.S.A.) approve the 
following measures (a) to support equal rights and unblocked economic development for all inhabitants of 
Israel and the occupied territories including Jerusalem, the West Bank, and Gaza, and (b) to support the 
open and faithful discussion of this need for equal rights and legal standing within congregational and other 
forums: ... seven things consistent with the overtures. 

This is also newer than Council’s last review; but, with this so closely paralleling the othersin 

this basket, such review would not elicit a concurrence. 

 

Last ITEM. 

 

 

 

[05] Mid Councils Issues  

 

 

Consider matters related to: mid council boundaries; mid council-related referrals; the report 

of the Mid Council Commission. 

 

 
05-01 On Consultation Before Possible Reorganization of Synod or Presbytery Boundaries—From the Presbytery of 

Homestead. 
Source: Presbytery Sponsor: Homestead Presbytery 

  

Committee: [05-01] Mid Councils Issues 
  

Type: General Assembly Full Consideration 

Topic: Unassigned 
  

Read the full content and rationale at:  http://pc-biz.org/Explorer.aspx?id=4607 

Recommendation 

The Presbytery of Homestead overtures the 221st General Assembly (2014) to respond to any plan for 
comprehensive reorganization of synod or presbytery boundaries by encouraging presbyteries, either 
individually or jointly, to consult with their synod and surrounding presbyteries regarding what functions are 
appropriate within their respective synod and whether boundaries of their synod or any of the affected 
presbyteries should change to meet the needs of congregations in the affected region, pursuant to G-3.0403c 
and G-3.0404. 

Had a concurrence before Council reviewed it.  No Council opinion was registered.  This is an 

attempt to head off the MCC II recommendation to reduce the number of Synods from 16 – 8 

(see 05-04, below.  It would insert a requirement for consultation before any boundary re-

assignment action.  

 

 

 
05-02 On the Reconfiguration of Synod Boundaries—From the Synod of Puerto Rico. 
Source: Presbytery Sponsor: Sinodo Boriquen En Puerto Rico 

  

Committee: 
[05-02] Mid Councils Issues 
  

Type: General Assembly Full 
Consideration 

Topic: Unassigned 
  

http://pc-biz.org/Explorer.aspx?id=4607


Read the full content and rationale at:  http://pc-biz.org/Explorer.aspx?id=4701 

Recommendation 

The Sinodo Presbiteriano Boriquen en Puerto Rico (Synod of Boriquén) overtures the 221st General Assembly 
(2014) to direct that the Synod of Puerto Rico remain as a synod no matter how many synods are decided 
upon as a result of the recommendations of the Mid Councils Commission II. 

Anticipates MCC II and removes this synod from any such action. 

 

 

 
05-03 On Transferring Han Yang Presbyterian Church from Hanmi Presbytery to the Presbytery of San 

Fernando. 
Source: Presbytery Sponsor: San Fernando Presbytery 

  

Committee: [05-03] Mid Councils Issues 
  

Type: General Assembly Full Consideration 

Topic: Unassigned 
  

Read the full content and rationale at:  http://pc-biz.org/Explorer.aspx?id=4831 

Recommendation 

The Presbytery of San Fernando overtures the 221st General Assembly (2014) to concur with the request 
that Han Yang Presbyterian Church in Arleta (Los Angeles), California (pin number 10802), be transferred to 
the Presbytery of San Fernando from the Hanmi Presbytery. 

This overture is to request the transfer of a church from the nongeographic Hanmi Presbytery to the geographic San 
Fernando Presbytery. This is not a request that any presbytery bounds be shifted. The congregation known as Han Yang 
Presbyterian Church, a member church of Hanmi Presbytery, is located at 13500 Branford St. Arleta, CA 91331. They have 
been worshipping in this space for years. The property is within the bounds of the Presbytery of San Fernando.  
 

 

 
05-04 Mid Council Commission II Report. 
Source: Agencies Sponsor: Mid Council Commission II 

  

Committee: [05-04] Mid Councils Issues 
  

Type: General Assembly Full Consideration 

Topic: Unassigned 
  

Read the full content and rationale at:  http://pc-biz.org/Explorer.aspx?id=4719&promoID=329 

Recommendation 

The Mid Council Commission 2 (MCCII) recommends that the 221st General Assembly (2014) do the 
following: 

1.    Direct that a new configuration of synod boundaries be established through a collaborative process 
between the synods and presbyteries resulting in no more than eight larger regional synods, each with an 
emerging sense of purpose, partnership, context, and call. The synods shall report to the 222nd General 
Assembly (2016). ... plus 5 more actions to encourage / force such reduction in 2 years. 

This is truly the folly of pursuing “A” with hopes of achieving “B” – but, causing much 

destruction of working synods in an attempt to make non-working synods become “better.”  The 

solution proposed does not fit either the circumstance or the problem.  The process is contrary to 
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our Book of Order – which would demand either Synod administrative commissions dealing 

with disobedient presbyteries and or GA dealing with disobedient synods – on a very large scale. 

 

 

 
05-05 On Delaying the Synod of Southern California and Hawaii’s Overture Requesting Dissolution of Hanmi 

Presbytery, and Creating a New Administrative Commission—From the Hanmi Presbytery. 
Source: Presbytery Sponsor: Hanmi Presbytery 

  

Committee: [05-05] Mid Councils Issues 
  

Type: General Assembly Full Consideration 

Topic: Unassigned 
  

Read the full content and rationale at:  http://pc-biz.org/Explorer.aspx?id=4903 

Recommendation 

The Hanmi Presbytery overtures the 221st General Assembly (2014) to do the following: 

1.    Delay action on the overture of the Synod of Southern California and Hawai requesting dissolution of 
Hanmi Presbytery. 
2.    Direct the Synod of Southern California and Hawaii to create a new administrative commission that will 
include seven members from seven geographic presbyteries and five members from current members of the 
presbytery. This new administrative commission is to work with Hanmi Presbytery by, but not limited to, 
providing consultations to Hanmi Presbytery and making progress reports to each synod assembly, and 
making a final report to the spring synod assembly 2016 for the life of Hanmi Presbytery. 

 

Not reviewed by Council.  Seems to be a big disagreement in this Synod and this ethnic, non-

geographic presbytery.  See next item... 

 

 

 
05-07 On the Dissolution of the Hanmi Presbytery—From the Synod of Southern California and 

Hawaii. 
Source: Presbytery Sponsor: Synod of Southern California and Hawaii 

  

Committee: [05-07] Mid Councils Issues 
  

Type: General Assembly Full Consideration 

Topic: Unassigned 
  

Read the full content and rationale at:  http://pc-biz.org/Explorer.aspx?id=4907 

Recommendation 

The Synod of Southern California and Hawaii overtures the 221st General Assembly (2014) to do the 
following: 

1.    Approve the dissolution of the Hanmi Presbytery effective with the General Assembly’s concurrence in 
June 2014. 
2.    Direct the Synod of Southern California and Hawaii to create a new administrative commission that will 
include current members of Hanmi Presbytery to follow through with administrative work related to the 
dissolution of Hanmi Presbytery and to oversee the transfer of Hanmi Presbytery congregations and teaching 
elders to geographic presbyteries based upon the geographic presbyteries’ individual criteria, or to supervise 
the gracious dismissal to another Reformed body of any Hanmi Presbytery congregations that refuse to or 
cannot meet those geographic presbytery criteria, all to be accomplished before December 31, 2014. 
3.    Approve the transfer of each congregation of the Hanmi Presbytery into the geographic presbytery in 
which it is located contingent on the acceptance by the geographic presbytery and the approval of the Synod 
of Southern California and Hawaii. 
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4.    Direct the Synod of Southern California and Hawaii to assume jurisdiction over any pending judicial 
matters involving Hanmi Presbytery. From March 29, 2014, forward, all of the legal expenses related to 
judicial matters related to Hanmi Presbytery will be paid by Hanmi Presbytery. 

 

Not reviewed by Council.  Seems to be a big disagreement in this Synod and this ethnic, non-

geographic presbytery.  See previous item... 

 

 

 
05-08 On Transferring Coudersport Presbyterian Church from the Presbytery of Northumberland to the Presbytery 

of Lake Erie—From the Synod of the Trinity. 
Source: Presbytery Sponsor: Synod of the Trinity 

  

Committee: [05-08] Mid Councils Issues 
  

Type: General Assembly Full Consideration 

Topic: Unassigned 
  

Read the full content and rationale at:  http://pc-biz.org/Explorer.aspx?id=4951 

Recommendation 

The Synod of the Trinity overtures the 221st General Assembly (2014) of the Presbyterian Church (U.S.A.) to 
approve the transfer of the Coudersport Presbyterian Church located in Coudersport, Pennsylvania, from the 
Presbytery of Northumberland to the Presbytery of Lake Erie. The boundary of the Presbytery of 
Northumberland would change as follows: 
Boundaries: The Counties of Cameron, Clinton, Columbia, Lycoming, Montour, Northumberland, Potter (with 
the exception of Coudersport Presbyterian Church), Snyder, Tioga, and Union, all in the State of 
Pennsylvania. 

 

Not reviewed by Council.  This is how the normal shuffling of presbytery / synod composition 

should go, per the Book of Order – a process uprooted by MCC II’s recommendations.  Our 

Synod has used this process to move churches from one presbytery to an adjacent presbytery 

within the Synod for practical reasons, too. 

 

Last ITEM. 

 

 

 

[06] Church Polity and Ordered Ministry  

 

 

Consider matters related to: amendments to Foundations of Presbyterian Polity (chapters 1 and 

3), Form of Government Chapters I, III–IV, VI (except as covered by the Mid council Issues 

Committee) with Advisory Committee on the Constitution advice; requests for interpretation; 

amendments to the Rules of Discipline with Advisory Committee on the Constitution advice. 

Amendments to Chapter II of the Form of Government with Advisory Committee on the 

Constitution advice; requests for interpretation; recruiting, enlistment of persons to service of 

church. Advisory Committee on the Constitution. 

 

31 items displayed for this committee, including 12 recommendations from one study (listed 

below as one item). 
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06-01 On Amending G-2.0104b by Replacing “Guided by” with “Obedient to” in Reference to Scripture and the 
Confessions—From the Presbytery of East Tennessee. 

Source: Presbytery Sponsor: East Tennessee Presbytery 
  

Committee: [06-01] Church Polity and Ordered 
Ministry 
  

Type: General Assembly Full Consideration 

Topic: Unassigned 
  

Read the full content and rationale at:  http://pc-biz.org/Explorer.aspx?id=4551 

Recommendation 

The Presbytery of East Tennessee respectfully overtures the 221st General Assembly (2014) 
to direct the Stated Clerk to send the following proposed amendment to the presbyteries for 

their affirmative or negative vote: 

Shall G-2.0104b be amended by striking the phrase “guided by” before the word “Scripture” 
and moving it to the place before the words “the confessions” in the last sentence, replacing 

it in the first instance with the phrase “obedient to,” so that the paragraph reads as follows: 

[Text to be deleted is shown with a strike-through; text to be inserted is shown as italics]: 
 

“b. Standards for ordained service reflect the church’s desire to submit joyfully to the 
Lordship of Jesus Christ in all aspects of life (F-1.02). The council responsible for ordination 

and/or installation (G-2.0402; G-2.0607; G-3.0306) shall examine each candidate’s calling, 
gifts, preparation, and suitability for the responsibilities of ordained ministry. The 

examination shall include, but not be limited to, a determination of the candidate’s ability 

and commitment to fulfill all requirements as expressed in the constitutional questions for 
ordination and installation (W-4.4003). Councils shall be guided by obedient to Scripture 

and guided by the confessions in applying standards to individual candidates.” 

 

OVT-001 
06-01   

 On Amending G-2.0104b by Replacing “Guided by” with “Obedient to” in Reference to 
Scripture and the Confessions—From the Presbytery of East Tennessee.  No Concurrence is 
needed. 

Proposed as an issue of ‘authority of scripture’ and the ‘secondary authority’ and role of the 

confessions as a guide to interpreting scripture; the effect of this proposal and the precedent 

language of this paragraph has been to define what practices are open and unrepentant sin.  This 

language; however, has been visited narrowly, and almost exclusively on openly gay persons (as 

opposed to all other types of open and unrepentant sin) with regard to their ordination to, or 

retention in, ordered ministries.  G-2.0104b is the paragraph formerly known as “G-6.0106b” 

(pre-NewFOG), whose change proposal caused all of the uproar over standards for ordination 

when it was proposed by the 219 GA and subsequently affirmed by the vote of the presbyteries.  

A comparison of the former and new language made it appear to some that the ordination 

standards were changed‒when, in fact, they were not.  Many presbyteries and their 

congregations; however, took the new language as a standards change and began ordaining 

openly gay candidates to the ordered ministries of presbyter (teaching and ruling elder) and 

deacon; and/or ceased consideration of disciplining openly gay presbyters/deacons who were 

discovered or who ‘came out.’   

This proposal might correct the appearance of abandoning the scriptural standards for ordination.  

Some presbyteries may read this proposal as a threat to their allowing openly gay persons in the 

denomination’s ordained ministries.  (An attempt by the 220 GA to make a similar restoration 

failed the presbyteries’ vote.)  OVT 001 proposes the following:   
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Standards for ordained service reflect the church’s desire to submit joyfully to the Lordship of Jesus Christ in all 
aspects of life (F-1.02). The council responsible for ordination and/or installation (G-2.0402; G-2.0607; G-3.0306) 
shall examine each candidate’s calling, gifts, preparation, and suitability for the responsibilities of ordained 
ministry. The examination shall include, but not be limited to, a determination of the candidate’s ability and 
commitment to fulfill all requirements as expressed in the constitutional questions for ordination and 
installation (W-4.4003). Councils shall be guided by obedient to Scripture and guided by the confessions in 
applying standards to individual candidates. 

The current language of this paragraph does not conform to the Constitution’s confession of the 

relative authority of Scripture and the Confessions.   
F-2.02 THE CONFESSIONS AS SUBORDINATE STANDARDS 

These confessional statements are subordinate standards in the church, subject to the 

authority of Jesus Christ, the Word of God, as the Scriptures bear witness to Him. 
The proposed language requires Councils to act in accordance with F-2.02 in their ordination 

processes as here re-written. 

Council considered and supports this OVT.   

 

 

 
06-02 On Amending G-4.0206a Regarding the Sale or Encumbrance of Property Given to a Local Congregation as a 

Gift—From the Presbytery of Lake Michigan. 
Source: Presbytery Sponsor: Lake Michigan Presbytery 

  

Committee: [06-02] Church Polity and Ordered 
Ministry 
  

Type: General Assembly Full Consideration 

Topic: Unassigned 
  

Read the full content and rationale at:  http://pc-biz.org/Explorer.aspx?id=4561 

Recommendation 

The Presbytery of Lake Michigan overtures the 221st General Assembly (2014) to direct 

the Stated Clerk to send the following amendment to the presbyteries for their affirmative or 

negative votes: 

 

Shall G-4.0206 be amended as follows: [Text to be deleted is shown with a strike-
through; text to be added or inserted is shown as italic.] 

“a. Selling or Encumbering Congregational Property 

“A congregation shall not sell, mortgage, or otherwise encumber any of its real 

property that has been used for ministry or mission and it shall not acquire real property 

subject to an encumbrance or condition without the written permission of the presbytery 
transmitted through the session of the congregation. Property given to a local congregation 
as a gift for the purpose of funding ministry and mission activities, and has never been used 
for such activities, does not require the approval of the congregation or the presbytery.” 

 

OVT-006 
06-02 

On Amending G-4.0206a Regarding the Sale or Encumbrance of Property Given to a Local 
Congregation as a Gift—From the Presbytery of Lake Michigan.  No Concurrence is needed. 

This proposal would hope to streamline the process of receiving gifts of property for resale in the 

course of a fund-raising campaign to encourage such giving of real property, handling such 

property like stocks or other financial instruments.  But, it does so at the expense of the content 

of the trust clause in the BOO, G-4.02 CHURCH PROPERTY (G-4.0201 - G-4.0208). 

Council considered and does not support this OVT.   

 

http://pc-biz.org/Explorer.aspx?id=4561


 

 

 
06-03 On Amending G-2.0509, Renunciation of Jurisdiction—From the Presbytery of Greater Atlanta. 
Source: Presbytery Sponsor: Greater Atlanta Presbytery 

  

Committee: 
[06-03] Church Polity and Ordered Ministry 
  

Type: General Assembly Full 
Consideration 

Topic: Unassigned 
  

Read the full content and rationale at:  http://pc-biz.org/Explorer.aspx?id=4567 

Recommendation 

The Presbytery of Greater Atlanta overtures the 221st General Assembly (2014) of the Presbyterian Church 
(U.S.A.) to direct the Stated Clerk to send the following proposed amendments to the presbyteries for their 
affirmative or negative votes: 
 
Shall G-2.0509 be amended by adding the following new paragraph at the end of that section: [Text to be 
added is shown as italic.] 
“Whenever a former teaching elder has renounced jurisdiction in the midst of a judicial proceeding, no 
PC(USA) congregation shall be permitted to employ that former teaching elder in any capacity, nor shall it 
permit that former teaching elder to perform any volunteer work.” 
 

OVT-009 
06-03 

On Amending G-2.0509, Renunciation of Jurisdiction—From the Presbytery of Greater 
Atlanta.  Deadline:   Feb 14th.   

See also OVT 012, below.  This proposal seeks to add to the existing paragraph of the ways of 

renunciation of jurisdiction and (mostly administrative and record-keeping) consequences 

thereof: 
“Whenever a former teaching elder has renounced jurisdiction in the midst of a judicial proceeding, no 
PC(USA) congregation shall be permitted to employ that former teaching elder in any capacity, nor shall 
it permit that former teaching elder to perform any volunteer work.” 

This would add what could be a significant, extra-judicial, administrative punitive action to the 

list or existing consequences of renunciation – without the judicial process of a trial, finding, and 

sentencing regarding the issues that led to the judicial proceedings to begin with.  These OVTs 

will probably be combined by the GA Standing Committee that hears them. 

Council considered and was split on this OVT.  It had a concurrence by Feb 14th. 

 

 

 
06-04 On Amending G-2.0803, the Call Process and Background Checks—From the Presbytery of Greater Atlanta. 
Source: Presbytery Sponsor: Greater Atlanta Presbytery 

  

Committee: 
[06-04] Church Polity and Ordered Ministry 
  

Type: General Assembly Full 
Consideration 

Topic: Unassigned 
  

Read the full content and rationale at:  http://pc-biz.org/Explorer.aspx?id=4569 

Recommendation 

The Presbytery of Greater Atlanta overtures the 221st General Assembly (2014) of the Presbyterian Church 
(U.S.A.) to direct the Stated Clerk to send the following proposed amendments to the presbyteries for their 
affirmative or negative votes: 
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Shall G-2.0803 be amended as follows: [Text to be deleted is shown with a strike-through; text to be added 
or inserted is shown as italic.] 
“According to the process of the presbytery and prior to making its report to the congregation, the pastor 
nominating committee shall receive and consider the presbytery’s counsel on the merits, suitability, and 
availability of those considered for the call. A complete criminal background check—including state, national, 
and sex offender registries—and a check of any civil judgments against the teaching elder are required 
before a call is issued to a teaching elder. When the way is clear for the committee to report to the 
congregation, the committee shall notify the session, which shall call a congregational meeting.” 
 

OVT-010 
06-04 

On Amending G-2.0803, the Call Process and Background Checks—From the Presbytery of 
Greater Atlanta.  Deadline:   Feb 14th.   

This proposal adds these prudent requirements to the call process:  
A complete criminal background check—including state, national, and sex offender registries—and a 
check of any civil judgments against the teaching elder are required before a call is issued to a 
teaching elder. 

Where it may add a minor cost to issuing a call, it significantly reduces the liability risk to the 

calling entity – if these actions are done by a licensed, professional agency of good repute. 

Council considered and supports this OVT.  It had a concurrence by Feb 14th. 

 

 

 
06-05 On Amending G-2.0509, Renunciation of Jurisdiction—From the Presbytery of the Western Reserve. 
Source: Presbytery Sponsor: Western Reserve Presbytery 

  

Committee: 
[06-05] Church Polity and Ordered Ministry 
  

Type: General Assembly Full 
Consideration 

Topic: Unassigned 
  

Read the full content and rationale at:  http://pc-biz.org/Explorer.aspx?id=4573 

Recommendation 

 
The Presbytery of the Western Reserve respectfully overtures the 221st General Assembly (2014) to send the 
following proposed amendments to the presbyteries for their affirmative or negative votes: 
 
Shall G-2.0509 of the Form of Government be amended by adding the following new paragraph at the end of 
that section: [Text to be added is shown as italic.] 
“Whenever a former teaching elder has renounced jurisdiction in the midst of a judicial proceeding, that 
former teaching elder shall not be permitted to perform any work, paid or volunteer, in any congregation or 
entity under the jurisdiction of the Presbyterian Church (U.S.A.).” 
 

OVT-012 
06-05 

On Amending G-2.0509, Renunciation of Jurisdiction—From the Presbytery of the Western 
Reserve.  Deadline:   Feb 14th.   

See also OVT 009, above.  This proposal differs little from OVT 009: 
Whenever a former teaching elder has renounced jurisdiction in the midst of a judicial proceeding, 
that former teaching elder shall not be permitted to perform any work, paid or volunteer, in any 
congregation or entity under the jurisdiction of the Presbyterian Church (U.S.A.). 

Again, this would add what could be a significant, extra-judicial, administrative punitive action 

to the list or existing consequences of renunciation – without the judicial process of a trial, 

finding, and sentencing regarding the issues that led to the judicial proceedings to begin with.  

These OVTs will probably be combined by the GA Standing Committee that hears them. 

Council considered; but, did not support this OVT.  It had a concurrence by Feb 14th.   
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06-06 On Amending G-3.0301 Regarding the Minimum Number of Operating Sessions and Teaching Elders in 

Presbytery—From the Presbytery of Eastern Oregon. 
Source: Presbytery Sponsor: Eastern Oregon Presbytery 

  

Committee: [06-06] Church Polity and Ordered 
Ministry 
  

Type: General Assembly Full Consideration 

Topic: Unassigned 
  

Read the full content and rationale at:  http://pc-biz.org/Explorer.aspx?id=4589 

Recommendation 

 
The Presbytery of Eastern Oregon overtures the 221st General Assembly (2014) to direct the Stated Clerk to 
send the following proposed amendment to the presbyteries for their affirmative or negative votes: 
 
Shall the second paragraph of G-3.0301 be amended as follows: [Text to be deleted is shown with a strike-
through; text to be added or inserted is shown as italic.] 
“The minimum composition of a presbytery is ten duly constituted sessions and ten teaching elders, unless 
otherwise approved by the synod and General Assembly.” 
 

OVT-019 
06-06 

On Amending G-3.0301 Regarding the Minimum Number of Operating Sessions and 
Teaching Elders in Presbytery—From the Presbytery of Eastern Oregon.  Deadline:   Feb 
14th.   

Proposed by a presbytery in our Synod and reflecting the sad fact of a presbytery in Alaska 

falling below the BOO number of congregations necessary to have a presbytery, thus reducing 

the number of presbyteries in the denomination from 173 to 172 (http://www.layman.org/six-

alaskan-churches-leave-pcusa-only-nine-remain-in-presbytery/ and 

http://www.layman.org/synod-alaska-northwest-gives-ok-merger-presbyteries/),  this proposal 

would add to the paragraph defining the number of congregations sufficient for a presbytery by 

adding: 
The minimum composition of a presbytery is ten duly constituted sessions and ten teaching elders, 
unless otherwise approved by the synod and General Assembly. 

This could eventually lead to presbyteries splitting along the issue polarities of their constituent 

congregations -- a big tent denomination with greater issue peace at the smallest regional level – 

but greater issue discord and polarization at the larger regional levels.  We are called to preserve 

the peace, unity, and purity and peace of the church.  But:  From purity, comes unity.  From 

unity, comes peace.  Not the other way around, as we have seen in our denomination and its 

antecedents since 1967. 

Council considered and supports this OVT.  It had a concurrence by Feb 14th.   

 

 

 
06-07 On Amending D-10.0103—Referral to Investigating Committee—From the Presbytery of Genesee Valley. 
Source: Presbytery Sponsor: Genesee Valley Presbytery 

  

Committee: 
[06-07] Church Polity and Ordered Ministry 
  

Type: General Assembly Full 
Consideration 

Topic: Unassigned 
  

Read the full content and rationale at:  http://pc-biz.org/Explorer.aspx?id=4597 

Recommendation 
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The Presbytery of Genesee Valley overtures the 221st General Assembly (2014) to direct the Stated Clerk to 
send the following proposed amendment to the presbyteries for their affirmative or negative votes: 
 
Shall D-10.0103 be amended as follows: [Text to be deleted is shown with a strike-through; text to be added 
or inserted is shown as italic.] 
“Upon receipt of a written statement of an alleged offense, 
“a.  the clerk of session or the stated clerk of presbytery, without undertaking further inquiry, shall then 
report to the council presbytery only that an offense has been alleged without naming the accused or the 
nature of the alleged offense, and refer the statement immediately to an investigating committee.; 
“b.  the clerk of session, without undertaking further inquiry, shall then report to the session only that an 
offense has been alleged without naming the accused or the nature of the alleged offense, unless the 
allegation is that of sexual abuse of another person under the provisions of D-10.0401c(1) and (2), in which 
case the clerk shall report to the session the name of the accused and the nature of the alleged offense. The 
clerk shall then refer the statement immediately to an investigating committee.” 
 

OVT-023 
06-07 

On Amending D-10.0103—Referral to Investigating Committee—From the Presbytery of 
Genesee Valley.  Deadline:   Feb 14th.   

The intent of this proposal is to align the handling of a sexual abuse accusation with the 

emerging speed of reporting / response made necessary by developing civil law and case law in 

this area – thus protecting the denomination and its councils and congregations from civil 

liability in the exercise to their response to such accusations.  Please read the OVT online; but 

also read the existing procedures in the BOO at D-10.0106 Administrative Leave regarding placing the 

accused on administrative leave.  This proposal may be inappropriate simply because it targeted 

a fix at the wrong paragraph in the BOO.  Your consideration should exercise care in its review 

of existing procedure and not react emotionally to the situation experienced by the proposing 

presbytery. While the goal of this proposal is laudable, it needs to be fixed in the appropriate 

place in the BOO.  

Council considered; but, may have erred with its support of this OVT.  It had a concurrence by 

Feb 14th.   

 

 

 
06-08 On Amending G-2.0401 to Allow Presbyteries to Elect and Ordain Persons as Commissioned Ruling Elders—

From the Presbytery of San Diego. 
Source: Presbytery Sponsor: San Diego Presbytery 

  

Committee: [06-08] Church Polity and Ordered 
Ministry 
  

Type: General Assembly Full Consideration 

Topic: Unassigned 
  

Read the full content and rationale at:  http://pc-biz.org/Explorer.aspx?id=4601 

Recommendation 

The Presbytery of San Diego overtures the 221st General Assembly (2014) to direct the Stated Clerk to send 
the following proposed amendment to the presbyteries for their affirmative or negative votes: 
 
Shall G-2.0401 be amended as follows: [Text to be deleted is shown with a strike-through; text to be added 
or inserted is shown as italic.] 
“G-2.0401 Election of Ruling Elders and Deacons 
“a.  Ruling elders and deacons are men and women elected by the congregation from among its members. 
The nomination and election of ruling elders and deacons shall express the rich diversity of the 
congregation’s membership and shall guarantee participation and inclusiveness (F-1.0403). Ruling elders 
and deacons shall be nominated by a committee elected by the congregation, drawn from and representative 
of its membership. 
“Congregations may provide by their own rule for a congregational nominating committee, provided that the 
committee shall consist of at least three active members of the congregation, and shall include at least one 
ruling elder who is currently serving on the session. The pastor shall serve ex officio and without vote. When 
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elections are held, full opportunity shall always be given to the congregation for nomination from the floor of 
the congregational meeting by any active member of the congregation. A majority of all the active members 
present and voting shall be required to elect. 
“b.  A presbytery may elect and ordain men and women to be ruling elders for the purpose of commissioning 
them to serve as commissioned ruling elders pursuant to G-2.1002–G-2.1004.” 
 

OVT-025 
06-08 

On Amending G-2.0401 to Allow Presbyteries to Elect and Ordain Persons as Commissioned 
Ruling Elders—From the Presbytery of San Diego.  Deadline:   Feb 14th.   

This proposal would  add to the presbytery for the first time in our history the ability to: 
b.  A presbytery may elect and ordain men and women to be ruling elders for the purpose of 
commissioning them to serve as commissioned ruling elders pursuant to G-2.1002–G-2.1004.  

Recognizing and electing persons who possess the spiritual gifts necessary for performance in an 

ordained ministry has always been the responsibility of the local congregation – as it has the best 

perspective of its members and their spiritual gifts.  Even inquirers into the ordained ministry of 

teaching elder are sponsored by a local congregation and do not enter their seminary or 

presbytery training processes leading to such ordination but by the sponsorship of their home 

congregation.  Unlike commissioners of a council to another council, presbyters (teaching and 

ruling elders) are: 

In:  F-3.0202 Governed by Presbyters, This church shall be governed by presbyters, that is, ruling elders 

and teaching elders, and in G-3.0101 Councils as an Expression of Unity of the Church,  ... The 

Presbyterian Church (U.S.A.) is governed by councils composed of presbyters elected by the people (F-

3.0202).   
Council considered and supports this OVT.  It had a concurrence by Feb 14th.   

 

 

 
06-09 On Amending F-2.05, G-2.0105 and W-4.4003c to Clarify What is Meant by Essentials of the Reformed Faith—

From the Presbytery of Upper Ohio Valley. 
Source: Presbytery Sponsor: Upper Ohio Valley Presbytery 

  

Committee: [06-09] Church Polity and Ordered 
Ministry 
  

Type: General Assembly Full Consideration 

Topic: Unassigned 
  

Read the full content and rationale at:  http://pc-biz.org/Explorer.aspx?id=4615 

Recommendation 

The Presbytery of Upper Ohio Valley respectfully overtures the 221st General Assembly (2014) to direct the 
Stated Clerk to send the following amendments of F-2.05, G-2.0105, and W-4.4003 to the presbyteries for 
their affirmative or negative votes: 
 
1.    Shall F-2.05 be amended as follows: [Text to be deleted is shown with a strike-through; text to be added 
or inserted is shown as italic.] 
“F-2.05         The Confessions as Statements of the Faith of the Reformed Tradition 
“In its confessions, the Presbyterian Church (U.S.A.) expresses the faith of the Reformed tradition. Central to 
this tradition is the affirmation of the majesty,f holiness, g and providence of the one triuneGodh, eternally 
existing in three persons: Father, Son, and Holy Spirit; the mystery of the Incarnation of the Son as Jesus 
Christ, who is both fully human and fully divine; and the essential truth that salvation and justification are in 
Jesus Christ alone, through faith in Him and what He has accomplished through His life, death, resurrection, 
ascension, and sending of the Holy Spirit. who i In Christ and by the power of the Spirit, God creates,I 
sustains,j rules,k and redeemsl the world in the freedom of sovereign righteousness and love.m Related to this 
central affirmation of God’s sovereignty are other great themes of the Reformed tradition: 
“The authority of Scripture as God’s written word and our only rule for life and faith. 
“The electionn of the people of God for service as well as for salvationo ; 
“Covenant life marked by a disciplined concern for order in the church according to the Word of God; 
“A faithful stewardship that shuns ostentation and seeks proper use of the gifts of God’s creation; and 
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“The recognition of the reality of human sin, including our tendency to idolatryp and tyranny,q and our need 
for God’s gracious provision of the Holy Spirit, which empowers the covenant life of the Church, its faithful 
stewardship of God’s creation, and its obedience to the Word of God, and which calls the people of God to 
work for the transformation of society by seeking justice and living in obedience to the Word of God.” 
2.    Shall the final sentence in G-2.0105 be amended as follows: [Text to be deleted is shown with a strike-
through; text to be added or inserted is shown as italic.] 
“The decision as to whether a person has departed from essentials of Reformed faith and polity as stated in 
our Foundations of Presbyterian Polity is made initially by the individual concerned, who must declare any 
scruples at the time of his or her examination by a council, but ultimately becomes the responsibility of the 
council in which he or she is a member.l” 
3.    Shall W-4.4003c be amended as follows: [Text to be deleted is shown with a strike-through; text to be 
added or inserted is shown as italic.] 
“c.          Do you sincerely receive and adopt the essential tenets of the Reformed faith as expressed in the 
confessions of our church and in our Foundations of Presbyterian Polity as authentic and reliable expositions 
of what Scripture leads us to believe and do, and will you be instructed and led by those confessions and by 
our polity as you lead the people of God?b” 
 

OVT-032 
06-09 

On Amending F-2.05, G-2.0105 and W-4.4003c to Clarify What is Meant by Essentials of the 
Reformed Faith—From the Presbytery of Upper Ohio Valley.  Deadline:   Feb 14th.   

In the massive revision of the BOO known as “NewFOG,” the essentials of the reformed faith 

were drawn together in a partial list.  This proposal seeks to clarify the list strengthening its 

Trinitarian statement, adding the authority of scripture, etc., and fixing the polity and 

constitutional ordination vows to reflect the changes. Please read this OVT online for its 

complete content.  

Council considered and supports this OVT.  It had a concurrence by Feb 14th.   

 

 

 
06-10 On Amending G-1.0403, Affiliate Congregational Membership for Teaching Elders—From the Presbytery of 

the Twin Cities Area. 
Source: Presbytery Sponsor: No Assignment 

Committee: [06-10] Church Polity and Ordered 
Ministry 
  

Type: General Assembly Full Consideration 

Topic: Unassigned 
  

Read the full content and rationale at:  http://pc-biz.org/Explorer.aspx?id=4629 

Recommendation 

 
The Presbytery of the Twin Cities Area respectfully overtures the 221st General Assembly (2014) of the 
Presbyterian Church (U.S.A.) to direct the Stated Clerk to send the following proposed amendments to the 
presbyteries for their affirmative or negative votes: 
 
1.    Shall G-1.0403 be amended as follows: [Text to be added is shown as italic.] 
“An affiliate member is a member of another congregation of this denomination or of another denomination 
or Christian body, who has temporarily moved from the community where the congregation of membership is 
situated, has presented a certificate of good standing from the appropriate council or governing body of that 
congregation, and has been received by the session as an affiliate member. An affiliate member may 
participate in the life of the congregation in the same manner as an active member except that an affiliate 
member may not vote in congregational meetings or be elected to ordered ministry or other office in the 
congregation. An honorably retired teaching elder may also apply to the session of a congregation, other 
than the congregation that he or she has most recently served, to become an affiliate member and with the 
approval and oversight of the entity of the teaching elder’s presbytery charged with the responsibilities 
under G-3.0307. 
2.    Shall G-2.0503c be amended by adding a second paragraph to read as follows: [Text to be added is 
shown as italic.] 
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“An honorably retired member may become an affiliate member of a congregation, other than that which he 
or she has most recently served, with the approval of that congregation’s session, and the approval and 
oversight of the entity charged with the responsibilities under G-3.0307 of that member’s presbytery.” 
 

OVT-039 
06-10 

On Amending G-1.0403, Affiliate Congregational Membership for Teaching Elders—From 
the Presbytery of the Twin Cities Area.  Deadline:   Feb 14th.   

This action could integrate honorably retired pastors and their families into the local 

congregation where they worship – and make them formally ‘part of the family’ – to include 

being the recipients of deacons care and ministries, as needed.  Presbyteries have no such 

ministries to their teaching elder members. 

Council considered and supports this OVT.  It had a concurrence by Feb 14th.   

 

 

 
06-11 On Amending G-3.0403(c) to Allow Churches to Realign with Other Established Presbyteries within the 

PC(USA)—From the Presbytery of Beaver-Butler. 

Source: Presbytery Sponsor: Beaver-Butler Presbytery 
  

Committee: [06-11] Church Polity and Ordered 
Ministry 
  

Type: General Assembly Full Consideration 

Topic: Unassigned 
  

Read the full content and rationale at:  http://pc-biz.org/Explorer.aspx?id=4635 

Recommendation 

 
The Presbytery of Beaver-Butler respectfully overtures the 221st General Assembly (2014) to direct the 
Stated Clerk to send the following proposed amendment to the presbyteries for their affirmative or negative 
votes: 
 
Shall G-3.0403(c) be amended by adding the following new text at the end of the present text: 
“When a congregation finds it is disengaged from its own presbytery due to theological or practical 
differences, it may petition its synod to transfer to another presbytery acceptable to both the congregation 
and the synod. Such a request should only be made after a period of prayerful discernment between the 
congregation and the presbytery of current membership. The synod shall exercise due diligence in consulting 
the congregation, its teaching elder(s), and presbytery of membership before deciding upon the request to 
transfer. A congregation that transfers membership to another presbytery may not request dismissal to 
another denomination for at least ten years from the date of transfer.” 
 

OVT-042 
06-11 

On Amending G-3.0403(c) to Allow Churches to Realign with Other Established 
Presbyteries within the PCUSA.—From the Presbytery of Beaver-Butler.  Deadline:   Feb 
14th.   

This proposal adds a redundant mechanism to the BOO’s processes – and such a transfer of 

presbyteries has already occurred in our synod. 

Council considered, but, does not support this OVT.  It had a concurrence by Feb 14th.   

 

 

 
06-12 Special Committee to Review the Preparation for Ministry Process and Standard Ordination Exams. 
Source: Agencies Sponsor: Special Committee to Review the Preparation for 

Ministry Process and Standard Ordination Exams 
  

Committee: [06-12] Church Polity and 
Ordered Ministry 
  

Type: General Assembly Full Consideration 
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Topic: Unassigned 
  

Read the full content and rationale at:  http://pc-biz.org/Explorer.aspx?id=4773&promoID=331 

Recommendation 

Recommendation 01 
The Special Committee to Review the Preparation for Ministry Process and Standard Ordination Exams 
recommends that the 221st General Assembly (2014) do the following: ... 12 recommendations – listed separately 
in the item list for this working committee. 

 

REC-025 
Special Committee to Review the Preparation for Ministry Process and Standard Ordination 
Exams.   

12 Recommendations are made and rationale for each is given regarding these exams.  These 

recommendations are in response to the following referral from the 220th General Assembly 

(2012): Item 07-07, On Reevaluating the Process by Which Ordination Exams Are Written, 

Administered, and Graded (Minutes, 2012, Part I, p. 682) to: 

1. Reexamine the viability of testing as a way of discerning a candidate’s suitability for 

ministry. 

2. Reevaluate and reassess the process by which the exams are written, administered, and 

graded. 

3. Assess the exams’ assumed cultural neutrality and revise exams as needed to address 

disparities in pass rates. 

4. Work with councils to develop effective, alternative methods of examination, and to 

encourage their use to grow the pastoral leadership pool for immigrant communities in need. 

5. Request the assembly fund an expanded study the overall process of preparation for ministry 

including the standard ordination examinations with recommendations to be reported to the 

221st General Assembly (2014). 

Please read the full recommendations and rationale online. 

Council did not review this study Recommendation. 

 

 

 
06-13 Request for Constitutional Interpretation of G-2.1001, Functions of Commissions Ruling Elders—From the 

Presbytery of Santa Fe. 
Source: Committee Sponsor: Advisory Committee on the 

Constitution 
  

Committee: [06-13] Church Polity and Ordered 
Ministry 
  

Type: General Assembly Full Consideration 

Topic: Unassigned 
  

Read the full content and rationale at:  http://pc-biz.org/Explorer.aspx?id=4923 

Recommendation 

 
In response to Item 06-13, the Advisory Committee on the Constitution recommends the 221st General 
Assembly (2014) approve the following authoritative interpretation of G-2.1001: 
 
“A ruling elder commissioned for limited pastoral service is not authorized to perform any pastoral service 
outside of the commission by the presbytery, unless the presbytery gives its permission for any specific 
service. If the request is for pastoral service within the bounds of another presbytery, the commissioning 
presbytery must also agree to the request.” 
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New item – Council has not reviewed it.  Clarifies the existing process (which is in the Book of 

Order – and which parallels the process for Teaching Elders serving out of the bounds of their 

presbytery) for Ruling Elders Commissioned to Pastoral Service to do the same.  Probably not 

really necessary as the process is already covered; but it may make the research easier.  The 

problem; however, is that such authoritative interpretations are not published with the Book of 

order – nor anywhere else easily or intuitively obvious -- and are thus hidden from those seeking 

such clarification!  What is wrong with this picture? 

 

 

 
06-14 Request for Constitutional Interpretation of G-3.0403c—From the Synod Council, Synod of South Atlantic 
Source: Committee Sponsor: Advisory Committee on the 

Constitution 
  

Committee: [06-14] Church Polity and Ordered 
Ministry 
  

Type: General Assembly Full Consideration 

Topic: Unassigned 
  

Read the full content and rationale at:  http://pc-biz.org/Explorer.aspx?id=4925 

Recommendation 

In response to Item 06-14, the Advisory Committee on the Constitution recommends the 221st General 
Assembly (2014) approve the following authoritative interpretations of G-3.0403c: 

“If there is no nongeographic presbytery within their synod, then a racial ethnic or immigrant congregation 
can apply for transfer to a nongeographic presbytery in a synod that has contiguous boundaries with their 
current synod. The transfer must be shown to meet the “mission needs” of the racial ethnic or immigrant 
congregation. This transfer requires the approval of both the sending and receiving presbyteries, as well as 
the synods and the General Assembly. 
“A nongeographic presbytery shall only accept fellowships, new church developments, bible studies, 
worshipping communities, or other forms of corporate witness into its presbytery from within its own synod. 
Only an organized congregation may be transferred to a nongeographic presbytery in another synod, by 
obtaining approval from the geographic and nongeographic presbyteries, as well as the synods and the 
General Assembly. 
“Nongeographic presbyteries shall not unilaterally start ministries in other presbyteries and synods without 
the approval of those councils.” 

 

New item – Council has not reviewed it.  Purports to be practical solution to oversight and 

fellowship for a racial-ethnic congregation’s search for a like-minded home presbytery – where 

none such exists within their Synod.  May cause more problems than it resolves; however, as it 

would create the difficulty of two synods supervising works in the same geography. 

 

There are also 6 information items for this working committee to consider – which are not listed 

herein; but, are listed on this working committee’s list.   

 

 

 

[07] Ecumenical and Interfaith Relations  

 

 

Consider matters related to: amendments to Chapter V of the Form of Government with 

Advisory Committee on the Constitution advice; requests for interpretation; matters dealing 
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with relationships with, and attitudes toward, other religious movements or bodies; 

conversations with other Presbyterian denominations; nominations for ecumenical advisory 

delegates; nominations for delegations to corresponding churches; reports of corresponding 

bodies. 

 

There are 10 items on this working committee’s list – to include 2 info items not contained in 

this document; but are on this committee’s page. 

 

 
07-01 On Distinguishing Between Biblical Terms for Israel and Those Applied to the Modern Political State of Israel 

in Christian Liturgy—From the Presbytery of Chicago. 
Source: Presbytery Sponsor: Chicago Presbytery 

  

Committee: [07-01] Ecumenical and Interfaith 
Relations 
  

Type: General Assembly Full Consideration 

Topic: Unassigned 
  

Read the full content and rationale at:  http://pc-biz.org/Explorer.aspx?id=4653 

Recommendation 

 
The Presbytery of Chicago overtures the 221st General Assembly (2014) of the Presbyterian Church, (U.S.A.), 
to 
1.    distinguish between the biblical terms that refer to the ancient land of Israel and the modern political 
State of Israel; 
2.    develop educational materials, with the help of our Presbyterian seminaries, for clergy, church 
musicians, worship leaders, and Christian educators regarding the “ancient Israel/modern Israel” 
distinction; and 
3.    inform our ecumenical partners of this action, nationally and globally—particularly within Israel and 
Palestine. 

 

Council did not review this item.  It brings to the innards of the denomination and its worship 

and study materials the angst displayed and central to the plethora of items in the Middle East 

Issues working committee [04] – see above.  When considering this and the [04] items, keep 

Joshua’s failure to complete God’s commandment concerning “every inhabitant and living 

thing” upon entering the Promised Land – and whose spared survivors are the ancestors of the 

modern-day Palestinians. The question it raises is:  How do we – as God’s people, today - now 

deal with the problems created by the failure of God’s people, then, to be completely obedient to 

His commands so long ago?  Are the actions of the modern state of Israel (including those of 

companies supporting their efforts) attempting to resolve this ancient disobedience by exercising 

relatively humane options, rather than simply fulfilling God’s ancient command to Joshua? 

 

 

 
07-02 The Interreligious Stance of the Presbyterian Church (U.S.A.). 
Source: Committee Sponsor: Committee on Ecumenical and Interreligious 

Relations 
  

Committee: [07-02] Ecumenical and Interfaith 
Relations 
  

Type: General Assembly Full Consideration 

Topic: Unassigned 
  

Read the full content and rationale at:  http://pc-biz.org/Explorer.aspx?id=4673 
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Recommendation 

The General Assembly Committee on Ecumenical and Interreligious Relations recommends that the 221st 
General Assembly (2014) do the following: 

1.    Approve “The Interreligious Stance of the Presbyterian Church (U.S.A.)” as a policy statement of the 
Presbyterian Church (U.S.A.) [see below]. 
2.    Direct the Stated Clerk to send the following proposed amendment to the presbyteries for their 
affirmative or negative votes: 
Shall G-5.0102 be amended as follows: [Text to be deleted is shown with a strike-through; text to be added 
or inserted is shown as italic.] 
“The Presbyterian Church (U.S.A.) at all levels seeks new will be open to opportunities for conversation and 
understanding respectful dialogue and mutual relationships with non-Christian religious entities and persons 
outside the Christian tradition. It does this in the faith that the church of Jesus Christ, by the power of the 
Spirit, is a sign and means of God’s intention for the wholeness of all humankind and all creation.”... and seven 
implementing actions. 

 

Council did not review this item.  It would continue to encourage dialog across the Christian 

denominations with the purpose of unifying the witness of the whole Church-Visible to the 

world.  

 

 

 
07-03 Review of Christian Churches Together in the U.S.A. 
Source: Committee Sponsor: Committee on Ecumenical and Interreligious 

Relations 
  

Committee: [07-03] Ecumenical and Interfaith 
Relations 
  

Type: General Assembly Full Consideration 

Topic: Unassigned 
  

Read the full content and rationale at:  http://pc-biz.org/Explorer.aspx?id=4675 

Recommendation 

The General Assembly Committee on Ecumenical and Interreligious Relations recommends that the 221st 
General Assembly (2014) do the following: 

1.    Continue PC(USA) participation in Christian Churches Together in the U.S.A. (CCT). There is no 
compelling reason to abandon the promise it continues to show as long as there is substantive progress 
toward addressing identified challenges. The PC(USA) should invest in CCT to help shape its necessary 
continued development. 
2.    Encourage CCT to develop a strategy for greater involvement of African American communions. 
3.    Continue work to ensure substantive participation in leadership and governance by women. 
4.    Direct the PC(USA) to work within CCT to help it discover what CCT can do beyond issuing public 
statements. Ecumenical life is more than a shared public voice. 
5.    Request the Stated Clerk to communicate these recommendations and report to Christian Churches 
Together and its member organizations. 

 

Council did not review this item.  A specific detailed avenue of active dialog within the more 

general encouragement in [07-02] above. 
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07-04 Invitation to Ecumenical Delegates to the 222nd General Assembly. 

Source: Committee Sponsor: Committee on Ecumenical and Interreligious 
Relations 
  

Committee: [07-04] Ecumenical and Interfaith 
Relations 
  

Type: General Assembly Full Consideration 

Topic: Unassigned 
  

Read the full content and rationale at:  http://pc-biz.org/Explorer.aspx?id=4677 

Recommendation 

 
The General Assembly Committee on Ecumenical and Interreligious Relations recommends that the 221st 
General Assembly (2014) invite the following churches to send ecumenical advisory delegates to the 222nd 
General Assembly (2016): 
 
International: Uniting Reformed Church in Southern Africa, Presbyterian Church of Kinshasa, Church of 
Bangladesh, Church partner in Sri Lanka, Methodist Church in Bolivia, Guyana Presbyterian Church, 
Presbyterian Church in Grenada, Evangelical Lutheran Church of Russia and Other States, and Evangelical 
Presbyterian Church of Egypt (Synod of the Nile). 
United States and/or Canada: Orthodox Church in America, International Council of Community Churches, 
Korean Presbyterian Church Abroad, Evangelical Lutheran Church in America, and American Baptist 
Churches, U.S.A. 

 

Council did not review this item.  A specific detailed avenue of active dialog within the more 

general encouragement in [07-02] above. 

 

 

 
07-05 The Episcopal Church and Presbyterian Church (U.S.A.) Dialogue. 

Source: Committee Sponsor: Committee on Ecumenical and Interreligious 
Relations 
  

Committee: [07-05] Ecumenical and Interfaith 
Relations 
  

Type: General Assembly Full Consideration 

Topic: Unassigned 
  

Read the full content and rationale at:  http://pc-biz.org/Explorer.aspx?id=4687 

Recommendation 

The General Assembly Committee on Ecumenical and Interreligious Relations recommends that the 221st 
General Assembly (2014): 

1.    receive the interim report from The Episcopal Presbyterian Dialogue and authorize continuation of the 
dialogue; 
2.    request that a final report of the dialogue be given to the 223rd General Assembly (2018). 

 

Council did not review this item.  A specific detailed avenue of active dialog within the more 

general encouragement in [07-02] above. 

 

 

 
07-06 World Council of Churches (WCC) Assembly Delegation Report. 
Source: Committee Sponsor: Committee on Ecumenical and Interreligious 

Relations 
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Committee: [07-06] Ecumenical and Interfaith 
Relations 
  

Type: General Assembly Full Consideration 

Topic: Unassigned 
  

Read the full content and rationale at:  http://pc-biz.org/Explorer.aspx?id=4693 

Recommendation 

The General Assembly Committee on Ecumenical and Interreligious Relations recommends that the 221st 
General Assembly (2014): 

1.    Direct the Stated Clerk to send a letter of appreciation to the World Council of Churches (WCC) staff and 
leadership for their organization and facilitation of the 10th Assembly. 
2.    Celebrate the election of the Moderator Agnes Aboum as the first woman moderator of the Central 
Committee. 
3.    Commend the WCC efforts in strengthening relationships of understanding and collaboration with 
interfaith partners. 
4.    Direct the Stated Clerk to send letters of appreciation to the local host committee and our partner 
churches in Korea for their gracious hospitality. 
5.    Encourage PC(USA) congregations and members to continue to pray for the reunification of the Korean 
Peninsula. 
6.    Commend to the PC(USA) the policy statement on climate change, which was approved by the 218th 
General Assembly (2008) (http://www.pcusa.org/resource/power-change-us-energy-policy-global-
warming). 
7.    Commend the Bible studies, worship, and music resources from the 10th Assembly to the church for use 
in the agencies of the General Assembly, mid councils, congregations, and seminaries. 
8.    Commend the WCC Mission Statement: “Together Towards Life: Mission and Evangelism in Changing 
Landscapes” (http://www.oikoumene.org/en/resources/documents/wcc-commissions/mission-and-
evangelism/together-towards-life-mission-and-evangelism-in-changing-landscapes) to the church for study 
in the agencies of the General Assembly, mid councils, congregations, and seminaries. 
9.    Encourage the agencies of the General Assembly to consider ways it may support the work of the WCC as 
an extension of our own mission and support for mission of ecumenical partners in the WCC. 
10.  Acknowledge that the PC(USA) struggle for full participation of all members of the Body of Christ is also 
shared with the WCC and the ecumenical family and continue to pray and look for resources that will help the 
PC(USA) and the WCC in this endeavor. 

 

Council did not review this item.  A specific detailed avenue of active dialog within the more 

general encouragement in [07-02] above. 

 

 

 
07-07 Seventh Day Adventists Dialogue. 
Source: Committee Sponsor: Committee on Ecumenical and Interreligious 

Relations 
  

Committee: [07-07] Ecumenical and Interfaith 
Relations 
  

Type: General Assembly Full Consideration 

Topic: Unassigned 
  

Read the full content and rationale at:  http://pc-biz.org/Explorer.aspx?id=4871 

Recommendation 

The General Assembly Committee on Ecumenical and Interreligious Relations recommends that the 221st 
General Assembly (2014) 

1.    Receive the report of the Presbyterian Church (U.S.A.) and Seventh Day Adventist Dialogue. 
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2.    Refer the joint recommendations (found in G., below) to the General Assembly Committee on Ecumenical 
and Interreligious Relations for facilitation within the PC(USA). 

 

Council did not review this item.  A specific detailed avenue of active dialog within the more 

general encouragement in [07-02] above. 

 

 

 
07-08 Review of National Council of Churches of Christ in the U.S.A. 
Source: Committee Sponsor: Committee on Ecumenical and Interreligious 

Relations 
  

Committee: [07-08] Ecumenical and Interfaith 
Relations 
  

Type: General Assembly Full Consideration 

Topic: Unassigned 
  

Read the full content and rationale at:  http://pc-biz.org/Explorer.aspx?id=4873 

Recommendation 

The General Assembly Committee on Ecumenical and Interreligious Relations recommends that the 221st 
General Assembly (2014) do the following: 

1.    Approve that membership and participation in the National Council of Churches of Christ in the U.S.A. 
(NCCC) be continued. [“To be Presbyterian is to be ecumenical.” This has long been in the forefront of our 
commitment and we continue to be instrumental leaders in the ecumenical movement.] 
2.    Direct the Committee on the Office of the General Assembly to continue to assess and evaluate our 
financial commitment to the NCCC. 
3.    Affirm our PC(USA) intent to seek to sustain a basic level of support to NCCC both through financial and 
human resources. 
4.    Acknowledge the complex work of Church World Service and its separation from the NCCC, and 
commend membership and financial support of Church World Service for consideration by the Presbyterian 
Mission Agency. 
5.    Direct that an accounting by NCCC at a defined interim before the next full General Assembly review be 
requested with regard to the redesigned governance with the Heads of Communion involvement, the current 
state of the budget, and the work of the convening tables in effectiveness and breadth of participation by the 
member communions. 
6.    Direct that word of appreciation be given to the staff and leadership for taking a hard look at the current 
realities of ecumenical ministry in this era and seeking a plan designed to better facilitate its work, direction, 
and budget. 
7.    Request the Stated Clerk to communicate these recommendations and report to the National Council of 
Churches of Christ in the U.S.A. and its member communions. 

 

Council did not review this item.  A specific detailed avenue of active dialog within the more 

general encouragement in [07-02] above. 

 

This committee also has two info items to consider – listed on their item list; but, not included 

here. 

 

 

 

[08] Mission Coordination  

 

 

Consider matters related to: Mission programs authorized by General Assembly; PC(USA) 

http://pc-biz.org/Explorer.aspx?id=4873


vision and mission goals; Organization for Mission and Presbyterian Mission Agency Manual 

of Operations; mission budget; audits; church-wide compensation. 

 

This committee has 24 items on its list for consideration – including six recommendations from a 

report (listed together here) and a couple of housekeeping items. 

 

 
08-01 On Support for the Institut Médical Chrétien du Kasai (IMCK) Endowment and the Endowment Concept—

From the Presbytery of New Castle. 
Source: Presbytery Sponsor: New Castle Presbytery 

  

Committee: [08-01] Mission Coordination 
  

Type: General Assembly Full Consideration 

Topic: Unassigned 
  

Read the full content and rationale at:  http://pc-biz.org/Explorer.aspx?id=4625 

Recommendation 

The Presbytery of New Castle respectfully overtures the 221st General Assembly (2014) of the Presbyterian 
Church (U.S.A.) to issue the following statement to all synods, presbyteries, congregations, and individual 
members of the Presbyterian Church (U.S.A.): 

“The 221st General Assembly (2014) of the Presbyterian Church (U.S.A.) hereby takes note of and endorses 
efforts by the organization known as ‘Friends of IMCK’ (FIMCK) to raise a permanent endowment for 
the Institut Médical Chrétien du Kasai (IMCK), or Kasai Christian Medical Institute. FIMCK is a group of 
former and current PC(USA) missionaries and missionary offspring who are deeply involved with IMCK and 
who formed themselves into this organization for purposes of raising the IMCK endowment in late 2011. The 
IMCK was first established as a nursing school by Presbyterian missionaries in the Congo (then Belgian 
Congo, now Democratic Republic of the Congo—DRC) in 1954. The component hospital, the Good Shepherd 
Hospital, was built largely with the Presbyterian Women’s Birthday Offering and completed in 1975. A large, 
downtown, multifaceted clinic, a university-level nursing degree program, research facilities, medical 
internships and residencies, and many public health and nutrition outreach programs have been added in the 
years since then. ... 
“Accordingly, the General Assembly hereby urges and encourages all synods, presbyteries, congregations, 
and individual members of the Presbyterian Church (U.S.A.) to favorably consider the inclusion of donations 
to this endowment in their budgets, their bequest planning, their special collections, their memorial gifts, 
and in any other ways that may practically present themselves. It is noted that instructions can be found 

online at www.IMCK.org. ... 
 

OVT-037 
08-01 

On Support for the Institut Médical Chrétien du Kasai (IMCK) Endowment and the 

Endowment Concept—From the Presbytery of New Castle.  Deadline:   Apr 15th.     

Though this method of charitable funding may be a good way for this worthy institution now in a 

period of need, permanent endowment for missions such as this – and any endowments outside 

of the Presbyterian Foundation – may not be very good general advice or commitment, as they 

are exceedingly difficult to re-aim once established, even when the need for support – or the 

charity or mission itself – goes away.  

Council considered and supports this OVT.  It had a concurrence by Feb 14th.   

 
 
 
08-02 A Resolution of Spiritual and Material Support for the Persecuted Church—From the Presbytery of Upper 

Ohio Valley. 
Source: Presbytery Sponsor: Upper Ohio Valley Presbytery 
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Committee: [08-02] Mission Coordination 
  

Type: General Assembly Full Consideration 

Topic: Unassigned 
  

Read the full content and rationale at:  http://pc-biz.org/Explorer.aspx?id=4657 

Recommendation 

The Presbytery of Upper Ohio Valley overtures the 221st General Assembly (2014) to do the following: 

1.    Ask that all members of the Presbyterian Church (U.S.A.), and all Christians everywhere, be in prayer for 
these believers and for their persecutors. 
2.    Direct the General Assembly Mission Agency either to institute a new special offering to provide financial 
or other material support to those persecuted for their faith in Jesus Christ, as well as for their families; or, 
to designate a certain percentage of monies collected in one or more of the already existing special offerings 
for this purpose.1 
Endnote 
1.            A case could be made that such support might come from either the Peacemaking offering or the 
One Great Hour of Sharing offering or both. 
 

OVT-053 
08-02 

A Resolution of Spiritual and Material Support for the Persecuted Church—From the 
Presbytery of Upper Ohio Valley.  Deadline:   Apr 15th.   

A proposal to dedicate church-wide offerings or other financial aid at the title’s object.  No 

further identification is provided.  Confusing. 

 
 
 
08-03 Proposed Revisions to the Churchwide Plan for Equal Employment Opportunity and Affirmative 

Action. 
Source: Agencies Sponsor: Presbyterian Mission Agency 

  

Committee: [08-03] Mission Coordination 
  

Type: General Assembly Full Consideration 

Topic: Unassigned 
  

Read the full content and rationale at:  http://pc-biz.org/Explorer.aspx?id=4757 

Recommendation 

The Presbyterian Mission Agency Board recommends that the 221st General Assembly (2014) approve the 
revisions to the Churchwide Plan for Equal Employment Opportunity and Affirmative Action (revisions shown 
in Appendix 1). 

In 1983 the General Assembly and the Book of Order assigned the Presbyterian Mission Agency, formerly known as the 

General Assembly Council, with the responsibility for “instituting and coordinating a churchwide plan for equal employment 
opportunity for members of racial ethnic groups, for women, for various age groups, and for persons with disabilities.” A 
Churchwide Plan for Equal Employment Opportunity was developed in 1985, and Equal Employment Opportunity goals were 
established by the General Assembly Council for the church. In 1994 the document was revised to include Affirmative Action 
and was thus retitled, “The Churchwide Plan for Equal Employment Opportunity and Affirmative Action.” 

Not reviewed by the Council.  Housekeeping item – continues to implement PMA’s directive. 

 

 

 
08-04 Revision to the PMA Manual of Operations. 
Source: Agencies Sponsor: Presbyterian Mission Agency 

  

Committee: 
[08-04] Mission Coordination 
  

Type: General Assembly Full 
Consideration 
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Topic: Unassigned 
  

Read the full content and rationale at:  http://pc-biz.org/Explorer.aspx?id=4759 

Recommendation 

The Presbyterian Mission Agency Board recommends that the 221st General Assembly (2014) approve the 
revised Presbyterian Mission Agency Manual of Operations. ... 

V.           Presbyterian Mission Agency Staffing 
A.    The Presbyterian Mission Agency Board fulfills its work, in part, through staff led by the 
Executive Director. The Executive Director carries out responsibilities with staff in the following 
ministries: Mission, Communications and Funds Development, Shared Services; and the Office of 
the Executive Director. For the Presbyterian Mission Agency staff organization, refer to Appendix 
2A. 
B.    Between meetings of the General Assembly, t The Presbyterian Mission Agency Board, upon 
recommendation of the Executive Director, is authorized to restructure the staff organization, 
always in alignment with the mission direction of the General Assembly. Any such organizational 
changes will be reported to the next General Assembly. ... 

 

Not reviewed by the Council.  Housekeeping item – updates PMA’s governance (the only 

proposed change is shown here. 

 

 

 
08-05 A Resolution to Define and Interpret Standards for PC(USA) Racial Ethnic Schools and Colleges—From the 

Advocacy Committee for Racial Ethnic Concerns. 
Source: Committee Sponsor: Advocacy Committee on Racial Ethnic Concerns 

  

Committee: [08-05] Mission Coordination 
  

Type: General Assembly Full Consideration 

Topic: Unassigned 
  

Read the full content and rationale at:  http://pc-biz.org/Explorer.aspx?id=4741 

Recommendation 

The Advocacy Committee for Racial Ethnic Concerns recommends that the 221st General Assembly (2014) 
direct the Presbyterian Mission Agency, in consultation with the Racial Ethnic Schools and Colleges 
Presidents Roundtable, to convene a racially diverse special task force of six people with expertise in the 
field of education to define and interpret the standards for racial ethnic schools related to the PC(USA). The 
task force should conduct most of their business via electronic means, meeting one time face-to-face, and 
they should consult with current PC(USA)-related racial ethnic schools on what characteristics in a school 
produce racial ethnic leaders in today’s multicultural society. The task force should report back to the 222nd 
General Assembly (2016) on their findings. 

Not reviewed by the Council.  Advocates a study to provide a standard policy for PC(USA)-

affiliated schools. 

 

 

 
08-06 A Resolution to Develop a Churchwide Antiracism Policy—From the Advocacy Committee for Racial Ethnic 

Concerns 
Source: Committee Sponsor: Advocacy Committee on Racial Ethnic Concerns 

  

Committee: [08-06] Mission Coordination 
  

Type: General Assembly Full Consideration 

Topic: Unassigned 
  

Read the full content and rationale at:  http://pc-biz.org/Explorer.aspx?id=4743 
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Recommendation 

The Advocacy Committee for Racial Ethnic Concerns (ACREC) recommends that the 221st General Assembly 
(2014): 

1. Direct the Presbyterian Mission Agency to develop a churchwide antiracism policy similar to the 
existing antidiscrimination policies. 

2. Direct the Presbyterian Mission Agency to develop procedures and evaluation criteria for the 
implementation of a churchwide antiracism training program. The Presbyterian Mission Agency will 
report back to the 222nd General Assembly (2016) regarding actions taken and results achieved. 

3. Consistent with the 220th General Assembly (2012) mandate regarding mandatory antiracism 
training (Climate for Change Task Force Report[1]), recommend that all mid-level councils and 
congregations provide antiracism training and dialogue. 

4. Direct the Presbyterian Mission Agency to develop tools, assessment instruments, and training 
materials for the presbyteries and congregations in order to develop clear and effective 
understanding of systemic racism, including white privilege, power, and prejudice in relation to race. 

Not reviewed by the Council.  Advocates a broader policy development – similar to the policy 

for affiliated schools (above) -- for the denomination. 

 

 

 
08-07 Fairness in Ministerial Compensation: Incentives and Solidarity, a Response to Two Referrals. 
Source: Committee Sponsor: Advisory Committee on Social Witness 

Policy 
  

Committee: [08-07] Mission Coordination 
  

Type: General Assembly Full Consideration 

Topic: Unassigned 
  

Read the full content and rationale at:  http://pc-biz.org/Explorer.aspx?id=4791 

Recommendation 

In light of the downward trends in compensation for many in an increasingly unequal society, the Advisory 
Committee on Social Witness Policy (ACSWP) recommends that the 221st General Assembly (2014): 

1.    request the Presbyterian Mission Agency to have its Personnel Committee review churchwide ministerial 
salary data as context for its review of Presbyterian Mission Agency salaries; 
2.    encourage mid council staff and elected leaders to review this report and the recommendations found at 
the end of the first section to assess the benefits of intervention and term call structure for declining 
congregations; and 
3.    direct the Office of the General Assembly’s church leadership office to post this report among its 
resources. 

 

Not reviewed by the Council.  Advocates a broad policy study of ministerial compensation; but, 

recommends no action beyond making the study result widely available.  New light for 

presbytery terms-of-call standards? 

 

 

 
08-08 The Gospel from Detroit: Renewing the Church’s Urban Vision. 
Source: Committee Sponsor: Advisory Committee on Social Witness 

Policy 
  

Committee: [08-08] Mission Coordination 
  

Type: General Assembly Full Consideration 
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Topic: Unassigned 
  

Read the full content and rationale at:  http://pc-biz.org/Explorer.aspx?id=4803 

Recommendation 

Affirming God’s call to seek the welfare of the city and to organize God’s people for the proclamation of the 
Gospel and the promotion of racial, economic, and social equity and justice for all citizens of Detroit and 
other cities of the United States of America, the Advisory Committee on Social Witness Policy (ACSWP) 
recommends that the 221st General Assembly (2014) take the following actions in both mission strategy and 
public witness: ... plus 9 specific denominational and public witness actions implementing this statement. 

Not reviewed by the Council.  Advocates a broad policy development and social witness action 

focused on the urban poor in cities across America.  Ignores rural plights. 

 

 

 
08-09 For-Profit Prisons, Jails, and/or Detention Centers Be Added to the List of Companies for Divestment and/or 

Proscription of Investment Ownership--PMA 
Source: Agencies Sponsor: Presbyterian Mission Agency 

  

Committee: [08-09] Mission Coordination 
  

Type: General Assembly Full Consideration 

Topic: Unassigned 
  

Read the full content and rationale at:  http://pc-biz.org/Explorer.aspx?id=4713 

Recommendation 

The Presbyterian Mission Agency Board recommends to the 221st General Assembly (2014) that the category 
of publicly traded corporations that directly manage or operate for-profit prisons, jails, and/or detention 
centers be added to the list of companies from which the General Assembly urges divestment and/or 
proscription of investment ownership. 

Not reviewed by the Council.  Advocates disassociation from private sector incarceration 

management and operations.  Foolishly – and completely -- misses the point of such enterprise, 

here!  Instead of divestment, this should be a near-exclusive ministry operation of the Church as 

the Head of the Church hold the only means of real change in a person’s life.  Consider the 

Salvation Army model – and explore embracing such avenues for prison ministries. 

 

A completely mis-guided recommendation. 

 

 

 
08-10 Measure for Measure: Assessing the Effectiveness of Hearing and Singing New Songs to God--

PMA 
Source: Agencies Sponsor: Presbyterian Mission Agency 

  

Committee: [08-10] Mission Coordination 
  

Type: General Assembly Full Consideration 

Topic: Unassigned 
  

Read the full content and rationale at:  http://pc-biz.org/Explorer.aspx?id=4717 

Recommendation 

The Presbyterian Mission Agency Board, on behalf of the Women of Color Consultation team, recommends 
that the 221st General Assembly (2014): 

http://pc-biz.org/Explorer.aspx?id=4803
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1.    Direct the Presbyterian Mission Agency to plan a Women of Color Consultation (WoCC) that focuses on 
the inclusion of women of color of all ages in leadership and decision-making in presbyteries and synods 
and/or their successor bodies. The next WoCC shall be held no later than the fall of 2015 and be reported to 
the 222nd General Assembly (2016) with recommendation for further action and study. 
2.    Direct the Racial Ethnic & Women’s Ministries/PW ministry area to make available print and electronic 
resources on cultural competency, antiracism, and antisexism to mid councils and the larger church. 
3.    Direct mid councils to provide training and education on cultural competency, antiracism, and antisexism 
to its committees on ministry and committees on preparation with an expectation that issues which are 
addressed in this training will be disseminated throughout the presbytery at least once every three years 
beginning in 2015. 
4.    Direct the Presbyterian Mission Agency to collect information from mid councils on the implementation 
of cultural competency, antiracism, and antisexism training for committees on ministry and committees on 
preparation for ministry and to report its findings to the 222nd General Assembly (2016). 
5.    Direct mid councils to promote gathering opportunities for women of color within synods and 
presbyteries for prayer, study, fellowship, and networking by providing financial, technological, space, and 
other support. 

 

Not reviewed by the Council.  May or may not comply with the Book of Order’s policies on 

inclusion and representation. 

 

 

 
[08-11]  

Institutional Relationship Agreement between the General Assembly of 
the Presbyterian Church (U.S.A.) and the Historically Presbyterian Racial 
Ethnic Institutions. 

   

 [08-12]  The Institutional Relationship Agreement between Presbyterian Women in the 
Presbyterian Church (U.S.A.), Inc. and the Presbyterian Mission Agency of the 
Presbyterian Church (U.S.A.). 

   

 [08-13]  Report of the Special Offerings Advisory Task Force.    

 [08-14]  A Resolution to Address Child/Youth Protection Policies and Resources in the 
Presbyterian Church (U.S.A.)—From the Advocacy Committee for Women’s 
Concerns (ACWC). 

   

 [08-15]  Recommendation Pertaining to Budgetary and Financial Concerns of the Church 
[Recommendation A.1.] 

   

 [08-15]  Recommendation Pertaining to Budgetary and Financial Concerns of the Church 
[Recommendation A.2.] 

   

 [08-15]  Recommendation Pertaining to Budgetary and Financial Concerns of the Church 
[Recommendation A.3.] 

   

 [08-15]  Recommendation Pertaining to Budgetary and Financial Concerns of the Church 
[Recommendation B.] 

   

 [08-15]  Recommendation Pertaining to Budgetary and Financial Concerns of the Church 
[Recommendation C.1.] 

   

 [08-15]  Recommendation Pertaining to Budgetary and Financial Concerns of the Church 
[Recommendation C.2.] 

   

 [08-16]  Confirmation of Presbyterian Mission Agency Executive Director.     

 [08-A] Minutes, Presbyterian Mission Agency    

 [08-Info]  Presbyterian Council for Chaplains and Military Personnel (PCCMP) Annual 
Report 2012–2014  

   

 [08-Info] Report of the Presbyterian Mission Agency on Current Task Forces, Work Groups, 

and Ad Hoc Committees.  

   

 [08-Info]  Report of Changes to the Appendices of the Presbyterian Mission Agency Manual 
of Operations.    

 

These housekeeping items internal to the PMA’s operations and are not included here. 
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[09] Social Justice Issues  

 

 

Consider matters related to: Concerns of church in national affairs; national military matters; 

health, managed care and abortions; and matters relating to righteousness and justice of 

persons/organizations. General Assembly Committee on Representation. Advocacy Committee 

for Women's Concerns. 

 

This committee list contains 24 items – including three report recommendations and three info 

items. Many of these items coincide with state items of concern to the Religious Alliance In 

Nevada (RAIN -- the five mainline denominations in the state who, together, preach God’s word 

to the Legislature through commentary and testimony before the legislature. This committee will 

hear our presbytery’s overture On Providing a Trauma Crisis Counseling Consultation to Train 

in Best Practices in Caring for Survivors of Homicide Victims 
 

 

 
09-01 On Taking Meaningful Action to Reduce Gun Violence—From the Presbytery of National 

Capital. 
Source: Presbytery Sponsor: National Capital Presbytery 

  

Committee: [09-01] Social Justice Issues 
  

Type: General Assembly Full Consideration 

Topic: Unassigned 
  

Read the full content and rationale at:  http://pc-biz.org/Explorer.aspx?id=4563 

Recommendation 

The Presbytery of National Capital overtures the 221st General Assembly (2014) to approve the following 
resolution: 

The PC(USA) and its constituent parts recommits itself to work with federal, state, and local legislators to 
pass laws that will: 
•      require licensing, registration, and waiting periods to allow comprehensive background checks, 
and cooling-off periods; 
•      close the “gun show loophole” by requiring background checks for all gun buyers; 
•      ban semiautomatic assault weapons, armor piercing handgun ammunition, and .50 caliber 
sniper rifles; 
•      advocate for new technologies to aid law-enforcement agencies to trace crime guns and 
promote public safety; 
•      raise the age for handgun ownership to the age of twenty-one; 
•      following the recommendation of the International Association of Chiefs of Police, support laws 
to “require judges and law enforcement to remove guns from situations of domestic violence, as well 
as from people whose adjudicated mental illness, drug use, or previous criminal record suggests the 
possibility of violence,” and to increase police training in nonviolent proactive intervention.” 

 
OVT-007 
09-01 

On Taking Meaningful Action to Reduce Gun Violence—From the Presbytery of National 
Capital.  No Concurrence is needed. 

This proposal lists a number of measures which might curb gun violence.  Our Reno, Sparks, and 

Carson City churches have recently been thrust into the experience of brutal gun violence in their 

cities – including such exposure to some of their members.  Most recently, our Spanish Springs 

church hosted a Presbyterian Disaster Relief event at Zephyr Point Presbyterian Conference 

Center for the victims of last October’s shooting at Sparks Middle School.  Beyond the strong 

emotions exacerbated by recent personal experiences; however, the issue is whether this 

http://pc-biz.org/Explorer.aspx?id=4563


particular list finds the appropriate balance between the Constitutional right to bear arms and 

prudent measures to assure public safety.  Please see also OVT 038 for comments on OVTs 

regarding gun violence and the appropriate denominational response thereto. 

Council considered; but, does not yet support this OVT.   

 

 

 
09-02 On Entering a Two-Year Season of Reflection on the Plight of Unwanted Children, and Appointing a Special 

Committee on Abortion Review—From the Presbytery of South Alabama. 
Source: Presbytery Sponsor: South Alabama Presbytery 

  

Committee: [09-02] Social Justice Issues 
  

Type: General Assembly Full Consideration 

Topic: Unassigned 
  

Read the full content and rationale at:  http://pc-biz.org/Explorer.aspx?id=4579 

Recommendation 

The Presbytery of South Alabama overtures the 221st General Assembly (2014) of the Presbyterian Church 
(USA) to do the following: 

1.    Call for the Presbyterian Mission Agency and member congregations to enter a two-year season of 
reflection upon the plight of children unwanted by human society, both born and not-yet born, and to 
purposefully seek to enter the pure worship of God by offering aid, comfort, and the Gospel to those 
responsible for the care of our most desperate orphans (including those who survive abortion procedures): 
parents, siblings, church and community leaders, and the medical profession. 
2.    Direct the Moderator of the General Assembly and the Stated Clerk to issue statements that denounce 
the practice of killing babies born live following an abortion procedure, such as was revealed in the Dr. 
Kermit Gosnell clinic in Philadelphia. 
3.    Direct the Moderator to appoint a Special Committee on Abortion Review, carefully balanced with 
members representing both pro-life and pro-choice viewpoints, to 
a.           Conduct a thorough assessment of the financial, in-kind, lodgment, publicity, and staff support that 
the PC(USA) provides to organizations such as Planned Parenthood, Presbyterians Affirming Reproductive 
Options, Religious Coalition for Reproductive Choice, and other abortion providers or pro-choice 
organizations. A similar review should be made of denominational support provided for pro-life organizations 
and pro-life crisis-pregnancy support centers. 
b.           Review existing policies and, if needed, propose new policies that will more accurately represent the 
PC(USA) in its breadth of conviction about abortion, taking into account our churches’ desire to worship God 
in purest form (Jas. 1:27). Any new policies shall incorporate more fully the voices of pro-life Presbyterians, 
who have to this point largely been kept silent in denominational advocacy. 
Most, if not all, of the special committee meetings should be conducted in virtual conferences using 
appropriate audio-visual technology. The Special Committee on Abortion Review shall report its findings and 
recommendations to the 222nd General Assembly (2016). 

 

OVT-015 
09-02 

On Entering a Two-Year Season of Reflection on the Plight of Unwanted Children, and 
Appointing a Special Committee on Abortion Review—From the Presbytery of South 
Alabama.  Deadline:   Apr 30th.   

Caution.  This proposal would commit the church to a study leading to proposals which could 

impose  financial and mission support impacts on current mission support practices of the 

denomination, its intermediate councils, and congregations – and all of the local considerations 

that led thereto.  It may also lead to political participation in matters already polarized into pro-

life and pro-choice stances related to abortion and all related issues.  The matter is one critical to 

Christian witness, scriptural definition of sin, and the gospel which should be joined; but, whose 

current participants are polarized, well-funded, very vocal, and sometimes violent.  See also 

OVT 029 for another extended study proposal. 

http://pc-biz.org/Explorer.aspx?id=4579


Council considered and supports this OVT.  It had a concurrence by Feb 14th.   

 

 

 
09-03 On Encouraging Use of the Code of Conduct for the Protection of Children from Sexual Exploitation—From 

the Presbytery of New York City. 
Source: Presbytery Sponsor: New York City Presbytery 

  

Committee: [09-03] Social Justice Issues 
  

Type: General Assembly Full Consideration 

Topic: Unassigned 
  

Read the full content and rationale at:  http://pc-biz.org/Explorer.aspx?id=4581 

Recommendation 

The Presbytery of New York City overtures the 221st General Assembly (2014) of the PC(USA) to do the 
following: 

1.    Encourage programs and ministries of the Presbyterian Church (U.S.A.) agencies to give preference to 
tourism companies and businesses, including but not limited to hotels, airlines, and travel agents, that have 
signed the Code of Conduct for the Protection of Children from Sexual Exploitation in Travel and Tourism 
adopted by End Child Prostitution and Trafficking (ECPAT), as the companies and businesses make 
arrangements for meetings and travel to meetings. 
2.    Encourage programs and ministries of the Presbyterian Church (U.S.A.) agencies to make available 
opportunities for advocacy and education with tourism companies and businesses, including but not limited 
to hotels, airlines, and travel agents, that have not signed the Code of Conduct for the Protection of Children 
from Sexual Exploitation in Travel and Tourism when they are used for arrangement for meetings and travel 
to meetings. 
3.    Urge members of the Presbyterian Church (U.S.A.) to give preference to tourism companies and 
businesses, including but not limited to hotels, airlines, and travel agents, that have signed the Code of 
Conduct for the Protection of Children from Sexual Exploitation in Travel and Tourism when traveling and to 
engage in advocacy with tourism companies and businesses that have not. 
4.    Direct the Presbyterian Church (U.S.A.)’s Human Trafficking Roundtable to maintain current information 
on the status of companies that have signed the Code of Conduct for the Protection of Children from Sexual 
Exploitation in Travel and Tourism and to continue to partner with and support ECPAT-USA. 

 
OVT-016 
09-03 

On Encouraging Use of the Code of Conduct for the Protection of Children from Sexual 

Exploitation—From the Presbytery of New York City.  Deadline:   Apr 15th.   

This proposal essentially encourages the denomination to use travel services of those agencies 

who have renounced aid or abet sexual exploitation of children.  The Presbytery of Nevada 

worked through the Religious Alliance In Nevada (RAIN) very hard to pass AB67 in the last 

legislative session to protect children from sexual exploitation.  This OVT represents working 

out scripture in our personal and institutional lives and is good social policy. 

Council considered and supports this OVT.  It had a concurrence by Feb 14th.   

 

 

 
09-04 Regarding a National Moratorium on the Imposition of the Death Penalty—From the Presbytery of Greater 

Atlanta. 
Source: Presbytery Sponsor: Greater Atlanta Presbytery 

  

Committee: [09-04] Social Justice Issues 
  

Type: General Assembly Full Consideration 

Topic: Unassigned 
  

Read the full content and rationale at:  http://pc-biz.org/Explorer.aspx?id=4603 

http://pc-biz.org/Explorer.aspx?id=4581
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Recommendation 

The Presbytery of Greater Atlanta overtures the 221st General Assembly (2014) of the Presbyterian Church 
(U.S.A.) to do the following: 

1.    Join the 171st (1959), 177th (1965), and the 189th (1977) General Assemblies of the United 
Presbyterian Church, the 106th General Assembly (1966) of the Presbyterian Church in the U.S., and the 
197th General Assembly (1985), 212th General Assembly (2000), and 219th General Assembly (2010) of the 
Presbyterian Church (U.S.A.) and declare its continuing opposition to capital punishment. 
2.    Call for an immediate moratorium on all executions in all jurisdictions that impose capital punishment. 
3.    Direct the Stated Clerk of the General Assembly to communicate the call for an immediate moratorium 
and our continuing opposition to capital punishment to the president of the United States, our 
representatives in Congress, as well as the governors and legislators of the thirty-four states with persons 
incarcerated while awaiting execution. 
 
OVT-026 
09-04 

Regarding a National Moratorium on the Imposition of the Death Penalty—From the 
Presbytery of Greater Atlanta.  Deadline:   Apr 30th.   

From the 171
st
 GA to the 219

th
 GA, the PC (U.S.A.) has opposed the death penalty as part of its 

social witness policy.  Joining with its partner mainline denominations, the Presbytery of Nevada 

opposed the death penalty through the Religious Alliance In Nevada (RAIN) – see the position 

statement on rainnv.org/statements.html. Relying on assertions that human judgment can fail, 

this proposal continues the denomination’s stand.  Recent research indicates that, due to the 

mandated appeals process that accompanies it, a death penalty sentence is far more expensive to 

administer than a life sentence. 

Council considered, but, does not support this OVT.  It had a concurrence by Feb 14th.   

 

 

 
09-05 On a Two-Year Study to Discern How to Advocate for Effective Drug Policies—From the Presbytery of San 

Francisco. 
Source: Presbytery Sponsor: San Francisco Presbytery 

  

Committee: [09-05] Social Justice Issues 
  

Type: General Assembly Full Consideration 

Topic: Unassigned 
  

Read the full content and rationale at:  http://pc-biz.org/Explorer.aspx?id=4609 

Recommendation 

The Presbytery of San Francisco overtures the 221st General Assembly (2014) of the Presbyterian Church 
(U.S.A.) to call for a two-year study by the governing bodies and members of the Presbyterian Church 
(U.S.A.) to discern how to advocate for effective drug policies grounded in science, compassion, and human 
rights, and to this end, do the following: ... six specific actions by the agencies and affiliates of the denomination  

OVT-029 
09-05 

On a Two-Year Study to Discern How to Advocate for Effective Drug Policies—From the 
Presbytery of San Francisco.  Deadline:   Feb 14th.   

Reminiscent of Prohibition; but, ignoring the stark, unintended consequences of teaching 

America to disregard living by the law, this proposal seeks another interfaith approach to  ‘the 

drug problem.’  The content appears to be aimed at de-criminalizing the use of all drugs for 

recreational purposes based on assertions/assumptions that the ‘War on Drugs’ has been a 

failure. Expect again polarized participants in the debate, possibly also violent. See also OVT 

015 for another extended study proposal. 

Council considered, but, does not support this OVT.  It had a concurrence by Feb 14th.   

http://www.rainnv.org/statements.html
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09-06 On Advocating for Financial and Political Reform-From the Presbytery of Santa Fe. 
Source: Presbytery Sponsor: Santa Fe Presbytery 

  

Committee: 
[09-06] Social Justice Issues 
  

Type: General Assembly Full 
Consideration 

Topic: Unassigned 
  

Read the full content and rationale at:  http://pc-biz.org/Explorer.aspx?id=4619 

Recommendation 

The Presbytery of Santa Fe overtures the 221st General Assembly (2014) to direct the PC(USA)Washington 
Office to advocate for financial and political reform. This will include advocating for strategies that address 
the lack of prosecution of the individuals and financial institutions responsible for the 2008 meltdown of the 
U.S. economy. 

OVT-034 
09-06 

On Advocating for Financial and Political Reform-From the Presbytery of Santa Fe.  

Deadline:   Apr 15th.   

Unlike other financial incentive OVTs, this one does not call for punitive action against specific 

entities – rather asks the denomination’s governmental advocate, the Washington Office, to 

legislative and enforcement advocate reform related to justice in the wake of the 2008 financial 

melt-down. 

Council considered and supports this OVT.  It had a concurrence by Feb 14th.   

 

 

 
09-07 On Gun Violence Prevention—From the Presbytery of Hudson River. 
Source: Presbytery Sponsor: Hudson River Presbytery 

  

Committee: 
[09-07] Social Justice Issues 
  

Type: General Assembly Full 
Consideration 

Topic: Unassigned 
  

Read the full content and rationale at:  http://pc-biz.org/Explorer.aspx?id=4627 

Recommendation 

In response to Gun Violence, Gospel Values: Mobilizing in Response to God’s Call, which calls us to 
“encourage the church at every level—from individual member to congregation, presbytery, synod, and 
national church—to become informed and active in preventing gun violence” and urges that “the church take 
responsibility to build public awareness of gun violence and the epidemic of preventable gun-related deaths” 
(Minutes, 2010, Part I, pp. 830ff, electronic version), the Presbytery of Hudson River, Synod of the Northeast, 
Presbyterian Church (U.S.A.), respectfully overtures the 221st General Assembly (2014) to do the following: 
... 12 grouped actions to implement the intent of this overture. 

OVT-038 
09-07 

On Gun Violence Prevention—From the Presbytery of Hudson River.  Deadline:   Feb 14th.   

Please see also OVT 007 for comments on OVTs regarding gun violence and the appropriate 

denominational response thereto. 

Council considered, but, does not support this OVT.  It had a concurrence by Feb 14th.   
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09-08 On Ending Discriminatory Policies in the Boy Scouts of America—From the Presbytery of New York City. 

[Pending a concurrence.] 
Source: Presbytery Sponsor: New York City Presbytery 

  

Committee: [09-08] Social Justice Issues 
  

Type: General Assembly Full Consideration 

Topic: Unassigned 
  

Read the full content and rationale at:  http://pc-biz.org/Explorer.aspx?id=4637 

Recommendation 

The Presbytery of New York City overtures the 221st General Assembly (2014) of the Presbyterian Church 
(U.S.A.) to direct the Stated Clerk of the General Assembly to do the following: 

1.    Thank the Boy Scouts of America for their decision to end all discriminatory policies excluding boys 
based on sexual orientation. 
2.    Call upon the Boy Scouts of America to end all discriminatory policies excluding leaders based solely on 
sexual orientation and excluding girls based on gender. 
3.    Call upon the Boy Scouts of America to institute policies that welcome children, families, and adult 
leaders into all programs offered by the Boy Scouts of America regardless of gender or sexual orientation. 

 
OVT-043 
09-08 

On Ending Discriminatory Policies in Scouting.—From the Presbytery of New York City.  
Deadline:   Apr 30th.   

This proposal encourages change in a private organization’s membership and leadership. 

Council considered, but, does not support this OVT.  It had a concurrence by Feb 14th.   

 

 

 
09-09 On Food Sovereignty for All—From the Presbytery of Greater Atlanta. 
Source: Presbytery Sponsor: Greater Atlanta Presbytery 

  

Committee: 
[09-09] Social Justice Issues 
  

Type: General Assembly Full 
Consideration 

Topic: Unassigned 
  

Read the full content and rationale at:  http://pc-biz.org/Explorer.aspx?id=4649 

Recommendation 

The Presbytery of Greater Atlanta overtures the 221st General Assembly (2014) to call on individuals, 
congregations, mid councils, and ministries of the Presbyterian Mission Agency and the Office of the General 
Assembly to do the following: 

1.    Pray for people within the food system in the U.S. and overseas, from producers devoting their lives to 
feeding people but who are often undercompensated and lacking respect, to workers throughout the food 
chain, and to consumers lacking access to affordable fresh, healthy food. 
2.    Study food sovereignty, food justice, and other applications of biblical and Christian values to fairness 
and sustainability throughout the food system, using educational materials compiled on a single PC(USA) 
web page. 
3.    Support and participate in community conversations, forums, and assemblies where people directly 
affected by the lack of affordable and healthy food provide significant input and leadership about defining 
community needs and solutions. 
4.    Support and develop faith-based and other food sovereignty initiatives overseas and in our communities, 
with special emphasis on impoverished areas, always in concert with those directly affected. Faith-based 
initiatives in the U.S. may include sponsoring community gardens; hosting farmers markets, community 
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kitchens, market gardens, food microenterprise development and cooperative buying clubs; and promoting 
purchase of locally and sustainably grown food. 
5.    Work with Presbyterians, PC(USA) partners, as well as interfaith and secular groups and coalitions on 
initiatives and campaigns whose purpose is to achieve food sovereignty. This may include efforts to reduce 
negative influences of large, multinational corporations on food and farm system practices and on policies 
that may be detrimental to producers, workers, and consumers. 
6.    Join with Presbyterians, PC(USA) partners, and interfaith and secular groups and coalitions working to 
end large-scale land grabs and return unfairly obtained land to communities, and to implement genuine 
agrarian and aquatic reform programs and base national and international governance structures on the 
“Voluntary Guidelines for Land and Natural Resources Tenure” from the Committee on World Food Security in 
order to provide secure access to land, forestry, and fisheries for communities. 
7.    Advocate for food, farm, and trade policies at all levels that protect family farmers and God’s creation, 
and support the building of just and sustainable local food economies. 

 
OVT-049 
09-09 

On Food Sovereignty for All—From the Presbytery of Greater Atlanta.  Deadline:  Apr 30th.   

Another proposed call to political action, this time regarding food and politics of its availability / 

accessibility in impoverished areas.  Could be improved by the example of restraint shown in 

OVT 047. 

Please see OVT 013, above, for comments on OVTs regarding the ‘Palestinian problem,’ 

political social witness, political ecological witness, the appropriateness of the denomination’s 

participation in the formation of US foreign or other policy, and all actions/actors involved 

therein.  Please see also:  OVTs 013, 014, 017, those implications of 018 related to Middle 

Eastern oil, 022, 030, 031, 033, 034, 040, 041, 048, 050, 051, 055, 056, 058, and later OVTs, as 

may be submitted.  Please read these OVTs online and together; but, discern God’s will for 

denominational action on each one separately.   

Council did not consider this item. 

 

 

 
09-10 On a Study of End-of-Life Issues—From the Synod of the Covenant. 
Source: Presbytery Sponsor: Synod of the Covenant 

  

Committee: 
[09-10] Social Justice Issues 
  

Type: General Assembly Full 
Consideration 

Topic: Unassigned 
  

Read the full content and rationale at:  http://pc-biz.org/Explorer.aspx?id=4799 

Recommendation 

In view of the legalization of physician-assisted suicide in five states and several nations, and increases in 
the technological choices facing patients and their families in end-of-life circumstances, the Synod of the 
Covenant respectfully overtures the 221st General Assembly (2014) to do the following: 

1.    Direct the Advisory Committee on Social Witness Policy to convene a 7–8 person team of Presbyterian 
ethicists and physicians, including one or more drafters, to produce a pastoral and educational booklet giving 
guidance on 

a.            physician-assisted suicide (PAS); 
b.            palliative and terminal sedation, withholding/withdrawing nutrition and hydration and other 
end-of-life treatments; 
c.            the role of medical professionals, hospital and hospice chaplains, hospital ethics committees, 
and relevant medical regulation; 
d.            pastoral support of dying persons and their families; 
e.            special circumstances of dying children and the dying pregnant woman; 

http://pc-biz.org/Explorer.aspx?id=4799


f.             special circumstances of chronically and/or severely disabled persons in end-of-life planning 
and care; 
g.            organ donation in relation to determinations of death and methods of prolonging body 
functions; 
h.            talking with the faithful about end-of-life planning and advance directives; 
i.             appropriate governmental and institutional policy recommendations to support the faithful 
exercise of Christian conscience on these matters. 

2.    Recommend that this balanced study team meet primarily by video-phone and once in person, and that it 
consult with the Theology and Worship Office; be guided by prior General Assembly policy; examine any 
comparable denominational or ecumenical resources; test the booklet with experienced pastors and 
chaplains, hospital and hospice physicians and nurses; and report back to the 222nd General Assembly 
(2016). 
3.    Recommend the booklet requested be printed for purchase and be posted on-line with updated 
templates of living wills, authorizations of durable powers of attorney for medical care, and references to 
relevant theological, ethical, and medical studies and resources for pastoral care. 
4.    Recommend that copies of this booklet and any related policy recommendations be sent to appropriate 
regulatory and certifying bodies (including those for thanatology and clinical pastoral education), and 
Presbyterian seminaries, colleges, and universities. 
 
The Brief Statement of Faith added to the Book of Confessions in 1991 echoes the Heidelberg Confession when it states, “In 

life and in death we belong to God” (10.1, Line 1). A Presbyterian study document with that title was produced in 1995, 
following guidance from prior General Assemblies policies such as The Nature and Value of Human Life (PCUS, 1981) and 
The Covenant of Life and the Caring Community & Covenant and Creation (UPCUSA, 1988). These documents stressed the 
relational, covenantal character of life before God that puts moral limits on the practice of medicine and provides a 
distinctive source of moral insight that conditions patient autonomy. Since these earlier reports, matters have become even 
more complex than they were, as scientific and technological developments have increased the capacity to prolong human 
life and laws have expanded the legal choices for those facing terminal illness. 
 

Council did not review this item.  There may be a need to review the output of this action to 

ensure broad biblical and confessional agreement on its contents before denominational 

publication and use. 

 

 

 
09-11 Affirming the Importance of Maternal and Child Nutrition over 1000 Days—From the Presbytery of National 

Capital. 
Source: Presbytery Sponsor: National Capital Presbytery 

  

Committee: [09-11] Social Justice Issues 
  

Type: General Assembly Full Consideration 

Topic: Unassigned 
  

Read the full content and rationale at:  http://pc-biz.org/Explorer.aspx?id=4839 

Recommendation 

The Presbytery of National Capital overtures the 221st General Assembly (2014) to: 

1.    Affirm the importance of maternal and child nutrition in the 1,000 days between the beginning of a 
woman’s pregnancy and her child’s second birthday, reaffirming “that enslaving poverty in a world of 
abundance is an intolerable violation of God’s good creation (Book of Confessions, Confession of 1967, 
9.46).” 
2.    Recognize the importance of the Supplemental Nutrition Program for Women Infants and Children in the 
United States and the role of U.S. foreign assistance in supporting governments of developing countries in 
improving maternal and child nutrition. 
3.    Call on Presbyterians to pray for and minister to women and children in the United States and around the 
world who are in the 1,000-day window. 
4.    Direct the Presbyterian Hunger Program, Presbyterian United Nations Office, the Office of Public 
Witness, and other programs of the Presbyterian Mission Agency to work with Presbyterian Women in 
Presbyterian Church (U.S.A.), Inc., to identify resources for Presbyterians to learn more about maternal and 
child nutrition. 
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5.    Call on Presbyterians to learn more about the importance of nutrition for women and children in the 
critical 1,000-day window and preventing children from experiencing cognitive and physical delays. 
6.    Direct the Office of Public Witness and Presbyterian Ministry at the United Nations to advocate for 
policies that promote good nutrition in the 1,000 days window. 
7.    Direct the Stated Clerk to write to the president of the United Nations General Assembly urging that the 
post-2015 development agenda include a stand-alone goal addressing hunger and under-nutrition, and that 
a set of nutrition targets should be included that reflect the World Health Assembly targets released in 2012, 
which include a goal of reducing under-nutrition which causes stunting by 40 percent by 2025.i 
8.    Direct the Stated Clerk to write to the U.S. Congress and to the president of the United States asking 
them to work together to lay the groundwork for ending hunger in the United States by 2023, ending hunger 
around the world in 2030, and to affirm the importance of addressing maternal and child nutrition in the 
critical 1,000-day window in reaching those goals. 
9.    Affirm the relationship between the PC(USA), the Hunger Program, and Bread for the World, and to 
endorse the Women of Faith for the 1,000 Days Movement, a campaign of Bread for the World. 

 
Not reviewed by Council.  Important material for the denomination and its practices supporting 

mothers in the first 1000 days.  Directs political action beyond the denomination on a national 

and international scale – without directing denominational ministry or mission – losing the 

chance to bring the gospel along with the food and advice. 

 

 

 

09-12 On Providing a Trauma Crisis Counseling Consultation to Train in Best Practices in 
Caring for Survivors of Homicide Victims—From the Presbytery of Nevada. 

Source: Presbytery Sponsor: Nevada Presbytery 
  

Committee: [09-12] Social Justice Issues 
  

Type: General Assembly Full Consideration 

Topic: Unassigned 
  

Read the full content and rationale at:  http://pc-biz.org/Explorer.aspx?id=4841 

Recommendation 

The Presbytery of Nevada overtures the 221st General Assembly (2014) of the PC(USA) to commit the 
necessary financial and programmatic resources to provide for a trauma crisis counseling consultation at 
Stony Point Conference Center, New York, within twelve months of the 221st General Assembly (2014). The 
attendees would be trained by Presbyterian Disaster Assistance (PDA), mental health professionals, and 
community stakeholders in some of the best practices for caring for the bereaved survivors of homicide 
victims and traumatized community members. 

Presbytery, by its original overture action endorses this OVT. 

 

 

 
09-13 A Review of Efforts Regarding Cultural Proficiency and Creating a Climate for Change in the Presbyterian 

Church (U.S.A.)—Report to the 221st General Assembly (2014)—From the Advocacy Committee for Racial 
Ethnic Concerns. 

Source: Committee Sponsor: Advocacy Committee on Racial Ethnic Concerns 
  

Committee: [09-13] Social Justice Issues 
  

Type: General Assembly Full Consideration 

Topic: Unassigned 
  

Read the full content and rationale at:  http://pc-biz.org/Explorer.aspx?id=4745 

Recommendation 

http://pc-biz.org/Explorer.aspx?id=4841
http://pc-biz.org/Explorer.aspx?id=4745


The Advocacy Committee for Racial Ethnic Concerns (ACREC) recommends that the 221st General Assembly 
(2014) do the following: 

1.    Direct the Presbytery Mission Agency (PMA) to reestablish and fill the position of associate for 
Organizational Diversity, Education, and Recruitment, or an appropriate alternative. 
2.    Direct the Presbyterian Mission Agency, in consultation with the General Assembly Committee on 
Representation (GACOR) and the other five PC(USA) agencies (Office of the General Assembly, Presbyterian 
Foundation, Board of Pensions, Presbyterian Publishing Corporation, Presbyterian Investment and Loan 
Program, Inc.), to create a database comprised of businesses that qualify under the Supplier Diversity 
standards reviewed by GACOR, which all of the six agencies and other PC(USA) bodies (e.g., mid councils: 
presbyteries and synods) should use as a source for supplies and services. 
3.    Direct ACREC to have discussions with legal counsel of the PC(USA), GACOR, and other relevant church 
entities about policy and/or strategies that address the General Assembly’s concern and directive to: 
a.            Include persons with disabilities as part of the “diversity of the church’s membership” and provide 
such persons with a supportive work environment.  
b.            Collect data and monitor diversity efforts pertaining to Middle Eastern communities.  

 

Not reviewed by council.  Attempts to re-start / complete a program put into shambles by the 

resignation of its director.  May result in recommendations for business (purchasing) restrictions 

on the denomination. 

 

 

 
09-14 National Racial Ethnic Ministries Task Force Report 
Source: Agencies Sponsor: Task Force on National Racial Ethnic 

Ministries 
  

Committee: [09-14] Social Justice Issues 
  

Type: General Assembly Full Consideration 

Topic: Unassigned 
  

Read the full content and rationale at:  http://pc-biz.org/Explorer.aspx?id=4705&promoID=328 

3 Recommendations: 

The National Racial Ethnic Ministries Task Force recommends that the 221st General Assembly (2014) of the 
Presbyterian Church (U.S.A.): 

1.    Direct the Presbyterian Mission Agency (PMA) and the Office of the General Assembly (OGA) to hold a 
national consultation on developing regional racial ethnic ministries in 2015 for twenty-five participants over 
a two-day period. This consultation will have a planning team of ten people and shall include developing a 
vision and structure so each ministry may create its own unique way of doing ministry. 
2.    Encourage the mid councils to collaborate with PMA translators and expand resources for other 
languages. 
3.    Call for a church-wide conference on race, ethnicity, racism, and ethnocentricity in 2015. In addition, 
direct the Moderator of the 221st General Assembly (2014) of the Presbyterian Church (U.S.A.) to appoint a 
planning team of ten people for this event in consultation with the following groups: 
a.            Racial ethnic congregational leadership; 
b.            Racial ethnic caucus leadership; 
c.            Advocacy Committee for Racial Ethnic Concerns (ACREC); 
d.            Presbytery and synod leadership; 
e.            General Assembly Committee on Representation (GACOR); 
f.             A representative from Racial Ethnic Women’s Ministries; and 
g.            Representatives from the Office of the General Assembly (OGA) and the Presbyterian Mission 
Agency (PMA). 

 

Council did not review this item.  Presented to the committee as three recommendations.   

 

 

http://pc-biz.org/Explorer.aspx?id=4705&promoID=328


 
09-15 A Resolution to Educate Against and Help Prevent Voter Suppression—From the Advocacy Committee for 

Racial Ethnic Concerns. 
Source: Committee Sponsor: Advocacy Committee on Racial Ethnic Concerns 

  

Committee: [09-15] Social Justice Issues 
  

Type: General Assembly Full Consideration 

Topic: Unassigned 
  

Read the full content and rationale at:  http://pc-biz.org/Explorer.aspx?id=4847 

Recommendation 

The Advocacy Committee for Racial Ethnic Concerns (ACREC) recommends that the 221st General Assembly 
(2014): 

1.    Acknowledge the changes in voting rights and the new wave of voter suppression disproportionately 
affecting racial ethnic communities that have resulted from the June 2013 decision by the Supreme Court. 
2.    Direct the Advisory Committee on Social Witness Policy (ACSWP) to update Lift Every Voice, Democracy, 
Voting Rights, and Electoral Reform, approved by the 218th General Assembly (2010), to include changes in 
the Voting Rights Act. 
3.    Direct the Presbyterian Mission Agency to prepare educational materials (web-based or print) for use in 
congregations and mid councils specifically on how voter suppression impacts our democracy theologically, 
ecclesiologically, and culturally. 
4.    Continuing the Presbyterian tradition of witness for democracy and the equality of electoral rights 
necessary for        its exercise, direct the Stated Clerk to write to mid councils to inform them about the 
changes in the Voting Rights Act and send them an updated digital copy of the ACSWP document, “Lift Every 
Voice,” advocating for      voter rights in a more just and democratic society through 

a.            educating congregations and mid councils on the impacts of voter suppression and the 
affects of not having federal oversight on voting rights, as of June 2013; and 
b.            sponsoring conversations about the negative social impacts of voter suppression and why 
this matters to the church, providing ideas for congregations to help in local efforts to stop voter 
suppression. 

5.    Direct the Presbyterian Mission Agency to lift up voters’ rights in election years 2014 and 2016 through 
its communications channels (such as Presbyterians Today, email newsletters, action alerts, etc.) and 
recognize the need to educate the grassroots on the effects of voter suppression on church and society. 
6.    Direct the Office of Public Witness to develop advocacy strategies to work against voter suppression and 
for greater freedom in voting and access to voting, and to share news of these efforts across the church. 
7.    Direct the Office of the General Assembly, Mid Council Ministries, to host conversations on race and 
racisms in order to address current and historic wounds, including the issue of voter suppression as one 
needing attention and redress. 

In June 2013, the Supreme Court of the United States nullified a core provision of the Voting Rights Act (VRA) of 1965, 
which provided federal oversight to election laws in areas that were historically suppressing the vote in particular 
populations and blocking democratic election outcomes. Voter suppression laws were at the center of what became known 
as Jim Crow. The VRA made most disenfranchisement and voting qualifications illegal. Traditional voter suppression tactics 
included the institution of poll taxes and literacy tests, aimed at suppressing the votes of African Americans and working 
class white voters 

Council did not review this item.  With such voter protections no longer in effect, some 

legislative action may be necessary to re-instate the protections of these voters’ rights. 

 

 

 
09-16 Tax Justice: A Christian Response to a New Gilded Age—From the Advisory Committee on Social Witness 

Policy. 
Source: Committee Sponsor: Advisory Committee on Social Witness Policy 

  

Committee: [09-16] Social Justice Issues 
  

Type: General Assembly Full Consideration 

http://pc-biz.org/Explorer.aspx?id=4847


Topic: Unassigned 
  

Read the full content and rationale at:  http://pc-biz.org/Explorer.aspx?id=4857 

Recommendation 

In fulfillment of the assignment of the 220th General Assembly (2012) to provide a biblically grounded 
witness for current discussions of tax reform, the Advisory Committee on Social Witness Policy recommends 
that the 221st General Assembly (2014) approve the following statement of principles and recommendations 
on justice in taxation, and receive the supporting rationale and resources for study: ... nine areas of actions are 
advocated, including: 

I.            Recommendations for the Church: 
1.  The 221st General Assembly (2014) invites all members, congregations, and councils and directs the 
appropriate officers of the Presbyterian Mission Agency to encourage study and discussion of this report and 
to represent its positions in the consideration of tax and related legislation at all governmental levels, and 
directs the Stated Clerk to communicate this report electronically and through a limited number of print 
copies to members, ecumenical partners, and governmental bodies, with guidance from the Office of Public 
Witness and the Advisory Committee on Social Witness Policy. 
The assembly further approves recommendations that: 
2.    Elders, deacons, pastors, and Christian educators encourage reflection among members and the broader 
public on the covenantal value of taxes and stewardship, including concepts such as “who are my children;” 
“whose shoulders do I stand on, and who stands on mine;” and “what is my responsibility towards 
generation-to-generation accumulating inequality?” These questions connect to significant choices in both 
personal giving (including charitable deductions) and to the example that Christians should set regarding the 
value of their communities and their country in their estate planning. 
3.    Because this study focused on the largest factors affecting the tax structure of our society in its global 
setting, it has not reviewed the specific tax laws related to the free exercise of religion that have changed 
since the last study of those considerations in 1988, in a report adopted by the 200th General Assembly, 
“God Alone Is Lord of the Conscience.”6 Thus the Advisory Committee on Social Witness Policy is directed to 
examine developments in clergy compensation, use of government funding by church mission programs and 
schools, and the rules governing Section 501(c)3 and 501 (c)4 organizations that may merit social witness 
on behalf of the church, to consult with the Advisory Committee on Litigation and ecumenical partners 
involved in church/state matters, and to report to the 222nd General Assembly (2016) as to whether further 
targeted study should be authorized. 

Council did not review this item.  A complex proposal for a complex issue – both as citizens and 

as Christians.  Please read the item. 

 

 

 
09-16 Tax Justice: A Christian Response to a New Gilded Age—From the Advisory Committee on Social Witness 

Policy. 
Source: Committee Sponsor: Advisory Committee on Social Witness Policy 

  

Committee: [09-16] Social Justice Issues 
  

Type: General Assembly Full Consideration 

Topic: Unassigned 
  

Read the full content and rationale at:  http://pc-biz.org/Explorer.aspx?id=4857 

Recommendation 

In fulfillment of the assignment of the 220th General Assembly (2012) to provide a biblically grounded 
witness for current discussions of tax reform, the Advisory Committee on Social Witness Policy recommends 
that the 221st General Assembly (2014) approve the following statement of principles and recommendations 
on justice in taxation, and receive the supporting rationale and resources for study: 

Council did not review this item.  Another, similarly-complex proposal for a complex issue – 

both as citizens and as Christians.  Very broad.  Please read the item. 

 

http://pc-biz.org/Explorer.aspx?id=4857
http://pc-biz.org/Explorer.aspx?id=4857


 

 
09-17 The Self-Study Report of the Advocacy Committee for Women’s Concerns of the Presbyterian Church (U.S.A.) 

to the 221st General Assembly (2014). 
Source: Committee Sponsor: Advocacy Committee on Women’s Concerns 

  

Committee: [09-17] Social Justice Issues 
  

Type: General Assembly Full Consideration 

Topic: Unassigned 
  

Read the full content and rationale at:  http://pc-biz.org/Explorer.aspx?id=4867 

Recommendation 

The Advocacy Committee for Women’s Concerns (ACWC) recommends that the 221st General Assembly 
(2014): 

1.    Direct the Advocacy Committee for Women’s Concerns (ACWC) to engage, communicate, and collaborate 
with all areas of the Presbyterian Mission Agency on matters of gender justice advocacy. 
2.    Direct the Advocacy Committee for Women’s Concerns (ACWC) to ask members of ACWC to 
communicate the work of ACWC to their home synods, presbyteries, congregations, and other PC(USA) 
constituencies in which they participate and to bring back to ACWC local gender justice concerns from these 
groups in order to increase the knowledge of ACWC around the church and to inform ACWC’s work with the 
broader concerns of the church. 
3.    Urge the Advocacy Committee for Women’s Concerns to use the summary report from the survey 
conducted by the PC(USA) Research Services to inform its work priorities for the next four years.  
4.    Direct the Advocacy Committee for Women’s Concerns and the Advocacy Committee for Racial Ethnic 
Concerns to continue to advocate for the Presbyterian Church (U.S.A.)’s commitment to an intersectional 
perspective and approach to gender and racial justice issues, as described in the 218th General Assembly 
(2008) approved document, Hearing and Singing New Songs to God, including advocating for robust action 
lifting up and celebrating the Decade of Hearing and Singing New Songs to God and monitoring the 
fulfillment of all recommendations made by past and future Women of Color Consultations.  
5.    Incorporate the review of the Advocacy Committee for Women’s Concerns’ Manual of Operations and 
meeting minutes as a part of ACWC’s regular Six-Year Self-Study Review process with the General Assembly, 
removing this responsibility from the Presbyterian Mission Agency Board. 
6.    Direct the Presbyterian Mission Agency Board to comply with the current (November 2013) Presbyterian 
Mission Agency Manual in maintaining the dual-member relationship with ACWC, in accordance with the 
instruction that the advocacy committees “shall” have a member of the Presbyterian Mission Agency Board, 
and in light of the particular nature of the advocacy committee’s mandate to “advise the Presbyterian 
Mission Agency Board on matters of women’s concerns” and to “monitor the implementation of women’s 
policies and programs relative to women’s concerns.”  
7.    Direct the Presbyterian Mission Agency, Racial Ethnic and Women’s Ministries/Presbyterian Women to 
uphold the instruction given by the 205th General Assembly (1993) to ensure programmatic advocacy: 
“Under the leadership of those working in the areas of racial ethnic ministries and women’s ministries, … 
ensure advocacy and monitoring functions … throughout the ministries and agencies of the General 
Assembly.”  

Council did not review this item.  Heightens visibility of women’s concerns within the 

denomination – though these stretch far beyond the church. 

 

 

 
09-19 Standard Definition of Supplier Diversity. 
Source: Committee Sponsor: Committee on Representation (GA) 

  

Committee: 
[09-19] Social Justice Issues 
  

Type: General Assembly Full 
Consideration 

Topic: Unassigned 
  

Read the full content and rationale at:  http://pc-biz.org/Explorer.aspx?id=4891 

Recommendation 

http://pc-biz.org/Explorer.aspx?id=4867
http://pc-biz.org/Explorer.aspx?id=4891


The General Assembly Committee on Representation (GACOR) recommends that the 221st General Assembly 
(2014): 

1.    Direct the GACOR to convene a table with leaders, designated by the six agencies, and including the 
purchasing manager for the Presbyterian Mission Agency (PMA), for the purpose of developing a standard 
definition of supplier diversity for the PC(USA), and any related terms or criteria necessary; and also to 

a.            revise any appropriate manuals and guidelines; and 
b             report back to the 222nd General Assembly (2016). 

2.    Direct the six agencies of the PC(USA) (PMA, Office of the General Assembly [OGA], Presbyterian 
Publishing Corporation [PPC], Presbyterian Investment and Loan Program, Inc. [PILP], Foundations [FDN], 
and Board of Pensions [BOP]) to 

a.            provide annual status reports on supplier diversity (all strata) to GACOR. 
b.            provide annual status reports on representation of women, persons of color, and persons 
with disability in its employment (all strata) to GACOR. 

 

Council did not review this item.  Brings the concepts of disinvestment (see Middle East Issues, 

above) to the purchasing of the denomination as a means of punishing and distancing from 

entities who do not fit the denomination’s definition of “diverse.” 

 

This committee also has three info items to consider which are not listed here. 

 

 

 

[10] Civil Union and Marriage Issues  

 

 

Consider matters related to: Amendments to the Form of Government, Rules of Discipline and 

Directory for Worship related to marriage and civil unions; referrals defining marriage. 

 

This committee has seven item to consider – should be a ‘piece of (wedding) cake’ – right? 

 

 
10-01 On Amending W-4.9000 Concerning the Church’s Role in Legal Marriage and Services of Christian Covenant—

From the Presbytery of Lehigh. 
Source: Presbytery Sponsor: Lehigh Presbytery 

  

Committee: [10-01] Civil Union and Marriage Issues 
  

Type: General Assembly Full Consideration 

Topic: Unassigned 
  

Read the full content and rationale at:  http://pc-biz.org/Explorer.aspx?id=4571 

Recommendation 

The Presbytery of Lehigh respectfully overtures the 221st General Assembly (2014) to direct the Stated Clerk 
to send  the following proposed amendment to the presbyteries for their affirmative or negative votes: 

Shall W-4.9000 be amended as follows: ... beginning with the title change  

“W-4.9000   9.  Marriage 

“W-4.9001   Christian Marriage Blessing of a Christian Covenant” . 

.. to the deletion of the existing W-4.9006   Recognizing Civil Marriage” 

http://pc-biz.org/Explorer.aspx?id=4571


This is the first of the proposals in this hot-button issue which will get all of the media coverage 

for the GA.  Please read the proposal and its rationale in their entirety on-line. 

 

 

 

 
10-02 On Amending W-4.9000, Marriage—From the Presbytery of the Cascades. 
Source: Presbytery Sponsor: Cascades Presbytery 

  

Committee: 
[10-02] Civil Union and Marriage Issues 
  

Type: General Assembly Full 
Consideration 

Topic: Unassigned 
  

Read the full content and rationale at:  http://pc-biz.org/Explorer.aspx?id=4593 

Recommendation 

The Presbytery of the Cascades respectfully overtures the 221st General Assembly (2014) to direct the 
Stated Clerk to send the following proposed amendment to the presbyteries for their affirmative or negative 
votes: 

Amend W-4.9000 by striking the current text and replacing it with the following: ... a complete re-write 

This is the second of the proposals in this hot-button issue which will get all of the media 

coverage for the GA.  Please read the proposal and its rationale in their entirety on-line. 

 

OVT-021 
10-02 

On Amending W-4.9000, Marriage—From the Presbytery of the Cascades.  Deadline:   Feb 
14th.   

Proposed by a member of our Synod and concurred by two other members thereof.  This 

proposal would make no distinction between the gender of two people wishing to join in 

marriage nor in the response of the church to marry them – to include the ministerial services by 

the teaching elder of a congregation nor the service itself.  Please see also:  OVTs 011, 024, 027, 

033, 034, and 036.  The window for proposing amendments to or authoritative interpretations of 

OVT-011 
10-01 

On Amending W-4.9000 Concerning the Church’s Role in Legal Marriage and Services of 
Christian Covenant—From the Presbytery of Lehigh.  Deadline:   Feb 14th.   

This proposal would amend paragraphs in the Directory of Worship affecting the ecclesiastical 

definition, civil accommodation, and the service of creating a Christian marriage.  Please review 

its full text online.  Sadly, although the language unequivocally includes the definition of 

marriage as between a man and a woman, the language may not adequately capture the precise 

intent of this proposal and is confusing or wrong on several points of definition and assertion, 

erring in its contention that a Teaching elder is not an agent of the civil authority when in fact, 

must be licenses by such authority to perform any such marriages.  This proposal gets further lost 

in equivocating among which kind of ‘marriages’ a pastor might perform and introduces the term 

covenant to untangle the mess (at which this term fails). See also:  OVTs 021, 024, 027, 033, 

034, and 036, below.  The window for proposing amendments to or authoritative interpretations 

of the Constitution has closed, so no others will be accepted by this GA for consideration.  Please 

read these OVTs online and together; but, discern God’s will for denominational action on each 

one separately.   

Council considered; but, did not support this OVT.  It had a concurrence by Feb 14th.   

http://pc-biz.org/Explorer.aspx?id=4593


the Constitution has closed, so no others will be accepted by this GA for consideration.  Please 

read these OVTs online and together; but, discern God’s will for denominational action on each 

one separately.   

 

This proposal asserts that the definition of marriage has changed both within the church and in 

civil society and now offers a definition of marriage newer than just ‘between a man and a 

woman.’  It also asserts the right of the presiding pastor to decide whether or not to provide 

counsel to and the service of marriage to any couple so requesting solely on the basis of his or 

her scriptural interpretation and conscience.   

BTW:  Civil law is in flus; but, is moving toward removing this freedom from those who would 

be licensed to perform a marriage – as our teaching elders and commissioned ruling elders must 

be – toward those so licensed must provide services to all who request them and may not refuse 

any member of a federally or state-defined ‘protected class.’ 

Council considered, but, does not support this OVT.  It had a concurrence by Feb 14th.   

 

 

 
10-03 On Issuing an Authoritative Interpretation of W-4.9000 to Affirm Pastoral Discretion in Performing Marriage 

Ceremonies—From the Presbytery of Heartland. 
Source: Presbytery Sponsor: Heartland Presbytery 

  

Committee: [10-03] Civil Union and Marriage Issues 
  

Type: General Assembly Full Consideration 

Topic: Unassigned 
  

Read the full content and rationale at:  http://pc-biz.org/Explorer.aspx?id=4599 

Recommendation 

The Presbytery of Heartland overtures the 221st General Assembly (2014) to issue the following 
authoritative interpretation of the Book of Order, W-4.9000: 

“Worship is a central element of the pastoral care of the people of God (W-6.3001, W-6.3010) in which a 
teaching elder’s discernment of the leading of the Holy Spirit is indispensable. The necessity of ensuring the 
exercise of freedom of conscience in the interpretation of Scripture (G-2.0105) in the planning and 
leadership of worship has deep roots in our Reformed tradition and theology. Because a service of marriage 
is one form of such worship, when a couple requests the involvement of the church in solemnizing their 
marriage as permitted by the laws of the place where the couple seek to be married, teaching elders* have 
the pastoral responsibility to assess the capabilities, intentions, and readiness of the couple to be married 
(W-4.9002), and the freedom of conscience in the interpretation of Scripture (G-2.0105) to participate in any 
such marriage they believe the Holy Spirit calls them to perform. Exercising such discretion and freedom of 
conscience under the prayerful guidance of Scripture, teaching elders may conduct a marriage service for any 
such couple in the place where the community gathers for worship, if approved by the session; or in such 
other place as may be suitable for a service of Christian worship. In no case shall any teaching elder’s 
conscience be bound to conduct any marriage service for any couple except by his or her understanding of 
the Word, and the leading of the Holy Spirit. The authoritative interpretation of this section by the 203rd 
General Assembly (1991) (Minutes, 1991, Part I, p. 395, paragraphs 21.124–128), and the subsequent 
authoritative interpretations of the General Assembly Permanent Judicial Commission relying upon it, are 
withdrawn and replaced with this authoritative interpretation.” 

*As in other places in the Directory for Worship, the use of “teaching elders” in this paragraph should be 
understood to include ruling elders commissioned to pastoral service. 

This is the third of the proposals in this hot-button issue which will get all of the media coverage 

for the GA.  Please read the proposal and its rationale in their entirety on-line. 

http://pc-biz.org/Explorer.aspx?id=4599


 

OVT-024 
10-03 

On Issuing an Authoritative Interpretation of W-4.9000 to Affirm Pastoral Discretion in 
Performing Marriage Ceremonies—From the Presbytery of Heartland.  Deadline:   Feb 14th.   

Please see also:  OVTs 011, 021, 027, 033, 034, and 036.  The window for proposing 

amendments to or authoritative interpretations of the Constitution has closed, so no others will be 

accepted by this GA for consideration.  Please read these OVTs online and together; but, discern 

God’s will for denominational action on each one separately.   

This proposal would place the determination of whether to counsel a couple seeking marriage 

and to conduct a marriage service for them solely on the teaching Elder’s interpretation of 

scripture and conscience. Its effect could be to remove all contradictory policy authority for 

allowing any couple regardless of gender to marry in the congregation’s facility from the 

councils of the church – including the authority of the session of the congregation.  Its rationale 

simply asserts that the civil legal framework of marriage has changed both within the church and 

in civil society and now offer a definition of marriage newer than just ‘between an man and a 

woman.’ 

Council considered, but, does not support this OVT.  It had a concurrence by Feb 14th.   

 

 

 
10-04 On Issuing an Authoritative Interpretation of W-4.9000 to Affirm Pastoral Discretion in Performing Marriage 

Ceremonies—From the Presbytery of East Iowa. 
Source: Presbytery Sponsor: East Iowa Presbytery 

  

Committee: [10-04] Civil Union and Marriage Issues 
  

Type: General Assembly Full Consideration 

Topic: Unassigned 
  

Read the full content and rationale at:  http://pc-biz.org/Explorer.aspx?id=4605 

Recommendation 

The Presbytery of East Iowa respectfully overtures the 221st General Assembly (2014) to issue the following 
authoritative interpretation of the Book of Order, W-4.9000: 

“Section W-4.9000 of the Book of Order describes marriage as a lifelong union between a man and a woman. 
Historically, teaching elders* have been entrusted to decide, on a case-by-case basis, whether to officiate at 
the marriage of a particular couple (W-4.9002b). In the course of premarital preparation, teaching elders 
have assessed each couple’s capabilities, intentions, and readiness to be married. Teaching elders have 
exercised discretion and judgment in various ways (for example, in the cases of divorced persons seeking 
remarriage; interfaith and interracial couples; and, in more recent years, in the blessing of same-gender 
relationships). Teaching elders have the pastoral responsibility to assess the capabilities, intentions, and 
readiness to be married of any couple as permitted by the laws of the place where the couple is seeking to be 
married. Exercising their discretion, teaching elders may conduct a marriage service for any such couple in 
the place where the community gathers for worship, if approved by the session; or such other place as may 
be suitable for a service of Christian worship. In no case shall any teaching elder's conscience be bound to 
conduct any marriage service for any couple except by his or her understanding of the Word, and the leading 
of the Holy Spirit. The authoritative interpretation of this section by the 203rd General Assembly (1991) 
(Minutes, 1991, Part I, p. 395, paragraphs 21.124–.128), and the subsequent authoritative interpretations of 
the General Assembly Permanent Judicial Commission relying upon it, are withdrawn and replaced with this 
authoritative interpretation. 

*As in other places in the Directory for Worship, the use of “teaching elders” in this paragraph should be 
understood to include ruling elders commissioned to pastoral service. 

http://pc-biz.org/Explorer.aspx?id=4605


This is the fourth of the proposals in this hot-button issue which will get all of the media 

coverage for the GA.  Please read the proposal and its rationale in their entirety on-line. 

 

OVT-027 
10-04 

On Issuing an Authoritative Interpretation of W-4.9000 to Affirm Pastoral Discretion in 
Performing Marriage Ceremonies—From the Presbytery of East Iowa.  Deadline:   Feb 14th.   

This specific proposal seeks to resolving the tension that exists between the emerging civil law 

and the difficulties perceived to be inherent W-4.9000 marriage definition. 

Please see also:  OVTs 011, 021, 024, 033, 034, and 036.  The window for proposing 

amendments to or authoritative interpretations of the Constitution has closed, so no others will be 

accepted by this GA for consideration.  Please read these OVTs online and together; but, discern 

God’s will for denominational action on each one separately.   

Council considered, but, does not support this OVT.  It had a concurrence by Feb 14th.   

 

 

 
10-05 On Amending W-4.9001, Christian Marriage—From the Presbytery of Midwest Hanmi. 
Source: Presbytery Sponsor: Midwest Hanmi Presbytery 

  

Committee: 
[10-05] Civil Union and Marriage Issues 
  

Type: General Assembly Full 
Consideration 

Topic: Unassigned 
  

Read the full content and rationale at:  http://pc-biz.org/Explorer.aspx?id=4617 

Recommendation 

The Presbytery of Midwest Hanmi overtures the 221st General Assembly (2014) of the Presbyterian Church 
(U.S.A.) to direct the Stated Clerk to send the following proposed amendments to the presbyteries for their 
affirmative or negative votes: 

Shall W-4.9001 be amended by adding the following new paragraph at the end of that section: [Text to be 
added is shown as italic.] 

W-4.9001 Christian Marriage 

Marriage is a gift God has given to all humankind for the well-being of the entire human family. Marriage is a 
civil contract between a woman and a man. For Christians marriage is a covenant through which a man and a 
woman are called to live out together before God their lives of discipleship. In a service of Christian marriage 
a lifelong commitment is made by a woman and a man to each other, publicly witnessed and acknowledged 
by the community of faith. 

For the purpose of God’s mission, presbyteries and sessions may define marriage as a civil contract between 
two persons within the boundary of the state law. 

This is the fifth of the proposals in this hot-button issue which will get all of the media coverage 

for the GA.  Please read the proposal and its rationale in their entirety on-line. 

 

OVT-033 
10-05 

On Amending W-4.9001, Christian Marriage—From the Presbytery of Midwest Hanmi .  
Deadline:   Feb 14th.   

Please see also:  OVTs 011, 021, 024, 027, and 036.  The window for proposing amendments to 

or authoritative interpretations of the Constitution has closed, so no others will be accepted by 

this GA for consideration.  Please read these OVTs online and together; but, discern God’s will 

http://pc-biz.org/Explorer.aspx?id=4617


for denominational action on each one separately.  Interestingly, it comes from a non-geographic 

ethnic presbytery in the Synod of Lincoln Trail.  A good example of connectionism and 

participation by one such presbytery. 

This is the last (so far) proposal for consideration by the 221 GA regarding the definition of 

marriage and handling the issue thereof. 

Council considered, but, does not support this OVT.  It had a concurrence by Feb 14th.   

 

 

 
10-06 On Rescinding the 1991 Authoritative Interpretation Concerning Teaching Elders Performing Marriages for 

Same-Gender Couples and Sessions Permitting Such Ceremonies in their Facilities—From the Presbytery of 
New Castle. 

Source: Presbytery Sponsor: New Castle Presbytery 
  

Committee: [10-06] Civil Union and Marriage Issues 
  

Type: General Assembly Full Consideration 

Topic: Unassigned 
  

Read the full content and rationale at:  http://pc-biz.org/Explorer.aspx?id=4623 

Recommendation 

The Presbytery of New Castle overtures the 221st General Assembly (2014) of the Presbyterian Church 
(U.S.A.) to revoke and repeal its 1991 Authoritative Interpretation (Minutes, 1991, Part I, p. 395, paragraphs 
21.124–.128, Re.91-23)* concerning teaching elders/ministers of the Word and Sacrament performing 
marriage ceremonies involving same-gender couples and prohibiting sessions from permitting the use of 
church facilities for this purpose. 

Repeal of this AI will not affect churches and Presbyterians in jurisdictions where same-gender marriage remains illegal. 
This overture does not affect the definition of marriage found in the Directory for Worship. 

On the other hand, retention of this authoritative interpretation invites defiance by our teaching elders.  Any such defiance 
invites complaints under the Rules of Discipline.  At one level, adjudicating such complaints is a waste of time and resources 
for the presbytery.  Worse, it risks a plethora of presbytery-level permanent judicial commission decisions that will waste the 
time and money of synods and the General Assembly. 

This is the sixth of the proposals in this hot-button issue which will get all of the media coverage 

for the GA.  Please read the proposal and its rationale in their entirety on-line. 

 

OVT-036 
10-06 

On Rescinding the 1991 Authoritative Interpretation Concerning Teaching Elders 
Performing Marriages for Same-Gender Couples and Sessions Permitting Such Ceremonies 
in their Facilities—From the Presbytery of New Castle.  Deadline:   Feb 14th.   

Please see also:  OVTs 011, 021, 024, 027, and 033.  The window for proposing amendments to 

or authoritative interpretations of the Constitution has closed, so no others will be accepted by 

this GA for consideration.  Please read these OVTs online and together; but, discern God’s will 

for denominational action on each one separately.   

This is the last sixth proposal for consideration by the 221 GA regarding the definition of 

marriage and handling the issue thereof. 

Council considered, but, does not support this OVT.  It had a concurrence by Feb 14th.   

 

 

 

 

http://pc-biz.org/Explorer.aspx?id=4623


10-07 On Creating a Task Force to Identify Common Ground and Reconcilable Differences with Respect to Same-
Gender Marriage—From Eastern Korean Presbytery. 

Source: Presbytery Sponsor: Eastern Korean Presbytery 
  

Committee: [10-07] Civil Union and Marriage Issues 
  

Type: General Assembly Full Consideration 

Topic: Unassigned 
  

Read the full content and rationale at:  http://pc-biz.org/Explorer.aspx?id=4645 

Recommendation 

The Eastern Korean Presbytery respectfully overtures the 221st General Assembly (2014) to do the 
following: 

1.    Create a task force, consisting of no less than twelve elders with diverse theological, racial, ethnic, and 
cultural backgrounds to formulate tangible recommendations to the 223rd General Assembly (2018), with 
responsibilities to 
a.            identify common ground and reconcilable differences in biblical understanding and confessional 
interpretation with respect to same-gender marriage; 
b.            study the nature, scope, and controversies of the same-gender marriage laws legalized in certain 
states; 
c.            assess the impact of such laws and related sociopolitical changes on the ministry and mission of the 
church; 
d.            provide the local presbyteries and congregations with theological guidelines for their ministry, as to 
understand and apply the concepts and functions of family and parenting based on biblical norms and ethics; 
and 
e.            bring forth practical and futuristic recommendations that would not only strengthen and promote 
unity within the church, but also solidify ministries and missions with ecumenical partners locally and 
globally. 
2.    Direct all councils to take no actions on the same-gender marriage issue until such recommendations are 
received, discussed, and disposed by the General Assembly. 

 

This is the seventh and last (so far) of the proposals in this hot-button issue which will get all of 

the media coverage for the GA.  Please read the proposal and its rationale in their entirety on-

line. 

 

OVT-047 
10-07 

On Creating a Task Force to Identify Common Ground and Reconcilable Differences with 
Respect to Same-Gender Marriage—From Eastern Korean Presbytery.  DeadlineApr 30th.   

Please see also:  OVTs 011, 021, 024, 027, and 036.  The window for proposing amendments to 

or authoritative interpretations of the Constitution has closed, so no others will be accepted by 

this GA for consideration.  Please read these OVTs online and together; but, discern God’s will 

for denominational action on each one separately.   
This proposal urges study of the related theological, sociological, and civil legal issues for the 

purpose of reconciliation – before advocating any action.  A well-tempered recommendation – 

by another ethnic non-geographic presbytery this time in the Synod of the Northeast, this OVT’s 

proposal could / should serve as a model for considering polarizing issues of all natures – 

especially theological and political. 

 

 

 

 

[11] Peacemaking and International Issues  

410A 

 

 

http://pc-biz.org/Explorer.aspx?id=4645


Consider matters related to: Peacemaking, international military affairs, and the arms race; 

international matters excepting those involving the Middle East; human rights; plight of 

refugees worldwide; international economic justice; global evangelism and education. 

 

This committee will hear at least 16 items – which includes an info item. 

 

 

 
11-01 On Peace Discernment—From the Presbytery of Baltimore. 
Source: Presbytery Sponsor: Baltimore Presbytery 

  

Committee: [11-01] Peacemaking and International 
Issues 
  

Type: General Assembly Full 
Consideration 

Topic: Unassigned 
  

Read the full content and rationale at:  http://pc-biz.org/Explorer.aspx?id=4613 

Recommendation 

The Presbytery of Baltimore overtures the 221st General Assembly (2014) of the Presbyterian Church (U.S.A.) 
to: 

1. Commend the Peace Discernment Steering Team for its visionary work in developing the Interim 
Report “Encountering the Gospel of Peace Anew: An Invitation to Discernment and Witness” at the 
direction of the 219th General Assembly (2010). 

2. Thank the many Presbyterians who accepted the invitation of the 220th General Assembly (2012) to 
participate in church-wide discernment on peace and violence in the light of the witness of Jesus 
Christ using the process and materials in the Interim Report. 

3. Recognize God’s call to the church to embrace nonviolence as its fundamental response to the 
challenges of violence, terror, and war. 

4. Affirm our responsibility as people of faith to earnestly seek effective, loving, nonviolent responses 
to conflict in our daily lives, in our communities, and in our world. 

5. Dedicate ourselves to respond to acts and threats of violence with ministries of healing, 
peacemaking, prayer, and reconciliation. 

OVT-031 
11-01 

On Peace Discernment—From the Presbytery of Baltimore.  Deadline:   Apr 30th.   

Please see OVT 013, above, for comments on OVTs regarding the ‘Palestinian problem,’ 

political social witness, political ecological witness, the appropriateness of the denomination’s 

participation in the formation of US foreign or other policy, and all actions/actors involved 

therein.  Please See also:  OVTs 013, 014, 017, those implications of 018 related to Middle 

Eastern oil, 022, 030, 040, 041, 048, 049, 050, 051, 055, 056, 058, and later OVTs, as may be 

submitted.  Please read these OVTs online and together; but, discern God’s will for 

denominational action on each one separately.  Unlike the others in this collection, this one does 

not seek specific punitive action – only a general call to seek peace personally and institutionally 

in personal and political responses to strife. 

Council considered, but, does not support this OVT.  It had a concurrence by Feb 14th.   

 

 

 
11-02 On Turning Attention to the Plight of the Church That Is Suffering Due to Sectarian Violence and Persecution 

in Egypt and Other Parts of the World—From the Presbytery of Pittsburgh. 

http://pc-biz.org/Explorer.aspx?id=4613


Source: Presbytery Sponsor: Pittsburgh Presbytery 
  

Committee: [11-02] Peacemaking and International 
Issues 
  

Type: General Assembly Full 
Consideration 

Topic: Unassigned 
  

Read the full content and rationale at:  http://pc-biz.org/Explorer.aspx?id=4631 

Recommendation 

The Presbytery of Pittsburgh overtures the 221st General Assembly (2014) of the Presbyterian Church 
(U.S.A.) to direct our attention to the plight of the church of Jesus Christ that is suffering due to sectarian 
violence and persecution in Egypt and other parts of the world. In so directing such attention to this plight, 
we call upon the PC(USA) to be a catalyst that calls all Christians across the globe to unite in support and 
prayer for our brothers and sisters in Christ who are suffering. 

This support should be reflected in direct interaction with the persecuted church through means not limited 
to but inclusive of: 
•      Refuge and hospitality; 
•      Mediation with civil authorities and local governmental representatives; 
•      Mobilizing the global Christian community to defend, encourage, and protect; 
•      Leadership development and consultation; 
•      Financial aid; 
•      Pervasive prayer. 

 

OVT-040 
11-02 

On Turning Attention to the Plight of the Church That Is Suffering Due to Sectarian Violence 
and Persecution in Egypt and Other Parts of the World—From the Presbytery of Pittsburgh.  
Deadline:   Apr 30th.   

Please see OVT 013, above, for comments on OVTs regarding the ‘Palestinian problem,’ 

political social witness, political ecological witness, the appropriateness of the denomination’s 

participation in the formation of US foreign or other policy, and all actions/actors involved 

therein.  Please see also:  OVTs 013, 014, 017, those implications of 018 related to Middle 

Eastern oil, 022, 030, 031, 033, 034, 041, 048, 049, 050, 051, 055, 056, 058, and later OVTs, as 

may be submitted.  Please read these OVTs online and together; but, discern God’s will for 

denominational action on each one separately.   

This proposal focuses on oppression of the Christian church and its members in certain areas of 

the world and urges political action for relief, defense, and protection. 

Council considered, but, does not support this OVT.  It had a concurrence by Feb 14th.   

 

 

 
11-03 On Removing Cuba from the List of State Sponsors of Terrorism—From the Presbytery of Long Island. 
Source: Presbytery Sponsor: Long Island Presbytery 

  

Committee: [11-03] Peacemaking and International 
Issues 
  

Type: General Assembly Full 
Consideration 

Topic: Unassigned 
  

Read the full content and rationale at:  http://pc-biz.org/Explorer.aspx?id=4633 

Recommendation 

The Presbytery of Long Island overtures the 221st General Assembly (2014) of the Presbyterian Church 
(U.S.A.) to: 

http://pc-biz.org/Explorer.aspx?id=4631
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1.    Petition the president of the United States and the U.S. Department of State to remove Cuba from the list 
of state sponsors of terrorism as soon as possible. 
2.    Direct the Stated Clerk of the General Assembly to communicate this petition to the president and the 
U.S. Department of State. 
3.    Direct the Presbyterian Office of Public Witness in Washington, D.C., to advocate for this result in 
cooperation with the appropriate denominational and ecumenical organizations in Washington. 

 

OVT-041 
11-03 

On Removing Cuba from the List of State Sponsors of Terrorism.—From the Presbytery of 
Long Island .  Deadline:   Apr 30th.   

Please see OVT 013, above, for comments on OVTs regarding the ‘Palestinian problem,’ 

political social witness, political ecological witness, the appropriateness of the denomination’s 

participation in the formation of US foreign or other policy, and all actions/actors involved 

therein.  Please see also:  OVTs 013, 014, 017, those implications of 018 related to Middle 

Eastern oil, 022, 030, 031, 033, 034, 040, 048, 049, 050, 051, 055, 056, 058, and later OVTs, as 

may be submitted.  Please read these OVTs online and together; but, discern God’s will for 

denominational action on each one separately.   

Council considered, but, does not support this OVT.  It had a concurrence by Feb 14th.   

 

 

 
11-04 On the Use of Unmanned Aerial Vehicles (Drones)—From the Presbytery of Genesee Valley. 
Source: Presbytery Sponsor: Genesee Valley Presbytery 

  

Committee: [11-04] Peacemaking and International 
Issues 
  

Type: General Assembly Full 
Consideration 

Topic: Unassigned 
  

Read the full content and rationale at:  http://pc-biz.org/Explorer.aspx?id=4639 

Recommendation 

The Presbytery of Genesee Valley overtures the 221st General Assembly (2014) to: 

1.    Call on all countries to halt the use of Unmanned Aerial Vehicles as weapons of war for all military, 
paramilitary, and surveillance activities whether by state-sponsored armed forces or by private groups or 
paramilitary units or contractors. 
2.    Call on the United States to stop the use of Unmanned Aerial Vehicles on its borders aimed at restricting 
the movement of peoples. 
3.    Recognizing that the UN Charter gives the Security Council primary responsibility for the maintenance of 
international peace and security and that in fulfilling this responsibility the council can establish a UN 
peacekeeping operation, the General Assembly calls on the United Nations Security Council to authorize the 
use of Unmanned Aerial Vehicles in peacekeeping operations only when such usage is restricted to 
decreasing military conflict and protecting civilians. 
4.    Direct the Office of Public Witness to advocate to those in positions of national leadership in the United 
States for the cessation of the use of Unmanned Aerial Vehicles as weapons of war in military, paramilitary, 
and surveillance activities both in foreign countries and within the United States. 
5.    Direct the Presbyterian Ministry at the United Nations to advocate with the member states of the United 
Nations for the cessation of the use of Unmanned Aerial Vehicles as weapons of war in military, paramilitary, 
and surveillance activities. 
6.    Direct the Presbyterian Ministry at the United Nations to advocate within the UN community that the use 
of Unmanned Aerial Vehicles in peacekeeping operations be restricted to decreasing militarization and 
protecting civilians. 
7.    Direct the Advisory Committee on Social Witness Policy to assist presbyteries directly impacted by the 
presence of Unmanned Aerial Vehicle bases through the creation of electronic theological resources 
expressing the position of the Presbyterian Church (U.S.A.) towards Unmanned Aerial Vehicles and strategies 
for nonviolent protests of drone bases. 

http://pc-biz.org/Explorer.aspx?id=4639


8.    Direct the Presbyterian Peacemaking Program to facilitate collaborative efforts between presbyteries 
directly impacted by the presence of Unmanned Aerial Vehicle bases with other organizations both outside 
and within the Presbyterian Church (U.S.A.) in order to determine the best way to respond to this 
increasingly utilized ?rst-strike weapon of choice. 
9.    Direct the Advisory Committee on Social Witness Policy, the Presbyterian Peacemaking Program, the 
Office of Public Witness, and the Presbyterian Ministry at the United Nations to monitor developments in 
Unmanned Aerial Vehicle technology and use and to inform the Presbyterian Church (U.S.A.) of such 
developments and any related needs for new policy. 
 

OVT-044 
11-04 

On the Use of Unmanned Aerial Vehicles (Drones)—From the Presbytery of Genesee 
Valley.  Deadline:   Apr 30th.   

This proposal confuses means with purpose, uses scare tactics as support, and would direct 

aggressive political action at state, federal, and international levels on these specious bases 

toward equally confused and questionable goals.  Wade through the OVT and rationale online. 

Council considered, but, does not support this OVT.  It had a concurrence by Feb 14th.   

 

 

 
11-05 On Lifting All Travel Restrictions for U.S. Citizens Traveling to Cuba—From the Presbytery of St. Augustine. 
Source: Presbytery Sponsor: St. Augustine Presbytery 

  

Committee: [11-05] Peacemaking and International 
Issues 
  

Type: General Assembly Full 
Consideration 

Topic: Unassigned 
  

Read the full content and rationale at:  http://pc-biz.org/Explorer.aspx?id=4647 

Recommendation 

The Presbytery of St. Augustine overtures the 221st General Assembly (2014) to: 

1.    Petition the president of the United States, the U.S. Department of State, and the U.S. Treasury 
Department’s Office of Foreign Assets Control to remove all of the restrictions on travel by U.S. citizens to 
Cuba, which it is legally possible for them to do, and to openly and vigorously advocate to Congress the 
repeal of all laws restricting the constitutional right of U.S. citizens to travel to Cuba. 
2.    Petition the majority and minority leaders of the U.S. Senate and the U.S. House of Representatives to 
work to repeal all of the laws restricting travel to that nation. 
3.    Direct the Stated Clerk of the General Assembly to communicate this petition to the president, the U.S. 
Department of State, the Office of Foreign Assets Control of the U.S. Treasury Department, and to the 
congressional leaders cited above. 
4.    Direct the Presbyterian Office of Public Witness in Washington, D.C. to advocate for this change in policy 
in cooperation with other appropriate denominational and ecumenical organizations in Washington. 

 

OVT-048 
11-05 

On Lifting All Travel Restrictions for U.S. Citizens Traveling to Cuba—From the Presbytery of 
St. Augustine.  Deadline:   Apr 30th.   

Another proposal urging political action - this time advocating removal of travel restrictions 

from Cuba. 

Please see OVT 013, above, for comments on OVTs regarding the ‘Palestinian problem,’ 

political social witness, political ecological witness, the appropriateness of the denomination’s 

participation in the formation of US foreign or other policy, and all actions/actors involved 

therein.  Please see also:  OVTs 013, 014, 017, those implications of 018 related to Middle 

Eastern oil, 022, 030, 031, 033, 034, 040, 041, 049, 050, 051, 055, 056, 058, and later OVTs, as 

may be submitted.  Please read these OVTs online and together; but, discern God’s will for 

denominational action on each one separately.    

http://pc-biz.org/Explorer.aspx?id=4647


 

 

 
11-06 On Authorizing a Consultative Process to Provide Guidance for the Church’s Response to the Dramatic 

Changes Taking Place in Cuba—From the Presbytery of Santa Fe. 
Source: Presbytery Sponsor: Santa Fe Presbytery 

  

Committee: [11-06] Peacemaking and International 
Issues 
  

Type: General Assembly Full 
Consideration 

Topic: Unassigned 
  

Read the full content and rationale at:  http://pc-biz.org/Explorer.aspx?id=4661 

Recommendation 

The Presbytery of Santa Fe, meeting in Albuquerque, New Mexico, February 8, 2014, in order to obtain a 
careful analysis of the ongoing complex situation in Cuba to guide the response of the Presbyterian Mission 
Agency and the councils and congregations of the church, overtures the 221st General Assembly (2014), 
meeting in Detroit Michigan, June 14–21, 2014, to direct the Advisory Committee on Social Witness Policy 
(ACSWP), in consultation with the World Mission area, to design and implement a consultative process that 
would involve: 

1.    An extended meeting of the Advisory Committee on Social Witness Policy in Cuba, including 
representatives of the Presbyterian Church (U.S.A.) Cuba Partners Network, to view the Cuban situation 
directly and to consult with experts in the Cuban government, the University of Havana, the Cuban Council of 
Churches, and the Presbyterian- Reformed Church in Cuba, with the agenda developed in consultation with 
the Presbyterian-Reformed Church in Cuba. The program should include not only hearings but also visits to 
locations and projects where the effects of the ongoing changes in Cuba and efforts to implement them by 
both governmental and religious agencies can be observed. The use of the consultation model and a regular 
meeting of the committee itself will save the cost of a task force and enhance the mutual conversation of our 
churches as called for in the 1986 Mutual Mission Agreement. 
2.    A follow-up consultation in the U.S., preferably in Washington, D.C., at which members of the ACSWP 
who had participated in the Cuba consultation and representatives of the Cuba Partners Network and 
appropriate Presbyterian Mission Agency staff, would consult with U.S. governmental agencies and 
committees and religious and other nongovernmental organizations concerned with Cuba policy to explore 
response to the evolving changes in Cuba by the Presbyterian Church (U.S.A.), both through mission 
engagement and public policy advocacy. 
3.    Preparation and submission of a report to the 222nd General Assembly (2016) with recommendations 
for Presbyterian Church (U.S.A.) mission engagement and public policy advocacy. 
4.    Preparation and submission to the Presbyterian Mission Agency of interim reports and recommendations 
for action consistent with existing policy on matters deemed urgent. 

 

OVT-055 
11-06 

On Authorizing a Consultative Process to Provide Guidance for the Church’s Response to 
the Dramatic Changes Taking Place in Cuba—From the Presbytery of Santa Fe.  Deadline:   

Feb 14th.  Apr 15th.  Apr 30th.   

Another political-action proposal, this one would propose a study the response of the church to 

the current state of political relationships with Cuba – and then consider appropriate actions 

related thereto.  A much more restrained proposal; but, still aimed at eventually advising political 

change in international relations. 

Please see OVT 013, above, for comments on OVTs regarding the ‘Palestinian problem,’ 

political social witness, political ecological witness, the appropriateness of the denomination’s 

participation in the formation of US foreign or other policy, and all actions/actors involved 

therein.  Please see also:  OVTs 013, 014, 017, those implications of 018 related to Middle 

Eastern oil, 022, 030, 031, 033, 034, 040, 041, 048, 049, 050, 051, 056, 058, and later OVTs, as 

may be submitted.  Please read these OVTs online and together; but, discern God’s will for 

http://pc-biz.org/Explorer.aspx?id=4661


denominational action on each one separately.    

 

 

 
11-07 On Commemorating the 100th Anniversary of the Armenian Genocide—From the Presbytery of Los Ranchos. 
Source: Presbytery Sponsor: Los Ranchos Presbytery 

  

Committee: [11-07] Peacemaking and International 
Issues 
  

Type: General Assembly Full 
Consideration 

Topic: Unassigned 
  

Read the full content and rationale at:  http://pc-biz.org/Explorer.aspx?id=4833 

Recommendation 

In order to mark the centennial of the Armenian Genocide in 2015, to remember the suffering of the 
Armenian people, and to give thanks for their continuing witness, the Presbytery of Los Ranchos respectfully 
overtures the 221st General Assembly (2014) of the Presbyterian Church (U.S.A.) to take the following 
measures to testify to this tragedy and to help ensure that no other peoples experience such suffering: ... 
take 10 specific actions dedicted to preserving the memory of this atrocity. 

Council did not review this item.  Please read its full content and rationale online. 

 

11-08 Western Sahara: Occupied, Non-Self-Governing Territory, and Test Case for International Law. 
Source: Agencies Sponsor: Presbyterian Mission Agency 

  

Committee: [11-08] Peacemaking and International 
Issues 
  

Type: General Assembly Full 
Consideration 

Topic: Unassigned 
  

 Read the full content and rationale at:  http://pc-biz.org/Explorer.aspx?id=4733 

Recommendation 

In response to a referral by the 220th General Assembly (2012) of legal and other factors affecting the status 
and future of the territory of Western Sahara, the Presbyterian Mission Agency recommends that the 221st 
General Assembly (2014): 

1.    Urge the U. S. Department of State and the U. S. ambassador to the United Nations to continue to call 
upon the community of nations to support self-determination for the people of the region known as Western 
Sahara in accord with prior UN resolutions and determinations of international courts, including provision for 
a supervised referendum in which the human rights of all Sahrawi and others residents are protected and a 
fair, internationally recognized settlement is achieved, and the proposal of the United States for human 
rights observers in this effectively occupied, non-self-governing territory. 
2.    Direct the Presbyterian Ministry at the United Nations, the Presbyterian Office of Public Witness in 
Washington, D.C., and other appropriate offices of the Presbyterian Mission Agency to work with ecumenical 
and interfaith partners and other nongovernmental organizations (NGOs) in support of these efforts on 
behalf of Western Sahara, and to give attention as feasible to justice issues in other non-self-governing trust 
territories, territorial possessions, and occupied territories. 
3.    Direct the Committee on Mission Responsibility Through Investment (MRTI) to monitor the activities of 
international corporations in Western Sahara in which the Foundation or Board of Pensions of the 
Presbyterian Church (U.S.A.) may be an investor, including the Potash Corporation (currently in church 
portfolios), initiating correspondence on the impacts of that firm’s mineral extraction, and recommending 
appropriate further corporate social responsibility measures consistent with the concerns noted above. 
4.    Direct the World Mission Africa and Middle East/Europe/Central Asia liaison offices, appropriate mission 
networks, and the Advisory Committee on Social Witness Policy, to monitor matters of human rights and 

http://pc-biz.org/Explorer.aspx?id=4833
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religious liberty in Western Sahara and other countries across the Northern Africa region where ethnic and 
religious tensions and undemocratic governance may threaten international peace and security, and make 
recommendations on public policy and economic witness as appropriate. 

Council did not review this item.  Please read its full content and rationale online. 

 

11-09 A Resolution on Behalf of Dominicans of Haitian Descent and any Others Impacted by the Decision 168/13 of 
the Constitutional Court of the Dominican Republic—From the Advocacy Committee for Racial Ethnic 
Concerns. 

Source: Committee Sponsor: Advocacy Committee on Racial Ethnic 
Concerns 
  

Committee: [11-09] Peacemaking and 
International Issues 
  

Type: General Assembly Full Consideration 

Topic: Unassigned 
  

Read the full content and rationale at:  http://pc-biz.org/Explorer.aspx?id=4747 

Recommendation 

The Advocacy Committee for Racial Ethnic Concerns (ACREC) requests that the 221st General Assembly 
(2014) do the following: 

1.    Direct the Office of Public Witness and the Presbyterian Ministry at the United Nations to 
a.            engage in advocacy for international and local support in favor of Dominicans of Haiti descent 
and any others impacted by the decision 168/13 of the Constitutional Court of the Dominican Republic, 
b.            speak out against statelessness and deportation for Dominicans of Haitian descent and any 
others impacted by this law, 
c.            advocate in favor of equal treatment and access to basic human rights, privileges, and public 
services for all Dominicans regardless of the nationality of their ancestors. 

2.    Direct the Stated Clerk to write a pastoral letter to congregations in the U.S.A., partner churches in the 
Dominican Republic, related political offices in Washington, D.C., and the embassy of the U.S.A. in the 
Dominican Republic about: 

a.            the discrimination against Dominicans of Haitian descent and any others impacted by this law, 
b.            its consequences toward Dominicans living in the U.S.A., 
c.            its impact in our local congregations that have Dominican members who’s legal status in the 
U.S.A. may be jeopardized by this decision, 
d.            recognition of the injustice and atrocity committed against them, 
e.            the official position of our denomination against all discrimination toward Dominicans of Haitian 
descent and any others impacted by this law. 

3.    Encourage the church at all levels—synods, presbyteries, local churches, national committees, and 
Presbyterian Mission Agency—to 

a.            support different initiatives on behalf of Dominicans of Haiti descent and any others impacted 
by this law, 
b.            educate, equip, and empower Presbyterians in relation to this topic, 
c.            pray for our brothers and sisters who may be impacted as a result of the interpretation of this 
article in the Dominican Constitution and court ruling. 

Council did not review this item.  Please read its full content and rationale online. 

 

11-10 Resolution on Drones, War and Surveillance. 
Source: Committee Sponsor: Advisory Committee on Social Witness 

Policy 
  

http://pc-biz.org/Explorer.aspx?id=4747


Committee: [11-10] Peacemaking and International 
Issues 
  

Type: General Assembly Full Consideration 

Topic: Unassigned 
  

Read the full content and rationale at:  http://pc-biz.org/Explorer.aspx?id=4787 

Recommendation 

As with the introduction of past military technologies, the development of moral and legal guidance for the 
use of drones (remotely piloted aircraft) and cyber/digital surveillance has trailed their deployment. To help 
remedy this, the Advisory Committee on Social Witness Policy (ACSWP) recommends that the 221st General 
Assembly (2014) of the Presbyterian Church (U.S.A.): ... includes 14 specific recommendations – grouped under the 
following headings: 

A.           Affirm the following statement and approve Recommendations A.1.–A.8. as follows: 
Drones used by the Central Intelligence Agency (CIA) and United States Armed Forces for national security 
can easily penetrate enemy lines and linger to conduct surveillance, which enables them to isolate and 
identify targets more accurately, chose blast trajectories, and use lower-yield weapons. Because they can 
attack with less collateral damage than other weapons and without jeopardizing the lives of U.S. military 
personnel, military officers and civilian leaders are tempted to use them frequently, sometimes in ways that 
violate national sovereignty and human and constitutional rights. Because they arouse resentment among 
local populations, even when used sparingly, military drones may undermine strategic objectives (such as 
winning support of a population facing an insurgency). Because drone programs have been secret, they 
cripple the capacity of citizens to interpret the “blow-back” they arouse and to exercise democratic oversight 
over foreign policy. And because they are already receiving substantial research and development funding in 
the U.S. and elsewhere, they are increasingly “the new face of war.” 
...  
B.           Affirm the following statement and approve Recommendations B.1.–B.3. as follows: 
Since drones are able to linger over targets for large spans of time without detection, their domestic use by 
governmental agencies, commercial enterprises, and civilians presents significant privacy and civil liberties 
concerns. 
... 
C.           Affirm the following statement and approve Recommendations C.1.–C.3. as follows: 
Cyber surveillance technologies present tremendous opportunities for misuse. Information gathered by these 
means may be used to ruin individual lives, distort the political process, and steal intellectual property. Public 
accountability includes regular and specific disclosure of the number and kind of warrants issued; the status 
of data collected by private companies, the National Security Agency (NSA), and other agencies; safeguards 
to protect the content of personal communications; and regular reporting to and by a strengthened Privacy 
and Civil Liberties Oversight Board of the U.S. Congress. We believe citizens deserve public justification of 
any data collection programs that track their communications, phone calls, texts, purchasing, and location 
data, and that may treat them as suspects. We uphold a legal distinction between whistleblowing and 
espionage and maintain that employees and contractors of the U.S. government have a duty to protect 
human and Constitutional rights and a right to present evidence of such motivation and public benefit in 
open court if charged with “leaking” or violating classified information restrictions, which themselves need 
rigorous justification. We deplore unjustified or excessive punishment of whistleblowers, whose rights to fair 
trial and honorable treatment in prison must be respected. 
In the development of cyber warfare capability and use, we urge full consideration of the civilian and other 
collateral consequences of attacks on military or nuclear computer systems and electronic/communications 
infrastructure, and affirm that such covert warfare be subject to the same considerations as in 
Recommendation A above. 
... 
D.           Affirm the following statement as follows: 
The church’s emphasis on spiritual freedom of conscience and the work of the Holy Spirit in community lead 
us to maintain that congregational life is protected from governmental and commercial intrusion. In order to 
uphold both privacy rights and the separation of church and state, we regard all spaces of worship as 
surveillance-free zones. Aware of the potential for abuse by both government agencies and criminal 
enterprises, surveillance of individuals should only intrude into congregational life under extraordinary 
circumstances and in each case should require a warrant or court order. 

Council did not review this item.  Please read its full content and rationale online. 

http://pc-biz.org/Explorer.aspx?id=4787


 

11-11 Risking Peace in a Violent World: Affirmations for Presbytery Consideration. 
Source: Committee Sponsor: Advisory Committee on Social Witness 

Policy 
  

Committee: [11-11] Peacemaking and International 
Issues 
  

Type: General Assembly Full Consideration 

Topic: Unassigned 
  

Read the full content and rationale at:  http://pc-biz.org/Explorer.aspx?id=4795 

Recommendation 

Convinced, despite years of war, that peacemaking is still the “believers’ calling,” and inviting Presbyterians 
across the church to help determine the shape of that calling for a new day, the Advisory Committee on 
Social Witness Policy (ACSWP) recommends that the 221st General Assembly (2014) of the Presbyterian 
Church (U.S.A.): ... directs 7 study actions to denominational agencies and congregations – and expresses 5 affirmations 
for GA to make on behalf of the denomination. 

Council did not review this item.  Please read its full content and rationale online. 

 

11-12 On Helping to Remedy the Tragic Conditions in the Democratic Republic of the Congo—From the Presbytery 
of Boston. 

Source: Presbytery Sponsor: Boston Presbytery 
  

Committee: [11-12] Peacemaking and International 
Issues 
  

Type: General Assembly Full 
Consideration 

Topic: Unassigned 
  

Read the full content and rationale at:  http://pc-biz.org/Explorer.aspx?id=4893 

Recommendation 

The Presbytery of Boston respectfully overtures the 221st General Assembly (2014) of the Presbyterian 
Church (U.S.A.) to take the following actions to help remedy continuing tragic conditions in the Democratic 
Republic of the Congo: ... directs 16 political, prayer, and study actions to specific denominational offices and officers – 
and to congregations. 

Council did not review this item.  Please read its full content and rationale online. 

 

11-13 A Resolution on Developing a Comprehensive Social Witness Policy on Human Trafficking as a Human Rights 
Issue—From the Advocacy Committee for Women’s Concerns (ACWC). 

Source: Committee Sponsor: Advocacy Committee on Womens 
Concerns 
  

Committee: [11-13] Peacemaking and International 
Issues 
  

Type: General Assembly Full Consideration 

Topic: Unassigned 
  

Read the full content and rationale at:  http://pc-biz.org/Explorer.aspx?id=4751 

Recommendation 

http://pc-biz.org/Explorer.aspx?id=4795
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The Advocacy Committee for Women’s Concerns (ACWC) recommends that the 221st General Assembly 
(2014): 

1.    Direct the Advisory Committee for Social Witness Policy and the Advocacy Committee for Women’s 
Concerns to appoint four members to a Reference and Study Task Group, with staff for the committee to be 
appointed by the PC(USA) Human Trafficking Roundtable. 
2.    Direct this Reference and Study Task Group, with the help of a consultant, to review the current PC(USA) 
policy regarding human trafficking and propose comprehensive human trafficking policy grounded in a 
human rights based approach for the denomination, by: 

a.            Examining the ways in which poverty, lack of or under-employment, and discrimination make 
women, men, and children vulnerable to traffickers; 
b.            Considering all types of modern day slavery (on a global and national level) including forced 
labor, sex trafficking, bonded labor, debt bondage, involuntary domestic servitude, forced child labor, 
child soldiers, child sex trafficking, and organ harvesting;  
c.            Consulting with a variety of groups working on the issue of trafficking, including Freedom 
Network, U.S.A.; the Coalition of Immokalee Workers, and End Child Prostitution and Trafficking 
(ECPAT), and General Assembly programs and ministries; 
d.            Defining the human rights violations such slavery creates, and 
e.            Reporting its findings to the 222nd General Assembly (2016). 

3.    Direct the Presbyterian Ministry at the United Nations, the Office of Public Witness, and members of the 
PC(USA) Human Trafficking Roundtable to assist in the research process. 

This was a hi-profile RAIN issue – that ignited the Nevada Attorney General to omnibus 

legislative proposal action and resulted in a complete re-write and toughening of the law in 

Nevada. 

Council did not review this item.  Please read its full content and rationale online. 

 

11-14 Resolution on Sexual Violence within the U.S. Military Services: A 2014 Human Rights Update 
Source: Committee Sponsor: Advisory Committee on Social Witness 

Policy 
  

Committee: [11-14] Peacemaking and International 
Issues 
  

Type: General Assembly Full Consideration 

Topic: Unassigned 
  

Read the full content and rationale at:  http://pc-biz.org/Explorer.aspx?id=4789 

Recommendation 

Seeking to support efforts to end the continuing problem of sexual assault within the U.S. military, the 
Advocacy Committee for Women’s Concerns (ACWC) and the Advisory Committee on Social Witness Policy 
(ACSWP) recommend that the 221st General Assembly (2014) of the Presbyterian Church (U.S.A.) approve 
the following measures: 

1.    Support efforts of Presbyterian and other military chaplains to provide pastoral care and advocacy for 
members of the military who have experienced any form of abuse, including sexual harassment or worse. 
2.    Commend legislative and military leaders involved in developing policies to eliminate sexual violence 
within the armed services, including 

a.            Comprehensive mental health evaluation of inductees and periodic mental health assessment 
of service personnel for risk of sexual violence; 
b.            Authorization and funding of research on military sexual trauma, the contexts and conditions 
for its occurrence, and its clinical treatment; 
c.            Removal of court-martial discretion from the chain-of-command, giving it instead to military 
prosecutors (and removing the ability of a single officer to invalidate the judgment of a military court 
or block its enforcement); 

http://pc-biz.org/Explorer.aspx?id=4789


d.            Reform of the Veterans Administration (VA) system in relation to treatment of service men 
and women who have suffered military sexual trauma; 
e.            Establishing “best practices” for the treatment of military sexual trauma Post-Traumatic 
Stress Disorder; 
f.             Coordination of research and implementation with the militaries of allied nations and 
international treaty organizations; and 
g.            Develop, implement, and institutionalize policies within military training for education and 
open discussion of sexual violence, dangers associated with hyper-masculinity and challenges to 
maintaining healthy relationships in high stress contexts. 

3.    Direct the Office of Public Witness and encourage Presbyterians generally to support the development of 
preventive, restorative, and where necessary punitive measures to end the problem of sexual abuse in the 
U.S. military. 
4.    Direct the Office of Public Witness and the Presbyterian Ministry at the United Nations, and encourage 
Presbyterians generally, to support the implementation of policies to prevent sexual violence by U.S. and 
other military personnel engaged in joint jurisdictions such as United Nations (UN) Peacekeeping and North 
American Treaty Organization (NATO), both within these forces and among vulnerable refugee and asylum-
seeking civilian populations. 

Council did not review this item.  Please read its full content and rationale online. 

 

11-15 On Encouraging Use of the Code of Conduct for the Protection of Children from Sexual Exploitation—From 
the Presbytery of New York City. 

Source: Presbytery Sponsor: New York City Presbytery 
  

Committee: [11-15] Peacemaking and International 
Issues 
  

Type: General Assembly Full 
Consideration 

Topic: Unassigned 
  

Read the full content and rationale at:  http://pc-biz.org/Explorer.aspx?id=4581 

Recommendation 

The Presbytery of New York City overtures the 221st General Assembly (2014) of the PC(USA) to do the 
following: 

1.    Encourage programs and ministries of the Presbyterian Church (U.S.A.) agencies to give preference to 
tourism companies and businesses, including but not limited to hotels, airlines, and travel agents, that have 
signed the Code of Conduct for the Protection of Children from Sexual Exploitation in Travel and Tourism 
adopted by End Child Prostitution and Trafficking (ECPAT), as the companies and businesses make 
arrangements for meetings and travel to meetings. 
2.    Encourage programs and ministries of the Presbyterian Church (U.S.A.) agencies to make available 
opportunities for advocacy and education with tourism companies and businesses, including but not limited 
to hotels, airlines, and travel agents, that have not signed the Code of Conduct for the Protection of Children 
from Sexual Exploitation in Travel and Tourism when they are used for arrangement for meetings and travel 
to meetings. 
3.    Urge members of the Presbyterian Church (U.S.A.) to give preference to tourism companies and 
businesses, including but not limited to hotels, airlines, and travel agents, that have signed the Code of 
Conduct for the Protection of Children from Sexual Exploitation in Travel and Tourism when traveling and to 
engage in advocacy with tourism companies and businesses that have not. 
4.    Direct the Presbyterian Church (U.S.A.)’s Human Trafficking Roundtable to maintain current information 
on the status of companies that have signed the Code of Conduct for the Protection of Children from Sexual 
Exploitation in Travel and Tourism and to continue to partner with and support ECPAT-USA. 

Council did not review this item.  Please read its full content and rationale online.   
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11-Info Advisory Committee on Social Witness Policy (ACSWP) Agency Summary. 

Source: Committee Sponsor: Advisory Committee on Social Witness 
Policy 
  

Committee: [11-Info] Peacemaking and International 
Issues 
  

Type: Information for Committee 

Topic: Unassigned 
  

Read the full content and rationale at:  http://pc-biz.org/Explorer.aspx?id=4817 

Information 

Advisory Committee on Social Witness Policy (ACSWP) Agency Summary 

 
1.    Assigned Responsibilities: Strengthening Presbyterian Social Witness 
Social witness is part of what it means for the church to be “salt” and “light” in the world today. Coming from Jesus’ words 
in Matthew 5:13–14, the images of Salt & Light also give name to the ACSWP on-line newsletter. They undergird the 
committee’s faithfulness to its charge: 

The Advisory Committee on Social Witness Policy (ACSWP) serves the prophetic calling of the whole Presbyterian 
Church (U.S.A.) by providing the General Assembly with careful studies of pressing moral challenges, media for 
discussion and discernment of Christian responsibilities, and policy recommendations for faithful action. 

This brief narrative summarizes the committee’s responsibilities, its procedures and personnel, its accomplishments and 
activities. 
In every age, the Spirit calls on the church to discern afresh God’s redemptive purpose in our particular time and place in 
history. The Advisory Committee on Social Witness Policy (ACSWP)’s work is to help the church discern what it means to 
proclaim and embody the Gospel in relation to contemporary society. In this work, the ACSWP and its task forces draw upon 
a great wealth of resources: 

·                  the voices of the biblical text; 
·                  the wisdom of theological discourse; 
·                  the guidance of the Reformed confessions; 
·                  the tradition of past policy statements; 
·                  the insights of sociopolitical disciplines; 
·                  the advice of members and all governing bodies of the church; 
·                  the insights of people who are poor, victims of existing policies, and those who have not had a voice in 
councils of the church; and 
·                  the counsel of ecumenical partners. (Minutes, 1993, Part I, p. 769). 

 

Please read its full content and rationale online – a useful primer on social witness policy.   

 

[12] BOP, PILP, PPC, and Foundation  

 

 

Consider matters related to: Review and activities of the Board of Pensions (and other pension, 

annuity and medical plans, private or governmental), Presbyterian Investment and Loan 

Program, Presbyterian Publishing Corporation, and the Presbyterian Foundation; report of the 

Agency Review Committees of the Board of Pensions and of the Presbyterian Foundation. 

 

This committee will review 21 items – many controversial because or the impact of 

congregational dismissals. 

 

 
12-01 On Amending G-2.0504b to Require Participation in the Benefits Plan of the PC(USA)—From the Presbytery of 

Kiskiminetas. 

http://pc-biz.org/Explorer.aspx?id=4817


Source: Presbytery Sponsor: Kiskiminetas Presbytery 
  

Committee: [12-01] BOP, PILP, PPC, and Foundation 
  

Type: General Assembly Full Consideration 

Topic: Unassigned 
  

Read the full content and rationale at:  http://pc-biz.org/Explorer.aspx?id=4553 

Recommendation 

The Presbytery of Kiskiminetas overtures the 221st General Assembly (2014) to direct the 
Stated Clerk to send the following proposed amendment to the presbyteries for their 

affirmative or negative vote: 

Shall G-2.0504b be amended by adding a third paragraph to read as follows: 

“For any temporary pastoral relationship filled by a non-retired teaching elder serving more 
than half time (20 hours per week), the contract must include participation in the benefits 
plan of the Presbyterian Church (U.S.A.), including both pension and medical coverage, or 
any successor plan approved by the General Assembly for the duration of the temporary 
pastoral relationship contract and future extensions.” 

 

OVT-002 
12-01 

On Amending G-2.0504b to Require Participation in the Benefits Plan of the PC(USA)—From 
the Presbytery of Kiskiminetas.   No Concurrence is needed. 

 

This proposal would require Councils to include in the PC (U.S.A.) Board of Pensions benefits 

plan all non-retired teaching elders who would serve more than half-time in a temporary pastoral 

relationship.  Such inclusion has a significant cost – and would probably preclude many of the 

denominations’ small congregations from affording a half-time pastor.  This is the case with at 

least 6 of our Presbytery’s 21 congregations. 

Council considered and supports this OVT.   

 

 

 
12-02 On Directing the Board of Pensions in the Distribution of Pension Benefits of Church Leaders and 

Administrators of Churches Leaving the PC(USA)—From the Presbytery of Tropical Florida. 
Source: Presbytery Sponsor: Tropical Florida Presbytery 

  

Committee: [12-02] BOP, PILP, PPC, and Foundation 
  

Type: General Assembly Full Consideration 

Topic: Unassigned 
  

Read the full content and rationale at:  http://pc-biz.org/Explorer.aspx?id=4557 

Recommendation 

The Presbytery of Tropical Florida overtures the 221st General Assembly (2014) to direct the PC(USA) 
Board of Pensions to remove and distribute all accumulated pension benefits as a lump check or electronic 
transfer within 120 days after a teaching elder or administrator, not yet retired, becomes ordained, 
commissioned, or affiliated with another faith denomination in the position as teaching elder, priest, pastor, 
minister, clergy, working as an administrator, or a leadership position within another denomination. 

OVT-004 
12-02 

On Directing the Board of Pensions in the Distribution of Pension Benefits of Church 
Leaders and Administrators of Churches Leaving the PC(USA)—From the Presbytery of 
Tropical Florida.  No Concurrence is needed. 

 

This proposal would direct payment of accrued benefits in the form of a lump sum for Teaching 

Elders or administrators who abandon the PC(U.S.A.) for a similar call or employment position 

http://pc-biz.org/Explorer.aspx?id=4553
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in another denomination.  The lump sum would be smaller than the lifetime payout; but, could be 

reinvested in another denominational or plan.  Performance history shows that few plans 

compare with the long term payoff value of the Board of Pensions plan.  Could be considered a 

non-theological punishment for, or a restraint on a pastor or administrator considering leaving 

the denomination.  May violate the BOO’s statements on freedom of conscience (Recall from 

above:  F-3.0101, F-3.0107, G-2.0105, and especially, G-3.0102) and ecumenicity (G-5.01  - G-5.05). 

Council considered; but, does not supports this OVT.   

 

 

 
12-03 On Publishing the Current List of Churches Certified as Relief of Conscience Churches—From the Presbytery of 

National Capital. 
Source: Presbytery Sponsor: National Capital Presbytery 

  

Committee: [12-03] BOP, PILP, PPC, and Foundation 
  

Type: General Assembly Full Consideration 

Topic: Unassigned 
  

Read the full content and rationale at:  http://pc-biz.org/Explorer.aspx?id=4565 

Recommendation 

The Presbytery of National Capital overtures the 221st General Assembly (2014) to urge the 

Board of Pensions to post on the website the current list of the churches certified as Relief of 
Conscience churches. 

OVT-008 
12-03 

On Publishing the Current List of Churches Certified as Relief of Conscience Churches—
From the Presbytery of National Capital.  No Concurrence is needed. 

In 1998, the Board of Pensions (BOP) established a Relief of Conscience mechanism (ROC) 

whereby sessions that objected on grounds of conscience to the BOP Medical Plans policy of 

paying for abortions could have a portion of their dues set aside into the Adoption Assistance 

Fund.  This proposal urges the BOP to publish that list. 

Council considered and supports this OVT.   

 

 

 
12-04 On Directing the Board of Pensions to Study Allowing Small Churches to Participate in the Benefits Plan Based 

on One-Half of the Current Median Salary Formula—From the Presbytery of Santa Fe. 
Source: Presbytery Sponsor: Santa Fe Presbytery 

  

Committee: [12-04] BOP, PILP, PPC, and Foundation 
  

Type: General Assembly Full Consideration 

Topic: Unassigned 
  

Read the full content and rationale at:  http://pc-biz.org/Explorer.aspx?id=4659 

Recommendation 

The Presbytery of Santa Fe, meeting in Albuquerque, New Mexico, on February 8, 2014, overtures the 221st 
General Assembly (2014) to direct the PC(USA) Board of Pensions to study allowing small churches (less 
than 100 members) with pastors (serving less than twenty hours) to participate in the Benefits Plan of the 
Board of Pension based on one-half the median salary, namely $20,000 (instead of the current median salary 
of $40,000 presently required). 

OVT-054  On Directing the Board of Pensions to Study Allowing Small Churches to Participate in the 

http://pc-biz.org/Explorer.aspx?id=4565
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12-04 Benefits Plan Based on One-Half of the Current Median Salary Formula—From the 

Presbytery of Santa Fe.  Deadline:   Apr 15th.   
 

Proposes a study of the impact of reducing the cost of Board of Pension participation to small 

churches who have part time pastors. 

 

 
 
[12-05]  

Confirm Election of Individuals to the PILP Board of Directors.    

 [12-06]  [There is no Item 12-06.]    

 [12-07]  Reelection of Foundation President and Chief Executive 
Officer. 

   

 [12-08]  Confirm Directors to the New Covenant Trust Company, 

N.A. 

   

 [12-09]  Churchwide Gifts Program.    

 [12-10]  [There is no Item 12-10.]    

 [12-11]  Confirm the Election of the President of the Board of 
Pensions.    

[12-A] General Assembly Committee on Review of the Presbyterian Church (U.S.A.) Board 
of Pensions. 

   

 [12-B]  General Assembly Committee on Review of the Presbyterian Church 
(U.S.A.) Foundation. 

   

 [12-C] Benefits Plan Amendments Report—From the Board of Pensions.    

 [12-D]  Minutes, Board of Pensions    

 [12-E] Minutes, Presbyterian Publishing Corporation.    

 [12-F]  Minutes, Presbyterian Investment and Loan Program.    

 [12-G]  Minutes, Presbyterian Church (U.S.A.) Foundation 

   
[12-Info]  Presbyterian Church (U.S.A.) Foundation Agency Summary.    

 [12-Info] New Covenant Trust Company, N.A.    

 [12-Info]  Presbyterian Church (USA) Investment and Loan Program, Inc. Report 

to the 221st General Assembly (2014)     
 

Council did not review these (last) housekeeping items for this committee. 

 

 

 

[13] Theological Issues and Institutions and CE  

 

 

Consider matters related to: Amendments to the Book of Confessions and Chapter II of the 

Foundations of Presbyterian Polity with Advisory Committee on the Constitution advice; 

authority and interpretation of Scripture; theological institutions; celebration of Lord’s Supper 

requests. 

 

This committee has 12 items to consider. 

 

 
13-01 Report and Recommendations from the General Assembly Special Committee on the Confession of Belhar to 

the 221st General Assembly (2014) of the Presbyterian Church (U.S.A.) 
Source: Agencies Sponsor: Special Committee on the Confession 

of Belhar 
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Committee: [13-01] Theological Issues and 
Institutions and CE 
  

Type: General Assembly Full Consideration 

Topic: Unassigned 
  

Read the full content and rationale at:  http://pc-biz.org/Explorer.aspx?id=4695&promoID=327 

Recommendation 

The General Assembly Special Committee on the Confession of Belhar unanimously recommends that the 
221st General Assembly (2014): 

1.    Direct the Stated Clerk to send the following proposed amendment to the presbyteries for their 
affirmative or negative votes: ... recommend the 221st GA refer this confession to the presbyteries for affirmation, 
approve the accompanying letter for inclusion in the Book of Confessions if Belhar is affirmed, and to call on the 
denomination to study and embrace this new confession. 

The Belhar Confession was referred to the presbyteries for vote by the 219
th

 GA; but, the 

presbyteries’ vote did not achieve the 2/3 majority necessary to affirm its inclusion in the Book of 

Confessions (G-6.03 AMENDING THE BOOK OF CONFESSIONS).  A Special Committee was formed by 

the 220
th

 GA to sell this confession to the denomination again (by various means) and it is again 

brought to GA for referral to the presbyteries for vote.  

REC-003 

Report and Recommendations from the General Assembly Special Committee on the 
Confession of Belhar to the 221st General Assembly (2014) of the Presbyterian Church 
(U.S.A.).   

For the second time in as many GAs, recommends that the 221st General Assembly (2014): 

1.    Direct the Stated Clerk to send the following proposed amendment to the presbyteries for 

their affirmative or negative votes by June 2014: 

Shall the Confession of Belhar be included in the Book of Confessions. [Explanatory notes: (a)Text 
for the Confession of Belhar can be found as Attachment 1., (b) Biblical citations should be listed in the 
margins by the relevant text as is shown in Attachment 1, and (c) While not of constitutional character, 
whenever the Confession of Belhar is printed in the Book of Confessions, it should be accompanied by 
the original Accompanying Letter from Belhar to explain the context of the confession. ] 

2.    Approve “The Accompanying Letter to the Confession of Belhar from the 221st General 

Assembly (2014) of the Presbyterian Church (U.S.A.)” as a statement reflecting the confession, 

conviction, and rationale of the PC(USA) based on the implications of this confession for our life 

and ministry as a Reformed and Presbyterian community in 21st century North America and 

commend it to our congregations and presbyteries as they deliberate adding the Confession of 

Belhar to our Book of Confessions. [Like with the original Accompanying Letter, while not of 
constitutional character, whenever the Confession of Belhar is printed in the Book of Confessions, it 
should be accompanied by the Accompanying Letter from the 221st General Assembly (2014) to explain 
the context of the confession for the PC(USA).] 

3.    Call upon all congregations, councils, seminaries, and denominational conferences to engage 

in serious and prayerful study of the Confession of Belhar and the two accompanying letters 

during the next twelve months, making use of the variety of resources produced by the special 

committee and others, which can be found at www.pcusa.org/belhar. 

4.    Dismiss the Special Committee on the Confession of Belhar with thanks and request that 

members of the special committee who are willing be available as speakers and resource persons 

for congregations, councils, and special conferences (noted in Recommendation 3). 

The Presbytery of Nevada rejected this proposal, as did a sufficient number of other presbyteries, 

http://pc-biz.org/Explorer.aspx?id=4695&promoID=327
http://www.pcusa.org/belhar


so that it was rejected for inclusion on the Book of Confessions the last time it was presented for 

vote 2 years ago. 

 

 

 
13-02 Draft of Proposed Directory for Worship to Church for Study and Comment--PMA 
Source: Agencies Sponsor: Presbyterian Mission Agency 

  

Committee: [13-02] Theological Issues and Institutions and 
CE 
  

Type: General Assembly Full 
Consideration 

Topic: Unassigned 
  

Read the full content and rationale at:  http://pc-biz.org/Explorer.aspx?id=4711 

Recommendation 

The Presbyterian Mission Agency Board recommends that the 221st General Assembly (2014) forward the 
draft of the proposed Directory for Worship to the church for study and comment in consideration of 
submitting it to the 222nd General Assembly (2016) for approval. All comments should be directed to the 
Office of Theology and Worship and the Office of the General Assembly by July 1, 2015. 

Council did not review this item. 

 

Please refer this item to your worship committee/commission and elicit their comments for 

input if this item survives this GA.  Note especially the material on marriage. 

 

 

 
13-04 Grant Permission to Theological Seminaries to Celebrate the Sacrament of the Lord’s Supper. 
Source: Committee Sponsor: Committee on Theological 

Education 
  

Committee: [13-04] Theological Issues and Institutions and 
CE 
  

Type: General Assembly Full 
Consideration 

Topic: Unassigned 
  

Read the full content and rationale at:  http://pc-biz.org/Explorer.aspx?id=4811 

Recommendation 

The Committee on Theological Education recommends that the 221st General Assembly (2014) grant 
permission to the following theological institutions to celebrate the Sacrament of the Lord’s Supper in 2015–
2016: Austin Presbyterian Theological Seminary, Columbia Theological Seminary, University of Dubuque 
Theological Seminary, Louisville Presbyterian Theological Seminary, McCormick Theological Seminary, 
Pittsburgh Theological Seminary, Princeton Theological Seminary, San Francisco Theological Seminary, 
Johnson C. Smith Theological Seminary in cooperation with the Interdenominational Theological Center and 
Union Presbyterian Seminary, Seminario Evangelio de Puerto Rico, and Auburn Theological Seminary. 

Rationale 

Beginning in 1989, the General Assembly became the governing body that grants permission to celebrate the Sacrament of 
the Lord’s Supper at Presbyterian theological institutions. Each seminary is entrusted with identifying a governing group on 
campus to discern appropriate occasions and leaders to celebrate on each campus. The 220th General Assembly (2012) 
granted permission for celebrations in 2012–2013. 

http://pc-biz.org/Explorer.aspx?id=4711
http://pc-biz.org/Explorer.aspx?id=4811


Council did not review this item – an agency RECommendation. 

 

 
[13-05]  Trustees of Theological Institutions.    

 [13-06]  Approval of List of Presbyterian Church (U.S.A.) Related Schools, Colleges and 
Universities.  

   

 [13-07]  Report of the Special Committee on Funding Theological Institutions.    

 [13-08]  On Celebrating the 500th Birthday of John Knox—From the Eastern Korean 
Presbytery. 

   

 [13-A]  Celebration of the Centennial Anniversary of the Assembly Training School.    

 [13-B] Award for Excellence in Theological Education.    

 [13-C]  Minutes, Committee on Theological Education    

 [13-Info] Committee on Theological Education Agency Summary 

   
 

Council did not review these (last) housekeeping items. 

 

 

 

[14] Congregational Vitality  

 

 

Consider matters related to: Presbyterian Mission Agency initiatives on education, missional 

living, and 1001 worship communities; Christian educators. 

 

This committee has 6 items for consideration. 

 

Council did not review these items – all agency RECommendations. 

 

 
14-01 1001 New Worshiping Communities--PMA 
Source: Agencies Sponsor: Presbyterian Mission Agency 

  

Committee: 
[14-01] Congregational Vitality 
  

Type: General Assembly Full 
Consideration 

Topic: Unassigned 
  

Read the full content and rationale at:  http://pc-biz.org/Explorer.aspx?id=4709 

Recommendation 

The Presbyterian Mission Agency Board recommends that the 221st General Assembly (2014) do the 
following: 

1.    Encourage each mid-council to sponsor a training or awareness event on 1001 New Worshiping 
Communities in cooperation with the Evangelism and Church Growth (ECG) office. 
2.    Encourage each session to pray for the fulfillment of the 1001 movement by daily praying at 10:02 AM 
the scripture passage Luke 10:2 that asks God to send more workers into the harvest field. (“The harvest is 
plentiful, but the laborers are few; therefore ask the Lord of the harvest to send out laborers into his 
harvest.”) 
3.    Recommend each presbytery to view a new 1001 video at presbytery meetings and discuss, "How can 
we engage in ministry outside the walls of the church in our own context?” 
4.    Encourage each presbytery to start at least one new worshiping community within the next two years. 
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The Presbytery of Nevada does not have – nor does it participate in – 1001 New Worshiping 

Communities at this time. 

 

 

 
14-02 Educate a Child, Transform the World. 
Source: Agencies Sponsor: Presbyterian Mission Agency 

  

Committee: 
[14-02] Congregational Vitality 
  

Type: General Assembly Full 
Consideration 

Topic: Unassigned 
  

Read the full content and rationale at:  http://pc-biz.org/Explorer.aspx?id=4755 

Recommendation 

The Presbyterian Mission Agency Board recommends that the 221st General Assembly (2014): 

1.    Acknowledge and celebrate the deep and rich history of Presbyterian church’s role in transforming 
society by providing access to quality education for children in this country and around the world. 
2.    Recommit itself to education as a core focus of mission in this nation and with our global partners. 
3.    Launch a churchwide initiative that will inspire, equip, and connect our congregations, mid councils, and 
the Presbyterian Mission Agency to improve the quality of education for 1,000,000 children in the U.S. and 
globally over the next four years. 
4.    Encourage and support global partners and leaders here in the United States who have made a 
vocational commitment to provide a quality education to children in their communities. 
5.    In all of these efforts, place particular emphasis on children in poverty or otherwise at risk. 
6.    Direct the Presbyterian Mission Agency to shape and guide this initiative, developing tangible metrics to 
determine success and impact, and to report back to the 222nd General Assembly (2016), sharing progress 
made and identifying strategies for deeper engagement in 2016-18. 

 

 

 
14-03 Living Missionally. 
Source: Agencies Sponsor: Presbyterian Mission Agency 

  

Committee: 
[14-03] Congregational Vitality 
  

Type: General Assembly Full 
Consideration 

Topic: Unassigned 
  

Read the full content and rationale at:  http://pc-biz.org/Explorer.aspx?id=4851 

Recommendation 

The Presbyterian Mission Agency Board recommends that the 221st General Assembly (2014): 

1.    Acknowledge the Presbyterian Church (U.S.A.)’s historic commitment to joining Christ’s mission in local 
and global communities. 
2.    Encourage congregations, mid councils, and the Presbyterian Mission Agency to join intentionally in 
God’s mission to transform our world and address root causes of societal injustices by following Christ’s 
example of service through faith, hope, love, and witness. 
3.    Launch a churchwide initiative that will inspire, equip, and connect Presbyterians to continue to go 
beyond the walls of their congregations and increase their engagement in service to their communities and 
the world. 
4.    Direct the Presbyterian Mission Agency to develop tangible metrics to determine success and impact and 
report back to the 222nd General Assembly (2016), sharing progress made and identifying strategies for 
deeper engagement in 2016–18. 

 

http://pc-biz.org/Explorer.aspx?id=4755
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14-04 Racial Ethnic & New Immigrant Church Growth Consultation Committee Report. 
Source: Agencies Sponsor: Presbyterian Mission Agency 

  

Committee: 
[14-04] Congregational Vitality 
  

Type: General Assembly Full 
Consideration 

Topic: Unassigned 
  

Read the full content and rationale at:  http://pc-biz.org/Explorer.aspx?id=4739 

Recommendation 

The Presbyterian Mission Agency Board, on behalf of the Racial Ethnic & New Immigrant Church Growth 
Consultation Committee, recommends that the 221st General Assembly (2014):   

1.    Encourage local congregations to engage in relational ministries with people of all races and ethnicities in their 

neighborhoods. 
2.    Direct the Presbyterian Mission Agency, specifically the Racial Ethnic &Women’s Ministries/Presbyterian Women and the 

Committee on Theological Education, to consult with theological seminaries to develop culturally sensitive curriculum, 

theologies, language, teaching and learning styles for teaching elders and church leaders of all ethnicities. 
3.    Direct the Presbyterian Mission Agency, specifically Racial Ethnic &Women’s Ministries/Presbyterian Women and the 

Office of the General Assembly, to collaborate with mid councils to establish regional certified ministry training programs to 

prepare racial ethnic and immigrant church members to serve worshiping communities. 
4.    Direct the six agencies of PC(USA)—Presbyterian Mission Agency, Office of the General Assembly, Presbyterian Investment 

and Loan Program, Inc., Presbyterian Foundation, Presbyterian Publishing Corporation, and Board Of Pensions—to distribute 

essential documents in multiple languages, as appropriate. 
5.    Direct the Presbyterian Mission Agency (specifically the Racial Ethnic &Women’s Ministries/Presbyterian Women ministry 

area and the Evangelism and Church Growth ministry area) and mid councils to create a network of racial ethnic and new 

immigrant coaches trained to address the culturally specific needs of racial ethnic and new immigrant congregations. 
6.    Direct the Presbyterian Mission Agency, the Office of the General Assembly, and the mid councils to consult with each other 

to consider expanding the criteria for accepting the ordination credentials of new immigrant leaders. 

 

 
[14-04]  

Racial Ethnic & New Immigrant Church Growth Consultation Committee Report.    

 [14-A]  Women of Faith Award Nominees to the 221st General Assembly (2014).     

 [14-B] Sam and Helen Walton Awards 

   
 

Council did not review these (last) housekeeping items. 

 

 

 

[15] Immigration and Environmental Issues  

 

 

Consider matters related to: the Church's response to US immigration policies and related 

issues and matters related to carbon fuels, food sovereignty, and the environment. 

 

This committee has 4 items to consider – two submitted overtures failed for lack of a 

concurrence. 
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15-01 On Divestment from Fossil Fuel Companies—From the Presbytery of Boston. 

Source: Presbytery Sponsor: Boston Presbytery 
  

Committee: [15-01] Immigration and Environmental 
Issues 
  

Type: General Assembly Full 
Consideration 

Topic: Unassigned 
  

Read the full content and rationale at:  http://pc-biz.org/Explorer.aspx?id=4587 

Recommendation 

The Presbytery of Boston overtures the 221st General Assembly (2014) to do the following: 

1.    Express its profound concern about the destructive effects of climate change on all God’s creation. 
Climate change has had a disproportionate impact on those living in poverty and in the least developed 
countries, the elderly and children, and those least responsible for the emissions of greenhouse gases. The 
221st General Assembly (2014) thus recognizes the moral mandate for humanity to shift to a sustainable 
energy plan in a way that is both just and compassionate. This mandate propels us to action as a 
denomination: to divest from the fossil fuel industry even as we reduce our use of fossil fuels and shrink our 
carbon footprint. 
2.    Call upon the Board of Pensions and the Presbyterian Church (U.S.A.) Foundation to 
a.           immediately stop any new investment in fossil fuel companies and instruct asset managers in their 
work for the denomination to do the same; 
b.           ensure that within five years none of its directly held or commingled assets includes holdings of 
either equities or corporate bonds in fossil fuel companies as determined by the Carbon Tracker list1; and 
c.            incorporate, into already existing financial reports, regular updates detailing progress made towards 
full divestment. These reports will be made available to the public. 
3.    Call upon the Stated Clerk of the PC(USA) to inform those fossil fuel companies of the passage and 
implementation of this resolution. 

 
OVT-018 
15-01 

On Divestment from Fossil Fuel Companies—From the Presbytery of Boston.  Deadline:   

Apr 15th.   

This proposal would call on on the Board of Pension and all other managers  of denominational 

financial assets – at each council level in hopes of making a statement regarding the ecology of 

the planet – without regard to the financial asset’s performance of their ecological responsibility 

in the course of doing business.  The ‘scientific’ rationale is an emotional and specious Great 

Leap, at best.  The action proposed would have little effect on the asserted harm or its cause.   

Please see OVT 013, above, for comments on OVTs regarding the ‘Palestinian problem,’ 

political social witness, political ecological witness, the appropriateness of the denomination’s 

participation in the formation of US foreign or other policy, and all actions/actors involved 

therein.  Please See also:  OVTs 013, 014, 017, 022, 030, 031, 040, 041, 048, 049, 050, 051, 055, 

056, 058, and later OVTs, as may be submitted.  Please read these OVTs online and together; 

but, discern God’s will for denominational action on each one separately.   

Council considered, but, does not support this OVT.  It had a concurrence by Feb 14th.   

 

 

 
15-02 On Affirming the Importance of Sustainable Development and the Precautionary Principle—From the 

Presbytery of Southern New England. 
Source: Presbytery Sponsor: Southern New England Presbytery 

  

Committee: [15-02] Immigration and Environmental 
Issues 
  

Type: General Assembly Full 
Consideration 

Topic: Unassigned 
  

http://pc-biz.org/Explorer.aspx?id=4587


Read the full content and rationale at:  http://pc-biz.org/Explorer.aspx?id=4651 

Recommendation 

The Presbytery of Southern New England overtures the 221st General Assembly (2014) to affirm the vital 
importance of sustainable development and the Precautionary Principle.1 It is the basis for a responsible, 
moral, and ethical means of working and being. It affirms the sacred in societal and creation care, protecting 
the earth for future generations. Additionally, we ask that the PC(USA) commission a study group to review 
this principle and prepare a study paper for use by congregations throughout the denomination, enabling 
congregations to advocate for reform. 

Endnote 
1.            The Precautionary Principle is defined as “the precept that an action should not be taken if the 
consequences are uncertain and potentially dangerous” (World English Dictionary. It is the theory that an 
action should be taken when a problem or threat occurs, not after harm has been inflicted” (UN Conference 
on the Environment, 1988). It is derived from a German word meaning “forecaring.” 

 

OVT-050 
15-02 

On Affirming the Importance of Sustainable Development and the Precautionary 

Principle—From the Presbytery of Southern New England.  Deadline:   Feb 14th.  Apr 15th.  
Apr 30th.   

This proposal makes a ‘great leap’ from two selected, possibly-topical and possibly-related 

scriptures to an arrogant, humanistic UNESCO concept – and then urges the denomination to 

take specific political action urging punitive state action or restriction of action – on the basis of 

an over-estimation of man’s ‘God-like ability’ to comprehend creation and its processes. 

Please see OVT 013, above, for comments on OVTs regarding the ‘Palestinian problem,’ 

political social witness, political ecological witness, the appropriateness of the denomination’s 

participation in the formation of US foreign or other policy, and all actions/actors involved 

therein.  Please see also:  OVTs 013, 014, 017, those implications of 018 related to Middle 

Eastern oil, 022, 030, 031, 033, 034, 040, 041, 048, 049, 051, 055, 056, 058, and later OVTs, as 

may be submitted.  Please read these OVTs online and together; but, discern God’s will for 

denominational action on each one separately.    

 

 

 
15-03 On Affirming a Programmatic Review of the Impact of Expanded Coal Export Projects on Human Health and 

Well Being—From the Presbytery of Seattle. 
Source: Presbytery Sponsor: Seattle Presbytery 

  

Committee: [15-03] Immigration and Environmental 
Issues 
  

Type: General Assembly Full 
Consideration 

Topic: Unassigned 
  

Read the full content and rationale at:  http://pc-biz.org/Explorer.aspx?id=4699 

Recommendation 

The Presbytery of Seattle overtures the 221st General Assembly (2014) to affirm the decision of civil 
authorities to conduct a full, programmatic review and assessment of the impact of expanded coal export 
projects in Washington and Oregon on human health and the well-being of communities along the Northwest 
rail lines. 

OVT-056 
15-03 

On Affirming a Programmatic Review of the Impact of Expanded Coal Export Projects on 
Human Health and Well Being—From the Presbytery of Seattle.  Deadline:   Apr 30th.   

Proposes a study before any action of the impact of certain export projects on human health and 

http://pc-biz.org/Explorer.aspx?id=4651
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community well-being.  Neither the OVT nor the rationale suggest taking any follow-on action.   

Please see OVT 013, above, for comments on OVTs regarding the ‘Palestinian problem,’ 

political social witness, political ecological witness, the appropriateness of the denomination’s 

participation in the formation of US foreign or other policy, and all actions/actors involved 

therein.  Please see also:  OVTs 013, 014, 017, those implications of 018 related to Middle 

Eastern oil, 022, 030, 031, 033, 034, 040, 041, 048, 049, 050, 051, 055, 058, and later OVTs, as 

may be submitted.  Please read these OVTs online and together; but, discern God’s will for 

denominational action on each one separately.    

 

 

 
15-04 On Recognizing the Presbyterian Immigrant Defense Initiative to Affirm and Promote the Civil and Human 

Rights of Immigrants in Our Communities—From the Presbytery of Central Florida. 

Source: Presbytery Sponsor: Central Florida Presbytery 
  

Committee: [15-04] Immigration and Environmental 
Issues 
  

Type: General Assembly Full 
Consideration 

Topic: Unassigned 
  

 Read the full content and rationale at:  http://pc-biz.org/Explorer.aspx?id=4703 

Recommendation 

The Presbytery of Central Florida overtures the 221st General Assembly (2014) to recognize the formation of 
the Presbyterian Immigrant Defense Initiative as a campaign to mobilize congregations, mid councils, and 
Presbyterian-related organizations to affirm and promote the civil and human rights of immigrants in our 
communities. The Presbyterian Immigrant Defense Initiative reaffirms that the body of the Presbyterian 
Church (U.S.A.) is formed by indigenous peoples and immigrants in various stages of our immigrant journeys 
and, as a body, is called to the struggle of new immigrants seeking justice under a broken immigration 
system. 
The action of the Presbyterian Immigrant Defense Initiative is to: 
•      Connect a community of Presbyterians engaged in direct action for just immigration reform. 
•      Deepen awareness of the injustice of current immigration policy by sharing with one another and the 
broader church the lived experience of Presbyterians and community partners organizing for just 
immigration reform at the grassroots level. 
•      Empower Presbyterians to work to change policies and practices that infringe on the human and civil 
rights of immigrants in our communities, including immigrant detention, streamlined deportation, and the 
executing of Immigration and Customs Enforcement (ICE) by local law enforcement. 

 
 
OVT-058 
15-04 

On Recognizing the Presbyterian Immigrant Defense Initiative to Affirm and Promote the 
Civil and Human Rights of Immigrants in Our Communities—From the Presbytery of Central 

Florida.  Deadline:   Apr 15th.   

Asserts a broken (instead of un used / unenforced) immigration system and urges denominational 

action from all levels to take political action to seek assurance of human and civil rights for 

immigrants – whether they are in this country legally or illegally. 

Please see OVT 013, above, for comments on OVTs regarding the ‘Palestinian problem,’ 

political social witness, political ecological witness, the appropriateness of the denomination’s 

participation in the formation of US foreign or other policy, and all actions/actors involved 

therein.  Please see also:  OVTs 013, 014, 017, those implications of 018 related to Middle 

Eastern oil, 022, 030, 031, 033, 034, 040, 041, 048, 049, 050, 051, 055, 056, and later OVTs, as 

may be submitted.  Please read these OVTs online and together; but, discern God’s will for 

denominational action on each one separately.    
 

 

http://pc-biz.org/Explorer.aspx?id=4703

